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Abstract 

Fr:  trade with the United 5ta.te5, in the form of a functional, sectc;!ral-or 

comprehensive arra.ngement is evaluated in the context oi existing, economic 

literature. The dynarniCs of the ,,,vorld economy . and increased proteCtionisrn  in 

the U.S. and elsewhere ha  s increased the impoarc  o  nY trade'Policle 

decision. The evolution of trade theory and the incorporatidn of facets . of 

industria.i structure and performance into empirical  mode l5 of trade liberalization 

.show tne pote :- t gains for Canada to be large. An increase of uP  t f 

15 accompanied increase5 in employment opportunities and in labour incomes. 

with all regions 'oenefiting in the medium to long  ru,  while in the •shcrt: run 

significant capital Énd labour adjustment Could be expected. Firm behaviour and 

non-tariff 'masures are also found 'CD be important factors helpihg deter7nine 

the extent of realization in Canada. of ,the potential gains from free trade. 
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PAR T 1: THE GLOBAf. AND bO.2^^E$-nC ECONOWC ENŸIRDNh'SEN7

Introduction

What should be Chdi :forrn and ,conditions of Canada"s trade reiationship with

the L?rrited States? This question has dornina#ed the trade palic^ debate in

Canada sïnce- lb.efore Oan#e^era'tion. À. Canada"s econornic per :̀arrnance and

daveioprnem-are tied largely to international tradi^, p4rticulariy ^ilarer^l zrade.

this question i s a major issue in the overall econormic pclicv debAae in Canada,

The specific issue of negotiating a bilateral trade aéreernent Wi Th the

United' ^4^rtes has ance again ernergeti as a current palicy aueszivn fin^

ta.nati;ama and their goveriiménts. i'hrf-, optiions for any potential bïlâte.*al trade

rregotiation!5 have been .idertt:fïe^: a framewor4c agreement, a series of sev=ora:

or ;unct:ona! a^-eerner^tsand a comprehe:^sïvé biiaterâl,trad^,* arrâllge-7lent. The

debate over vvhe:^er to enter bllateral negotaataans and the be.st v)urse to Pursu8

will have *.o deal with a wide range of complex i!;!5ues, incjuding a chargi^t; ;lalzai

eccnamï VeriarirOrs"nc^-r1L and rlsïng concarns over the future direction a.# U.S. tr^de

Policy. Nevertheless, the fundarnerrtal question, is, will abilateral trade

ag?-eement with the United States contfibute to, a more comaetitive and

healthier Canadian econorny with higher incarnes and greater and better

employmen- oopartunitïes for Canadians'

The. purpose af this paper is jo. establish . wha*_ is khawn thesareticaily and

ernpirïr,ally about the likelv impact on the Canadian eeondrnv ofa bilateral ^rade

libar.aii;ation agreement with the United States and, just as ir€rp-ortarrt, to

de.t°_fTTG1T1e WhaT i5 not known and requires further investigation.

i!
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exM'74i'hie= papir is divide into four Major parts- The fifs: par; ouIbN!s the

^^cr^rs a^âe^tir^g Canadian éc6nori-itz and iff-ade pa.licv, ns the global

^^r^orr^ïç erxirtranrnent, recent V.5., trade policy deoaiOp:nents arvd the bilkteral

trade environ ment: it then turrts To an examir4atïon of the mlatiomsh:Ÿ he°^eerl

trad* pcriicy and other area^ of e-- armomic pcli^;+. The ceIrrrai ecip. norrniC and ,trad^

t^tëPOl^iZy" issLes a.re• re vie^r.e^ in the torrxe xt- Of the faur 49t el It^ s^;tvrs 6-F

Zanadi&-+ eczno~ty__b$"'ictialV,; re and jistaierie3, resa+.jr^^ ei:r-1=:cn' and

processing. rr.zr'GU;a=:urtm^. ane services. This Da-t of the dt^cumeni: ïs 'nv,dc^_'

tt^ Jefïne^re the irnpvtant feati.^res of the dornes-tic a.*^ irL terftia:ïana: in ^no-i

e9vir=fnCnw in Wkic"4 ar+v t^iïa^^r^.S trade negowiations will occur.

o: the Pap-er ad:*°ss.e5 the vaesiï.cns of the s#ze and na':4-a t_

po,^ni^;a1 e-toncmic banef:.s a,-+:. bilateral i7ade 41¢

d:SC=si.ôn ':^egp;r:s w•it;5 a C°itica,: reviCW o`. re^2nt de ►eio"Pm^:'s^

t}44G 41'Fi4,rFti and WI.L4k L14eso -t.le.Veiy,/yÎ±Îe,IeS Car,
cy„(^^^^bu^e to V;.Î*

the irn^a^* of Included in this evatua:ïon are

t^e importance of .3cale eCDnornies. indus:rïal C fgart :Z 4 '. rt an:
Of

in the Canad:an ec::r+orA^^ zq the reaiization of p:ort"- :i-ai tai,

:r.o:n bi:at2raI trade literali-za:ïars. The net step is to pxar^ine t6%e -mbo'e:i;a,

and ernpirxcal issues involved in ^s^imatir^g for Canada the irnpavm a: imd^

lïberali=ation, with the r^ev:ic purpose of detçr.rnining waat ,we how

reliable th-is: know3edge is, a,r+d whefe furvhw work. is requirvbd.

The nex: issue deaIt- vrit'^ i3 the ^mplov^^n: "irrs^a(:=s Of t-ade

Fi^erafiz^^ion. foij o +^^ by ad:sci ssÿon an nipn-tari:f b arrie-s. Sir+c^ rrnçms: ei
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preceding discussion concentrates on the economics of a comprehensive bilateral 

trade agreement, the discussion then turns to an examination of the sectored and 

functional approaches to bilateral trade liberalization. Throughout the 

discussion, those areas that warrant further research are identified. 

The purpose of the third part of the paper is to examine a number of 

economic policy issues which are outside the strict confines of international 

trace theory but b.vhich are critical to the evaluation of the bilateral trade policy 

options. This section is concerned Largely with the two general questions of 

whether Canada wiH be able to realize the potential medium-run net benefits 

from bilateral trade liberalization, and what factors may aid or disrupt the 

adjustment process. The discussion starts with the issue of structural 

adjustment, the process of adjustment and adjustment costs. This discussion is 

followed by an examination the regional implications of bilateral trade 

liperalization. The next group of issues dealt with concerns the microeconomics 

of corporate behaviour with the emphasis in the discussion on  RD  and 

technological adoption, adaptation and diffusion. 

Although considerable research exists on many of the issues addressee: in 

these areas, for the most part only the adjustment work has been carried out in 

the context of the specific question of bilateral trade liberalization. This also 

applies to the latter section in part 3, which deals with the issues raised by 

intra-cdrporate trade for Canadian trade and economic policy. 
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The fourth part is a general summary of the paner. Overall. the Paper

concludes that the potential medium-run impact of broad bilateral trade

liberalization is positive and large. A broad tradé liberalization agreement

would provide the conditions for a healt!uer. more productive economy and

greater and better job opportunities. The sectoral approach offers srnaii pos°tive

benefits i1 the right sectors are chosen: however, a number of diff•lci! âes with

this approach are indicat_r. Q+hile tariffs still remain !►igh in a number of

product lines. much of the effort in any poten:ial bilateral trade nego::ations

will be directed at non-ta•i:f barriers. The fune:ional approach orovidzs a

mefianis.-n by whieh to deal with the co*npfex nature of most non-tar

measures. although it is suggested that the potential medium-run net econorrsic

benefits are likefv to be larger if a number of non-tariff barriers are de3l' with

as a'ac'kage. Turning to the areas outside of the strict confines of trade t`:eory.

the genera' assessrnent is that there are a number of major ga.os in o:r

knowledge of the orocess of structurai adiust:nent in both capital and labour

markets. the regional impact and the rnicroeronorr ► ics of corporate behavio-^r.

Since G}tese factors can affect significantly the ability of the economy to reai.z°

the polenta! medium-cun benerts, they raise important researC` and poL•^.

questions.

1.1 The Global Economic Fnvironment

Ai though Canada and the United States are each other's major TF3I:fIn7

partner, the evaluation of the economic consequences for Canada cannot ignore

the global economic environment. Likewise, Canada and the United States
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par4xcipate in a n=bcr of mc,cltilattrâl insxitutjvns:, su& as -the tAii, thè ^E-^:'O

and the IMF, and any negatiatians will have to take into acVount each covn-c.rv's,

inWtilateral ccanarnic objectives and policy obligatibns. With regard to the

ext^rn^3 ^^v'sr^nrrxenx, the faliowing points warrant-particuiar attan.tion.

° par-,Iy as 2 resuit of past international Cooperatian in the economil:
and vad e sy ste ms, thie. w-orld &conorny is rnuc,,,, more inttgrtate^ todav
than ever befvre. natianial etonorrrtes are ïrEcreassrrgly' linked zhro+JZ`,

; florsrs of goods, services, capital and people.

° By. 19S7 tMe s-,aged -,-ariff redu[.tion5 agr"d to by the pa.* -,icipan :s in
the Tokyo round of multilaterai triade negotiatïons will be f-Alv
ir1lThe new cc)des extendirng and clarifying the Ci.-\T7

rtrles.gctverning the use of rion-tar-iff trade measures, were aiS.0
ado¢rEed in. the Tokyo ro4tr`d, have-,led the mcrnhers w^a have s4gned
thè codes - to .a mend their dorn estïc tr.ade legisl& t.ioh to mak e lt
cor^fortrn with their new rights and obli.^atï^ns. 5crrse of, t^ese

changes have given rise to additional conflicts amarg CATT
rnembers. whi1e Others have dffec:ive!y reduCed earlier sources of
Gan f lict.

° The world econarnv continues to undergo rnaxor -st--actural
adtust,ments; numerous industries, particu,ia:rly in the tradit:onal
manufacturing se:tars, are moving to new locations of proeu=1on.
emeciallv in the Newly Industriaflaed Countries the older

de^eeioped counrries are rnaturïrig and have entered a t^a^*-i^td^s:r3a]
stage of developrrserrt; and global producrtion is be-_,:^riing rnvre
saeciaiiaed internatiCnaily.

° Resïsuncc to the -adjvstmerEt prccess in the fflrm of PrOteclianis:
rieaskires and other "defensive," adjustment poiicies has become a
major prol}lern for the. "substance and rr+arwa^ernent of interrta:ion^.i
trade and aconamic relations, both between develaped çaun',ie.5 and

in a North-South c^ntext-

° The rise in prctectidriism is characrterized by apreoccUpatinn with

hilateral arrdJar sector trade halancM the use of non-ta,'::#^
measures. frequentiy applied out-side the rules developed under the
P,qTi. and the resort to trade arotec.tion when the real cause of the
prodjern is rnacroeconarrnic. policy irnbalances, or dvrrsestïc>econornic
changes. As such-; the CWrrerit rise in protectionisrn not only disru^*s
international tradi and investment flows but also weakens`*:`^e ^^!7^:
GATT Principles of non-discrimination, Predictadili'y and

trtansparenCy for trade p^olicy.

I
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.

° As a. rmsUI t. of the ri se in glcbal proxectïànssrn. rte+u. deveïap*,,en:s in
ir+te-national * iirade araid prcblems left over from the Tok^ic Round
such as qricui#urai trade, wbsid'ies and saf egu&*ds. Carlad-a^ the
United States and ce r^^ï^, cr her 0E C-D cv+^r^^i^s h&v^:^a 13e^ for a
neu rqund of CA iT` heo gtia rions. In addition to V" :`oid Tr ade - i^5ues,
ne,%v ^reas such ax mde in se-vices4 ccunterfe_t good^. high
,tocnnalosy trade and iihteil:eeTumi propefty vfil! li3€eiy be included in
any fu,nurt round af- n°rul^ilater'al trade negoiïarïons-

° The emergenee of 3aqarr and the euroQean EcDnormic Cammunitv
M^C} as. rmajdr economic power5 has =egted 1 mul.ipalar +arorrid

° in c*rrrast to the .1950s and-early growz"' rate à* wa:°id
er and the,dersawd is rnuc!l slow

in mas: ;wisourCe artd rniknufacturing se=ors, the redu;nion of whi& 15

an. inc reasin gly important ;art of the adj ustmtn-, prccess.

The rtse in gfabal inxerdmper~dencc zr+i^ m^:lt:^al^ri:y has in çreased
t:W po#icv ititePdepende*+ce of nz:-61ans as well as the se.^.5i;:v.t*.y of
i.-ach rnaTïon's econorny to the dor,nestxe poiir_ies and jeg:slatian of its
nai*r trading pariners and, at the same .time, has genera*e^ Sr°a,^
pressü:" upvr.w the e.xisting internarianaÏ econornic. ins:itutronaj

The exp I ansior ^ef =,de into r^ew areas suc.1% as services, *.6%e irtcrease
in inter^atitmai ga pi-,al rrticweme:5ts and the, rise in the Qza of

nan-twi:: bar`ie►s have #Ur-ther cvrn^ounde^! the comal=1:i#s of. Vie
rradj! .polit^r issues cors:ronting nation-al pvemrrtier+ts:

° Ahcve all. the sirtgt.e most ïmpor°ant` fac-mr fa= n z ciâïzer+s and
goytrnmen-z is the great uncé`rCa:rlty abaU : ^C^ir W -ire `Ona.rr it
praspo_-_:.s and deveicptnem..

71^t above points surnrnarïze brie{iY the giobal ecZnOrnic amd -ra:2 PCGcv

er^vErcx^m^s in whiCL the various bilatere tead'e poiiCy opt;c>ns w"il:. be

evaEuate.à. Tc a tonsiderable degr--e, the ch^ges in the.^^nomi^ environnent

t^: b^r on North ,#r^e ica came fr^rr^ autEide the Cantin^t^l e--Z)nprny, and* the

onus is 6rt North Arnçrican industries. and e°conornies tD &djus*6 to the

competât,iver^^;n and dynamism cf those af*.shore. This is important. M re=t>gnize

sinc* for certain :Canadian iridus;riies--tor exarnpl* toonvear., texxife5 and
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clothing--the problem of stiff import competition in the Canadian market is due

not to U.S. competition but to offshore compe*.ition. At the same time. the

unsettled global trade policy environment raises numerous questions about the

future of the GATT and other multilateral institutions. The Canadian and U.S.

econornies are not im-nune to foreign trade policies, and both Canada and the

United States have a large stake in a stabie and open multilateral trading

svstern. In sho-t, the assessment of the bilateral trade options needs to

recognize a world characterized by a high degree of global economic integration

and strong economic pressures for structural adjustment. Developments in the

global trade policy environment are also an important consideration in evaluating

the bilateral trade options.

In the context of globai t.rade. the evaluation of the economic impacts of

bilateral trade liberalization on the Canadiar, econorny must take into account

the issue of trade diversion. Part of the economic impact on Canada.

particularly in terms of increased production and exporu, of entering a Silateral

trade arrangement would come from trade diversion as Canadian exporters would

no longer be confronted by the same trade,barriers faced by other exporters to

the U.S. market. To the extent that adjusting to meet the competitiveness of

U.S. industries within a bilateral trade arrangement is the first step to meeting

global competition, the bilateral trade option should not be viewed as a pure

alternative to the multilateral approach. Indeed, it is llkely that the adjust-nent

process in Canada would be smoother and less costly in most industries it a

bilateral trade liberalization arrangement preceded further multilateral rade

liberali zation.

I
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On  the other hand, there may be some  industries in tIthich adjusting to 

match U.S. competitiveness under a bilateral trade agreement may not be 

consistent with adapting to the emerging global economic conditions. Moreover, 

a bilateral trade agreement might not offer a solution to the structural 

adjustment probiern in industries such as footwear and clothing which are 

experiencing major problems in adjusting to global economic changes and stiff 

offshore competition. 	More important. any gains in terms of production. 

employment and exports from trade diversion are likely to be temporary. The 

U.S. has stated that its long-run objective i5 multilateral trade and inves:men: 

Liberalization and the U.S. Administration is pushing strongly for a new round of 

multilateral  rade  negotiations. The federal government of Canada has also 

called far a new round of -multilateral trade negotiations: indeed., Canada has 

long supported the multilateral route because of the benefits multilateral trade 

rules provide to a small econcrny and the importance of imArbved access to  ail 

 markets throughout the world. The bilateral option offers both countries an 

opporainity to further develop the bilateral trade environmeit as well as 

opportunities to retard the rise in protectionism and develop models that rnirt 

be extended to the multilateral level. Nevertheless, both coteries are likely to 

participate actively in any future multilateral trade negotiations. Consequently. 

two issues should be borne in mind when evaluating the economic impact: the 

extent of trade diversion. and the impact of bilateral trade liberalization on 

Canadian  industries' global competitiveness and hence on their prospective 

ability to take advantage of future opportunities outside of North America under 

any future multilateral trade liberalization. 
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1.2 The Bilateral Trade Environment

Trade between Canada and the United States is the single la.•vest

component of world trade, and both countries are each other's larçest trading

partner. The bilateral trade relationship is asymmetric when viewed from a

number of perspec:ives. Over 70 per cent of Canada's internatiorsai trade is with

the United States. while around 20-25 per cent of U.S. internationa: t-=de is w•::"T

Canada. Trade accounts for close to 30 per cent of Canada's nationa! income but

only around 10 per cent in the United States. Moreover, once bilaterai

automotive trade is accounted for, Canada's bilateral merchandise exports are

concentrated heavily in primary and semi-processed materials, whereas U.S.

bilateral merchandise exports comprise mostly manufactured produc:s. a'her.

evaluating the various bilateral trade policy options, the following considerations

need to be borne in mind:

With few exceptions, bialteral trade is conducted under the provisions
of the GATT which is the main trade agree-nent governing the
Canada-United States trade relationship; the notable exceptions a-e
the Canada-U.S. Automotive Products Trade Agreements, . the
Canada-U.S. Defence Production Sharing Arrangement and the
understanding on safeguards negotiated bilaterally in 1984, and even
in these cases both countries have sought to ensure t`:at the
arrangements meet their GATT obligations.

° It is estimated that when the Tokyo Round cuts are completed in
1987, 80 per cent of c'anada's exports to the United States will be
duty free and 61, per cent of U.S. expor ts to Canada will be du-,v free;
a significant share of the remaining bialteral trade will cross the
border at tariff rates of 5.0 per cent or lower; however, tariff rates
for certain products remain high in both Canada and the United
States. with some as high as 20-25 per cent in Canada, and hence
trade is mur-h lower in these products than it might otherwise Se:
overall; the average tariff rate on dutiable products entering Canada
will be 8-9 per cent while the average U.S. tariff on d•.aia5le
products will be about 4.5 per cent after 1987, and the dutiable items
are

I
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mostly manufactured products; consequently, while Canada and the 
United States appear to be close to the meeting the GATT 
requirements for declaring a free trade area, this appearance is 
deceptive and tariff rates are still an important issue to be 
considered in any bilateral trade negotiations. 

• Although certain U.S. tariffs remain high,  it is the growing mood of 
protectionism and the increasing use of non-tariff measures that pose 
the major threat to Canadian trade interests; in traditional sectors ,  
the demands for protection have switched from demands for relief 
from a cyclical downturn to demands for permanent trade protection 
against foreign competition as many of these U.S. indusries are 
experiencing difficulties similar to those in the same Canadian 
industries; likewise . U.S.  corporations have resorted more frequently 
to U.S. unfair and fair trade legislation in an effort to reduce foreian 
competition in the U.S. and. as was the situation in the Canadian 
lumber countervailing petition, these petitions may be directed at 
domestic policies in foreign counries; the Congress has introduced a 
growing number of protectionist bills and although few have been 
passed. the language in the Congress has shifted from  "free trade" to 
"freer trade" and, for some. to "fair trade"; while the Administration 
has attempted to resist the mood of protectionism in the Coneress. it 
too has resorted to non-tariff measures to restrict imports of 
produc such as steel and :apanese automobiles. 

The rise in protectionism in the United States is due larzelv to three 
factors: the huge U.S. merchandise trade deficit, caused in large 
part by the high U.S. dollar and high U.S. interest rates; the shift in 
comparative advantage in certain traditional industries away fro-n 
the United States; and the U.S. frustration over the problems in 
placing those trade issues it is interested in on the GATT  agenda. in 
particular the issues of trade in services, Cdunterfeit goods. hieh 

 technology trade and inteilectual property. 

• Although Canada is not the prime target for most U.S. protectionist 
demands and actions, the number of trade disputes between Canada 
and the United States has increased recently and in n‘iiterous cases 
the issues concern matters outside the usual boundaries of trade 
polidy and involve Canadian regulatory and cultural policies. 

Given the size and depth of the Canada-US. trade relationship,  it  is not 

surprising that at any point in time there are a number of bilateral rade 

problems confronting Canadian and U.S. policy makers. While some are not 

solved and are simPly allowed to continue. Canada and the United States have 

• 
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generally been able to resolve most bilateral trade disputes. Canadian interest 

in exploring the possibility of negotiating a bilateral trade agreement has 

developed because of the growing mood of protectionism and the increasing use 

of non-tariff measures, particularly contingent-protection measures ,  in the 

United States. 

The issue of whether or  not  to negotiate a bilateral trade agree-nent is 

becerning one of seceing  as  well as enhancing the existing access. to the U.S. 

market. Since most major private sector investment projects in the 

manufacturing sector require access to a large market, the terms and conditions 

of access to the U.S. market are a medium-term policy issue for Canada. h 

large part, the threat of reduced accesS tc the U.S. market is caused by U.S. 

trade policy actions directed primarily against third countries which can spill 

ove-  and affect Canadian exports. In other instances, competitive Canadian, 

industries have found themselves confronted by demands fer pre:el. :ion fro7. 

Canadian imports by their U.S. competition. 

A further Canadian concern is the growing wi llingness of U.S. producers to 

petition under U.S. unfair trade legislation for countervailing duties against 

Canadian domestic econornic policies and regulations which are alleged to 

provide countervailable subsidies to Canadian exporters. Whether or not these 

unfair ..t.rade  petitions by U.S. producers succeed in the imposition of trade 

barriers against Canadian exports, the resort to U.S. fair and unfair trade 

legislation raises the risk of exporting to the United States and saddles Canadian 

producers with the legal and other costs of protecting their interests arr.: 
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posi;ions betore U.S. tribunals. At the same time, the increased t^rea: arc

actual vse of standing protectionist measures--*.or example, discrimina°ory

government procurement by U.S. states--may have already played a major role

in the decision by a number o: Canadian firms to es:ablis, production .

in the United States to serve the -US. market in product areas suc!', as -mass

trans:- eauiprnen; and telecommunica.ions equipment.

1.3 Trade PoLicy and Other Policy ConsideratdorLs

The three Dilatera; :rade options cirren;ly under disCIussion in Ca.^aca are:

i) a fra-neworic agreement to estabLsh principles and orocedures fo- the
manaeement o: Canada-l-'.5. trade relations. including the an_Of

negotiations for se-cure and enhanced market access and d:scv-e

sePle^9en::

ii) a se_toral or func-ional agreerner^:, for the ei:rnina:'.L- of *.°_=e
barriers in soe_:::c se^tors suct) as agriculture. or :ar the =d,:'o= of
poû:y inst-lrnen.s such as government procure onerm., and

a cornDrehensive biIateral trade agreement whi; ` woul_ i-cl, eme
elimination of tari`_f- and non-tari!f bar, iers on substan:ia::^• _: ! :ra=e•
including both goods and services, except in a seleczed : e^• incustrits.

O: the three options, the United States has indicated that should Canada

and the United States engage in bilateral trade negotiations, its pre'erence

would be to negotiate a comprehensive bilateral trade arrange:-ne.-It. There is.

howeve,•, no suggestion from either country that the two negotiate to for- a

free trade area or a common rnarket. Moreover, there is no sugges;ior. that a

mechanism for coordinating in some bilateral framework Canadian and U.S.

trade barriers agains: third country expor*.s should be nego:iated. Any poten:i3!•
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negotiations would be concerned with negotiations on trade barriers as they 

affect hilateral trade and would encompass only those bilateral trade policy 

matters which are of mutual interest to both countries. Furthermore, Canada 

has indicated a preference that any resulting bilateral arrangement be in 

accordance with Canada's rights and obligations under the GATT. 

There are a number of bilateral trade issues that either Canada or the 

United States might  as<  to be included in any potential bilateral trade 

negotiations. Tariffs are one example,  and  both countries have expressed an 

interest in discussing a number of non-tariff measures as they affect bilateral 

trade—for example, federal and provincial/state government procurement 

policies, the use of subsidies, and contingent-protection measures. In the 

discussions in Canada over the three proposals, a number of other issues have 

been raised such as the appropriate time frame for phasing in any agreement, the 

appropriate safeguards, and in the case of the thire..1 option. what sectors might 

be excluded. 

Before turning to the economic assessment of the bilateral trade 

liberalization options. it is important to recognize that trade policy is only one 

dimension of a governMent'S policy agenda and concerns. In each nation. 

governments have acquired many responsibilities and play an important and 

active roie in the e:onorny. However, as a result of global economic integration, 

trade flows and international investment flows have become increasingly 

sensitive to domestic economic policies, be they domestic rnicroeconornic 

policies and regulations or macroeconomic policies. In the past, national 



governments have found it mutually. beneficial to co-operate internationaily in a 

wide range of policy areas other than trade policy. At the same time. 

governments throughout the world have had w become more sensitive in 

domestic poLic-y making to external economic conditions and events. In short. 

the interdependence between trade policy and other economic policy areas ha,s 

increased. Nevertheless ,  trade policy is  but  one item on the government's policy 

agenda; furthermore. the trade issues • to be discussed in any bilatera; trade 

negotiations •vill be only those mutually agreed upon by the governments of 

Canada and the United States. 

'while the distinction between the trade policy sphere and other economic 

policy spheres has become blurred, as Pearson and Salembier (1983) point out, it 

remains important to make the distinction between macroeconomic and 

microeconornic persoectives when evaluating trade policy options. The trade 

environment and trade policy regime affect the pattern and composition of :rade 

and the  microeconornic structure of the economy. While changes in 

macroeconomic policies may affect the total level of trade flows and the 

competitiveness of an econoiny as a whole ,  changes in trade policy affect 

primarily the pattern of trade. the composition of domestic production and :ne 

allocation of resources--including labour--across economic activities. 

1.4 Sectoral Assessments 

In broad terms, the Canadian econorriy can be divided into four major 

sectors: agriculture and fisheies, natural resources and resource processing, 
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manufacturing, and services. Canadian-U.S. trade includes products produced in

all of these broad sectors. Trade is not restricted to final products as there is

considerable bilateral trade in intermediate products used as inputs by importing

industries. A major share of bilateral trade is intra-industry trade, as opposed to

inter-industry trade, and a considerable portion of bilateral trade is conducted

between the parents and the subsidiaries of multinational enterprises operating

in both countries. In this subsection of the paper, the main economic and trade

policy issues for Canada are briefly reviewed in the context of the four sectors

identified above.

(a) Agriculture and Fisheries

Trade in agricultural and fisheries products has emergee as an issue-area

of increasing complexity and concern between the two governments over the last

few years. The inadequacy of international rules governing agricultural -,rade,

and the variety and magnitude of national programs of farm support have

contributed to the growing difficulty in managing bilateral trade issues in the

agriculture sector in particular.

The agricultural sec=or is, on the whole, characterized by a relatively high

degree of protection through a combination of non-tariff barriers, such as health

standards, labelling and packaging requirernents and quantitative restrictions.

Bilateràl trade in dairy products, for example, has been severely reduced by

application of quantitative restrictions. Although both countries apply low

nominal tariffs for. fresh produce for most of the year, these tariffs rise

1
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significantiy during seasonal peak periods for most fruits and vegetables.

Moreover, the protection for processed food products is much higher in both

Canada and the U.S. than for fresh produce, which provides protection to the

food manufacturing industries on both sides of the border. Generally, the

bilateral trade barrier problem is compounded by the divided jurisdiction for

agriculture in Canada and the U.S. between the federal and provincial or state

governments. _

Since the mid-1977s when new directions for agricultural policies were

introduced in each country, a widening split has developed between the Canadian

and American governments ove- the accepted levels and measures of

subsidization for the industry. This split has resulted in a number of recent

specific disputes over bilateral trade in temperate zone horticult:dra3 and

agricultural commodities, narnelv: potatoes, sugar, beef and pork and hogs. The

first concerned charges from American farmers that potatoes !rom eastern

Canada were being dumped in the U.S. market. Despite a dumping determination

by the Commerce Depar':rnent, the tTC ruled that U.S. producers were not being

injured and no anti-dumping duty was warranted. Sugar has long been subject in

the U.S. to a complex set of quota arrangements. The restrictions on imports of

refined sugar and related products, however, were recently tightened and

broadened to preclude imports of processed foods from Canada containing sugar,

such as chocolate and cake mixes. These measures were protested by the

Canadian government since Canada's quota allocations were quickly fil!er,

resulting in layoffs in the Canadian refining and food manufacturing industries.

The U.S. Administration has since promised to roll-back some of these
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restrictions. By contrast, the dispute over beef concerns Canadian import quotas 

that were tightened in late 1984, mostly in response to à surge of exports from 

the European Community. The U.S. government, however, protested the controls 

imposed on imports from the U.S. which the Canadian government has since 

promisee, to modify. The dispute over exports of Canadian pork and hogs to the 

U.S. centres on the level of subsidization to Canadian producers as documented 

in a section 332 investigation (U.S. Tariff Act 1930) in 1984. A subsequent 

countervail action resulted in determinations of both su'osidy and injury. A 

countervailing  dut)' on imports from Canada wai instituted in March 1985. 

- 

The  situation regarding fisneries trade is similar to that of pork and hogs. 

The U.S. fishing industry maintains that Canadian exports of fish and fish 

products to the U.S. market are unfairly subsidized by various government 

programs and through the recent equity involvement of the federal and 

provincial governments in several large fish processing companies. There have 

been vigorous actions by the U.S. industry to restrict Canadian access to the U.S. 

market, including four unsuccessful countervail actions (no serious injury was 

found) between 1976 and • 1981. Recently, however, U.S. harvestors and 

processors have had more success with an anti-dumping action against Canadian 

exports of salt cod fish, leading to the imposition in early 1985 of heavy 

anti-dumping duties, and to the completion of an exhaustive fact-finding 

investigation of the Atlantic groundfish and scallop industries. It is expected 

that the information gathered will be used as evidence to launch future 

countervail actions. 
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Alt.nough bilateral fismeries trade is subject to generally low nominal tariff

rates, (but high effective rates of protection), as with agricultural trade, most of

the trade tension arises from the use, by both countries, of trade legisiation to

protect domestic industries from what are perceived to be unfair practices by

the other trade partner.

(b) Natural Resource Extraction and Processing

Since Canada has a comparative advantage in natural resources wit`

respect to the United States and most Canadian resource-producing cornpanies

are wortd competitors, the resource sector could be expected to gain from

bilateral trade liberalization. Furtnermore, the degrAe of resource processing

prior to exportation to the United States could also be expected to increase.

A long-tern deveiapmental objective for Canada has been to increase the

cegree. of resource upgrading and value-added in resource processing. Sin-ce Tne

1:.5. tari", s,vstem, like the tariff systerrs in most countries, escalates as the

degree of processing increases, it has been argued that it encourages exports of

low-processed resources and discourages exports of higher-processe:! resources.

In certain sectors, particularly fores^:y, Canada has responded with expo.*t

quantity restraints and export taxes to offset the impact of tariff escalation.

Evidence provided to The Standing Senate Comrnittee on Foreign Affairs (1973)

suggests that the tariff escalation problem is over-stated. Moreover, changes in

the U.S. tarif: system as a result of the Tokyo Round negotiations have refluced

the degree of the escalation problem. The removal of U.S. tariffs on Canadian
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exports would eliminate this problem and would at the same time provide 

Canadian natural resource producers and processors with a competitive 

advantage in the U.S. market vis-à-vis offshore producers and processors. To 

the degree that U.S. non-tariff measures replicate the tariff escalation problem, 

their reduction or removal would also provide benefits to Canadian 

resource-based industries. 

While tariffs may play an important role in certain natural resource 

industries, the research by Beigie and Hero (1980) and work by other researchers 

indicate that the main issues for both domestic and bilateral policy 

considerations are taxation, excess production capacity (especially in 

resource-processing), growing competition from offshore producers and 

non-tariff barriers. Many natural resource and resource-processing industries in 

both Canada and the United States are suffering from low prices and 

over-capacity in the face of weak and shifting demand, as clearly is the case in 

the petrochemical industry. Concerns about over taxation and double taxation 

are frequently raised by Canadian producers; however, as aptly demonstrated in 

the lumber and steel cases, the bilateral trade-policy question for Canada in 

many resource industries is how to pre-empt or avoid new *trade barriers to the 

U.S. market. 

In the steel case, the issue for Canada was one of avoiding the web of a 

U.S. priitectionist action . directed against third countries. The steel case .is also 

a good example of the trade policy problems for competitive Canadian industries 

caused by the global excess production capacity and the atternpts by nations to 
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shift the excess capacity problem, and hence the structural adjustment problem. 

onto their trading partners. The lumber  case,  however, was a bilateral trade 

problem which was caused by the economic recession and the burden imposed on 

the U.S. North West forest product.producers by U.S. domestic stumpage policies 

for U.S. government land. The 11.5. North West producers sought relief from 

their domestic problems through a countervail petition which alleged Canadian 

stumpage policies provided Canadian producers with subsidies. Although the U.S.. 

producers did not win the case, Canadian firms and government expended 

considera.ble efforts and mornes in preparing and arguing their case. 

(c) Manufacturing 

Improving the performance and fostering the development of the domestic 

manufacturing sector has long been a major economic policy priority in Canada. 

Since before Confederation. Canadian manufacturing industries have been 

 protected by high tariffs, and even alter 1987, Canadian tariffs on manufactured 

products will be higher than in the United States and most other OECD 

countries. Canadian governments also provide support to Canadia.n 

manufacturers in a variety of ways, including various forms of financial 

assistance and government procurement policies. And, on occasion, the 

Canadian federal government has employed tough trade restrictions to protect 

certain industries, such as the global quotas on footwear imports and MA 

(Multi-Fibre Arrangement) bilateral restraints on apparel impons, or has 

developed special policy packages for other industries, including the special 

arrangement for the automotive sector under the Canada-U.S. Automotive 

Products Trade Agreement (APTA). 
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Speciffic Canadian concerns over bilateral trade in manufactured products

are wide ranging and vary çonsiderabl,v across industries. Some general concerns

are the persistent Canadian bilateral trade de¢icit in manufactured products, the

dominance in Canadian bilateral exports of automotive products shipped under

the APTA, the large share of intra-corporate trade in bilateral trade, and the

growing vu3nera5ility of Canadian expor*s, investment and policies to U.S.

protectionis-, actions. With regard to the specific issue of bilateral t-ade

tiberalizat:on, a numbe► of observers have expressed the fear that it would resul:

in a major contraction of manufacturing production and empioyment in Canada.

In large part, the pattern and composition of bilateral mans::actured

products rade and the Canadian pcl:cv concerr.s over the future performance

and development of the manufactured sector reflect the structure and

competitiveness of Canadian manufacturing industries.

With some exceptions, Canadian manufacturers are high cost, low

productivi*.y producers of manufactured products. As shown in Table 1, Canad:an

manufar.uring labour costs per unit of output--adjusted for productiv:ty

differences--are the second highest when compared to the major OECD

countties. Unit-labour coss are, of course, only one element of overall

competitiveness; however, they are the most important component of production

cost5 in manufacturing. Taking into account the generally higher costs of capital

and norE-production costs in Canada, most Canadian industries do not now appear

to be well situated to compete with foreign producers of manufactured products.

I
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Turning to the Canadian-U.S. comparison of labour cos-,s and procu: ir::Y,

the last fairly comprehensive study of Canadian and U.S. labour costs and

productivity across various industries was for 1974 by Frank (1977). An update

of this study is required because of the need for intra-indus-try and inter-indus -.y

cornoarisons in undertaking quantitative analysis of the impact of bilateral rade

liberalization on Canadian indus-zies and the Canadian rnanufaCturing sector.

The recent work by Daly (1985) allows a usefui bilateral cornpar+son ef t7_

produt.-:ivit•^ , and labour cos: performance of the Canadian a.^d :•5-

manufacturing se_zors. Although the labour productivity gaz is narrower today

than in the 1960s. Canadian real output per worker still rernains 27-291 Seiov

that of the United States. For 1974, Frank ( 1977) found that the productivity

gap was. on average. 23%. The gap has thus apparently widened ove- the pas-.

decade sime L.S. productivity has been inezeasing faster than Ganac;an

produc:ivitv. Thile U.S. wages have been inereasing at a slower rats t`an

Canad:an waQes since 19%'-, total average labour compensation i n Lanada :s

about 7% below the U.S. average when evaluated on the basis of --ne 10SI

exchange rate. Veverthe:ess, the net effe<: of the difference of co-:ion

per hour and the difference in output per hour is that. unit-labour costs in Canada

are higher than in the United States. Taking into account capital. distribution

and managerial coszs. it is likely that Canada's cos. disadvanta;e in

manufacturing relative to the United States is even greater than suggested b%•

the above figures.

The above discussion reinforces the fact that Canada continues to be a`gigl+

cost, low productivity producer of most manufactured products. As w., 11 Se
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discussed in the section on trade theory, numerous factors such as the small 

Canadian domes:ic market, trade barriers, sub-optimal plant sizes and 

production runs, and excessive product diversity in Canadian plants, are 

considered to be important reasons for the long-standing  differences betv:een 

Canadian and U.S. manufacturing performance. There are also other reasons 

which have been adduced to explain these differences, including the slow 

diffusion and adaotation of new process and product technologies. and 

manazerial performance. These issues are discussed in the third par: of  the 

PaPer. 



TABLE 1

Labour Costs per Unit,
Martiudacturiitg, Seset°ted Caa►tries, 1983

United States = 100.0

United Kingdom 136.0
Canada 129.3
Italy 107.2
Belgium 106.3
United States 100.0
Germany 52.3
France 86.5
Sweden 710.3
3apan 61.2

Methocls: These estimates incorporate the net effects of output per hour in real
terms, total compensation per hour, and the 1983 exchange rates. This covers a
major part of costs for GDP in manufacturing, and costs per unit for capitai and
oeprecia:ion can be approxirnated for some countries. The results are upd3tes of
t°:e me:hods used in D.J. Daly, Canada's Cornoarative Advantage (Qtrawa:
Econornic Council of Canada, 1979); A.D. Roy, "Labour Produc.ivity in 1981: An
International Comparison," National Institute Economic Review. Augus: 19Sà4
p. 35; updated by L.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics News. May 3:. 1934.
"lnterna:ional Cornparisons of wlanufacturing Productivity and Labor Cos:
Trend.s, Pre!iminary Measures for 1983."

Source: Daly (For*.hcoming) •
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The poor performance of the Canadian manufacturing sector is a burcien on 

other sectors as well as on Canadian economy in general.  One  central question is 

whether entering a trade liberalization agreement with the United States would 

result in a significant improvement in the competitiveness and performance the 

Canadian manufacturing sector. This question must be asked specifically for the 

manufacturing sector because it is here that the largest economic adjustments 

and the largest potential long-run economic gains from trade liberalization are 

likely to occur. Moreover, it is the concerns over the future of Canadian 

manufacturing industries and employment that have traditionally dominated the 

debate on bilateral trade liberalization. 

(d) Services 

In Canada approximately 65% of total GNP and employment is in the 

service sector, while the comparable figure for the U.S. exceeds 55%. What is 

surprising is that until recently this sector, despite the fact it has been the 

fastest-growing and most dynamic sector in most developed countries, has 

received relatively little research attention except in selected cases, usually for 

domestic regulatory and policy reasons. The lack of intensive and extensive 

research on the domestic service sector extends to trade in services. Yet, as 

demonstrated  by  the recent trucking, information-processing and banking 

disputes, trade in services is an important issue. in bilateral trade relations. 

Moreover, trade in services is an area where the United States is keen to 

negotiate agreements (bilateral and multilateral) to reduce and control real or 

perceived barriers to trade. 
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The traditional approach in international trade theory has been to treat 

services as non-traded goods or as part of the process of gOods trade in instances 

where services support this trade (i.e. trade financing, transportation). While 

many services continue not to be traded internationally, in the past decade trade 

in services has been the fastest growing and the most dynamic sector in 

international trade, and much of this growth and dynamism is due to trade in 

services that are independent of goods. trade such as information processing, 

business services, and construction and engineering services. MaAy of the 

services that are now traded internationally are part of the "high tecn" sector 

and there is growing evidence that trade in services can play an important role in 

stimulating tracie in goods. 

Given  the  high degree of integration of the Canadian and U.S. economies 

and the intra-corporate ties across the national boundary, the bilateral flow of 

services is likely to be quite extensive. How extensive or in what services 

unfortunately can only be approximated. Next to the problem of relatively little 

theoretical work on the economics of service industries, the most  immediate 

proolern for research on services and trac:ie in services is the lack of hard data. 

Unlike data on trade in goods, data on international service transactions have not 

been compiled in a systematic and detailed fashion for the explicit purpose of 

measuring and analyzing trade volumes, patterns and composition. A: present, 

data are collected primarily for balance-of-payment purposes and compiled at 

high levels of aggregation. Consequently, these existing data do not provide 

conceptually precise measurements of service-trade flows  and  there are 

problems in comparing the data collected by major trading nations because of 
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the lack of a standardized analytical definition of services to guide empirical 

measurement and data collection. There is also a problem in distinguishing 

between an international service transaction and an «  international investment 

transaction. Consequently, estimating price elasticities and other economic 

parameters required for modelling trade in services has not been possible. 

Turning to the theory of international trade in services, there appears to be 

a slowly emerging consensus that the basic theoretical arguments for goods 

trade, such as the concept of comparative âdVantage, also hold for services 

trade. There is also growing evidence that the scale economy and 

industrial-structure agruments frequently made in manufactured goods trade 

may also be applicable to services trade. The problem encountered by 

theoreticians such as Deardorff (1984) and Hindley and Smith (1984) is twofold: 

defining what a service is (including how services are economically different 

from goods) and dealing with the fact that most services are consumed where 

they are produced and, hence, taking into account in the trade analysis the fact 

that trade in services involves a form of trade in factors of production. The 

theoretical problems are being sor-ted out; however, the above two basic 

problems often reappear in the context of attempts to unciertake policy research. 

As a practical matter, the Canadian Task Force on Trade in Services (1982) 

identified four types of traded services: services embodied in goods; services 

complementary to trade in goods; services that are substitutes for goods; and 

services that are traded without a relationship to goods. This classification is 

useful because the eConomic characteristics of services and their international 
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exchange vary considerably. The Task Force also commissioned two studies on

data; one study was to examine the applicability and usefulness of existing data

for trade analysis, and a second study was to develop a, classification system for

trade in services. Nevertheless, a major data collection and assembly effort is

still required as a prerequisite to solid research on trade in services. There also

rernains much to do in identifying and. understanding how service industries

operate and how bilateral service trade is conducted before a full assessment of

the impact of liberalizing bilateral service trade can be made. For example,

given the high degree of intra-corporate trade across the border, there is likely

to be a considerable degret of intra-corporate services flow; however, iittle is

known analytically or quantitatively about the internal.trade of services wit;un

multinational corporations, althougr some work has been undertaken by

Sta:is tics Canada.

As the theoretical and empirical issues in services trade differ signi:icantly

from those in goods trade, so do the institutional and policy issues. Mos: service

industries are highly regulated for domestic policy reasons. Both the reasons for,

and forms of regulation vary significantly between Canada and the United

States. In most instances, the bilateral disputes over services trade have

involved clashes over domestic regulatory policies that reflen the differen:

problems, objectives, traditions and perspectives of each country. Thus, while

explicitly designed barriers to services trade are not infrequent, bilateral trade

negotiations on services trade may also involve discussions on regulatory issues.

Votwithstanding the major problems for research and negotiation arising

from dealing with diverse regulatory issues, the analytical and policy problems
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are further complicated by the nature of services trade. The production of

services involves primarily labour, capital and other services, as opposed to

intermediate material inputs. The delivery of many services requires an

establishment and/or direct access to the distribution system in the consuming

market. The ability of a service exporter to employ his own labour and capital

and to utilize the distributional infrastructure in his foreign markets corresponds

to the ability of a goods exporter to move physically his prod'JCis across national

boundaries. The issues of foreign ownership and access to the domesti_ market

can therefore become quite important, and bilateral negotiations may. involve

such issues as foreign investment, (the right of establishment issue), The

treatment in domestic markets of foreign-owned establishments, (national

treatment issue), the treatmen: of foreign labour, and access for foreign users to

domestic service d:strib;ational facilities and networks.

T`iere is no international consensus on many of these issues. Indeed, as the

debate between Clark (1932) and Grey (1954) indicates, there is Little consensus

on whether or not the current GATT rules can or should be appdied to services.

Bilateral negotiations on trade in services will, for the most part, be starting

from scratch. Research is required to examine Canadian trade in services from

the trade-policy point of view, to develop the conceptual issues, including

defining and measuring services trade flows, to identify the role of services in

Canadian trade, to spell out the risks and the potential gains in any bi:aterai

negotiations, and, thus, to provide a basis to develop policy positions for bilateral

negotiations. Moreover, research is required to assess the implications of

changing domestic reôulations including rules on such policies as govern-nent

procurement, right of establishment and national treatment.

1
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PART 2: TRADE THEORY AND EMPrR1CAL WORK  

Changes in the trade environment or in the trade-policy regime affect both 

the pattern and composition of international trade and the domestic structure of 

an economy. in evaluating the international trade theory predictions associated 

with the. various bilateral trade options, the following points must be recognized: 

O at the overall economy level, given the size and structural 
differences between the Canadian and U.S. economies, the major 
structural adjustments to bilater.al trade liberalization will be 
concentrated in Canada and the onus will be on Canadian industries 
and the Canacfian economy to adjust to meet the competitiveness of 
U.S. industries and the U.S. economy; 

certain U.S. industries--such as forestry products, clothing, steel and 
mass transit--couid be adversely affected by bilateral trade 
liberalization. These and other industries may resist reduction or 
elimination of U.S. trade barriers; 

the economic costs and benefits from bilateral trade liberalization 
will not be the same as those from multilateral trade liberalization 
because under the bilateral option barriers to imports from other 
countries remain in place in both countries and, hence, a significant 
amount of tne increase in bilateral trade  mas'  arise fro:r, trade 
diversion, not from trade creation; 

O both imports and exports, particularly within industries, are likely to 
increase dramatically; the increase in bilateral trade flows will 
involve both intermediate and final goods and lead to a greater 
economic integration of the North American economy, which in turn 
will affect the macroeconomic sensitivity of the Canadian economy 
to the U.S. economy; 

• many of the economic benefits in terms of improved productivity, 
efficiency and improved competitiveness are due to increasec' import 
competition, •as Canadian industries adjust to new opportunities and 

. 	competition in and from the United States; 

o adjustments in Canadian productivity and competitiveness arise from 
exposure to U.S., but not world, competitive pressure, due to the 
maintenance of external trade barriers; and 
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' consumers can be expected to benefit directly from lower prices and
from wider product selection.

2.1 Trade TheQry

The traditional or neo-classical theoret.ical economic argument in

international trade theory--that free trade provides net economic benefits to a

country--was establisned well before Confederation. If prices and quantities are

not distorted by trade barriers and if markets are competitive, then ea_h country

will produce those products in which it has a natural comparative advantage and.

throug-s international exchange, will trade them for the products its consun-,ers

wis^ to purenase. Since consumers pay the lowest price possi^ple and firms'

produce the optimal product mix at the lowest economic cost, the country as a

whole will be better off. While it can be shown that a large economic power can

use its trade barriers to enhance its own economic we!:are, the tyad:tional

theoretical argument is unequivocal in its conclusion that a small cour:-}, is

berer o:: unâer free trade.

In tne case of bilateral free trade, this prediction should, of course. be

modified to account for the consequences of trade diversion. IHowever, the

applicability and relevance of the traditional theory of trade has been c!^,a? jenged

on numerous and widespread grounds. Moreover, many observers have questioned

whether the small mediurn-run net economic benefits predicted by the

traditional theory warrant the short-run adjustment costs or the potentia:

medium-run costs which, it is argued, are not captured by the traditional theorti'•
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For a small, open economy, these challenges are critical for the evaluation 

of trade-policy options. On balance, the incorporation into trade theory and 

ernpirical testing of these challenges ha.s indicated that the economic benefits 

are much larger than predicted by the traditional theory. Moreover, the new 

trade theories suggest that there are large, potential long-run gains for the 

Canadian manufacturing sector from bilateral trade liberalization. However, the 

new theories also show that under certain circumstances, there can be benefits 

from trade protection. Indeed, the theoretical developments in the last decade 

have made tne evaluation of competing trade-policy options an increasingly 

complex task. 

The challenges to the traditional trade theory have been that the 

assumptions and underlying concepts are unrealistic, and the observed patterns 

of trade do not conform to the predictions of neo-classical trade theory. 

Traditional trade theory augments the assumption of perfect competition with 

the following additional assumptions: within each industry, foreign and domestic 

firms produce identical prociucts (perfect substitutes assumption); industries 

operate under constant-returns-to-scale production functions and have identical 

cos: structures; each firm in an industry uses the same technology; and factors 

of production are mobile within an economy, but not across national boundaries. 

The traditional theory further assumes a condition of full employment and in the 

case of a small country, that domestic prices are determined solely by world 

price_s and trade barriers. The direction and pattern of trade and, hence, a 

nation's production mix, is determined by its comparative advantage. The 

comparative advantage is exogenously determined—the principal factors being 
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differences between countries in factor endowments, technology, consusne-

tastes and/or competitive equilibrium conditions (i.e. internal taxes, see Melvin

(1979)). While much of the traditional theoretical work is based on analysis of

differing factor endowments, all four conditions can fluctuate simultaneously

and a nation's comparative advantage is the net outcome of their interaction.

Each country trades the product (or products) in which it has a comparative

advantage for the product (or products) in which it has a comparative

disadvantage and conseQuenti}•, the pattern of trade involves inter-industry

trade.

Since certain factors of production--for example, land and mine.-al

resources--are immobile, Canada's comparative advantage is influence= 5v its

endowments of riatural ,-esources and, even in the bilateral contex:. this will

influence the economic imoact, of bilateral trade liber.alization. However, it is

now recognized that factor endowment is a less important determinant of the

pattern of trade than it was once thoug?':t to be--particutarly in trade between

the deve9oped countries, and esxcially for the Canada-U.5. sitJa:ion belause of

the Iltigh degree of mobility of capital between the two countries.

The condition of differences in consumer tastes is not a major

consideration in evaluating bilateral trac+e-poliGy options because of the general

simiiaritv in Canadian and U.5. consumer tastes. Differences in technology and

competitive equilibrium conditions not only remain important in determining

static comparative advantage but, as wi.1.I be discussed below, these differences

are major determinants of dynamic comparative advantage. However, the-

manner in which technology and competitive equilibrium conditions can
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trade flows, and, hence, investment decisions, is significantly different in the 

new theories of trade than in the traditional theory, and this is of particular 

importance for evaluating the economic consequences of bilateral trade 

liberalization for the manufacturing sector. 

The main criticisms of the traditional theory of trade - are directed to its 

inability to explain and incorporate observed events, such as intra-industry trade. 

inter-country differences in industrial structure, in productivity and in unit-costs 

of production in the sarne industry, and the fact that domestic prices in Canada 

do not appear to follow the law of one price which underlies the traditional 

theory. This has led economists to focus on the basic microeconornic aspects of 

production and consumption; early research by Eastman and Stykolt (1967), 

Melvin Cl9691, Wonnacot: and Wonnacott (l9671 and others identified scale 

economies, imperfect competition (oligopolistic and monopolistic behaviour) and 

imperfect substitutes (product variety within product markets) as major factors 

in evaluating the economiC costs and benefits of trade-policy options. The early 

work has prompted considerable theoretical and empirical research into the 

importance of these factors in a small, open economy orote-cted by trade barriers 

and into the implications thereof for the country's economic welfare, industrial 

structure and trade flows. Much of this work has involved incorporating 

industrial organization theory into trade analysis, utilizing new data developed 

by Statistics Canada to test economic relationships, and constructing 

sophisticated general equilibrium trade models. 
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One critical conclusion emerging from this research is that comparative

advantage can be endogenously determined as well as exogenously

predetermined. internai scale economies, product differentiation, technological

advancement and so for-th have been found to be potential sources of national

comparative advantage which can be directly influenced by domestic policies in

sucn areas as taxation and government assistance to industries. This conclusion

nas introduced the terrn "dynamic comparative advantage" into trade-policy

discussions and underlies the arguments advanced by Longo (1984), Wilkinson

(1982) and others for "industrial strategies" to improve R&D and technology

performance, labour-market operations (including education and labour training),

managerial and administrative performances. This conclusion also underlies

concerns over foreign owners."tip and forms the foundation of much of the

discussion in the third part of this paper on other economic and ?ol:cy issues

assoc:ated with freer trade.

The introduction of scale economies, product di:ferent:ation and imxr`.e-_-,

competition into trade analysis- has provided theoretical explanations for such

events as intra•indust.ry trade, and different industrial structures in the same

industry across countries. Their introduction has also created major problerns

for evaluating the consequences of trade-Qolicy actions, since the economiC

predictions are mucn different from those obtained from the traditional

neo-ciassical.trade theory. It is no longer theoretically certain that the impact

on econtimic welfare of trade liberalization in an industry is positive. For

instance, Brander and Spencer (1982 and 1981) show that under oligopol'estic

conditions, export subsidies and import taxes may not only lead to an industry
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with significant product-scale economies to expand its output but also may result 

in a net welfare gain to the econorny if economic rents are extracted from 

foreigners. Similar applications of industrial organization theory to trade-policy 

analysis can be used to show various ways by which a small country can alter its 

economic structure by trade protection and still experience a net welfare gain. 

Indeed, the incorporation of irnperfect competition into trade 

analysis—particularly as viewed through industrial organization analysis of 

barriers to entry--has given new life to the traditional infant-industry argument, 

although it should be recognized that the circumstances under which such 

policies rnay result in net welfare gains are limited. 

At the same time, introducing scale economies, product differentiation and 

imperfect competition means that the direction and pattern of inter-industry 

trade resulting from trade-policy actions cannot be predicted with the 

confidence they were predicted by the traditional theory. With the intr3ducton 

of intra-industry trade, historical and competitive factors such as market 

pene:ration, technological performance, capital intensity of production, the 

willingness to take risks, marketing expertise and other non-production costs are 

shown to play important roles in determining which industries expand and which 

industries contract when trade is liberalized. Thus, while the new theories 

provide explanation for events not explained by the traditional theory, 

assessments of the pattern of trade, the direction of resource allocation or the 

changes in factor incomes are much harder to make. Probably the most 

troublesome problem emerging from the new theories is that although scale 

economies are a source of potential gains from bilateral trade liberalization, th'e 
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theoretical possibility that trade liberalization in the presence of scale 

economies will result in economic losses to a small economy cannot be totally 

dismissed. And, as will be discussed later, these theoretical problems spill over 

to the theory of trade barriers and their impact on economic variables; the 

impact of tariffs and non-tarif barriers  cari  be much different under conditions 

of imperfect substitutes, imperfect competition and large-scale economies than 

under conditions of perfect competition. 

2.2 Industrial Structure and Scale Economies in 

Canadian Manu.facturing 

In large part, the bilateral trade liberalization debate—particular!) ,  for the 

manufacturing sector—has taken two avenues: theoretical testing of the 

circumstances under Which the presence of scale economies. product 

differentiation and/or imperfect competition will result in economic benefits or 

losses from trade liberalization; and empirical modelling and testing of the 

importance of . these factors to the direction and magnitude of the impact of 

trade liberalization. Recent theoretical work by Ethier (1982), Markusen and 

Melvin (1982) and others suggest that the circumstances under which scale 

economies will lead to net economic losses from trade are relatively few. Since 

most of the circumstances under which product differentiation and imperfect 

competition lead to economic benefits—usually from capturing rents from 

foreigners—rely on the assumption of scale economies, the above theoretical 

research on scale economies is reassuring. The problems of predicting resource 

reallocation and income distribution remain, as do the difficulties in predicting 

the patterns and magnitudes of the regiOnal  impacts,  employment impacts and-

adjustment CostS. 
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What emerges from the theoretical incorporation of the above fa,--,ors in

general, and scale economies in particular, is that:

° over all, the ootential long-run economic benefits of bilateral trade
liberalization are significantly larger than traditionally thought;

° consumer benefits are larger because not only do they pay lower
prices. but they have a greater variety of products to choose from in
each product line;

° the gains in productive efficiency are larger because of intra-industry
resource reallocation that is additional to productive efficiency gains
from inter-industry resource shifts;

° much of the economic benefits from bilateral trade liberalization
come from the removal of U.S. trade barriers; this is in contrast to
the conventional argument that the benefits only arise from the
removal of domestic trade barriers;

° the policy problem of income redistribution between owners of
capital, labour, natural resources, etc. may not be as large as
traditionally expected--indeed, it may be oossible for all factor
incomes to increase due to trade liberalization, as op?osed to one
group gaining real incorne at the expense of another group:

° whi!e certain industries in the manufacturing sector are iikeiy to
contract under bilateral trade liberaliZa:ion, most manufacturin2
industries will expand and, production, productivi ty and

cornpetiveness in the manufacturing sector as a whole is exoected to
increase; and

° there are significant employment impacts, but it is quite !iicely that
employment in the rnanufacturing sector will increase if bilateral
trade is liberalized.

The main factor leading to the above conclusions is that the elimination of

bilateral trade barriers creates the incentives and the conditions for Canadian

firrns to rationalize their production activities. Import competition provides the

catalyst for firms to adjust their production techniques and activities, and free

access to the U.S. market allows them to exploit scale economies and, hence,

I
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improve productivity and cost -competitiveness. This is not to say that certain 

industries--particularly labour-intensive industries--wiLi not be adversely 

affected. Furthermore, there would be short-run structural adjustment costs 

experienced during the adjustment process as labour, capital and other inputs are 

displaced in the contracting industries and move to the expanding industries. 

Nor is there any guarantee that bilateral rade liberalization will immediately 

solve such problems as the unsatisfactory R&D and technology performance in• 

Canada. It is frequently argued that domestic rationalization stemming from 

scale economies in production would allow similar economies for R&D. 

investrnen: financing, marketing, managerial and administration performance 

and so fortrt, and that the economic conditions for improvement in these areas 

would be expected to present under freer bilateral rade. However- , part of the 

difficulty in evaluating fully the impact of bilateral trade liberalization is the 

question of whether technology, labour and management considerations lead to 

exploitation of scale economies or whether exploiting scale economies leads to 

improved technology, labour and management performance. The predic:ion is 

clear, however, that the long-run econornic benefits are positive and Cie  they  

arise from structural changes in Canadian industries. The theory is also clear as 

to the important role played by imports in stimulating structural adjustment and 

raising the national income level and living standards. 

The question of the importance of industrial structural problems in 

Canadian manufacturing industries are in explaining the poor productivity and 

competitive *performance of Canadian manufacturing industries has received 
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great attention. Daly (1979) and others have provided considerable statistical

evidence of the productivity and cost-competitiveness gaps between Canadian

and U.S. industries. At the same time, numerous researchers have investigated

the effect of the small domestic market and trade barriers on the industrial

structure of Canadian manufacturing industries. An assessment of this empirical

and theoretical research is in order in view of the importance of scale economies

to the economic consequences of bilateral trade liberalization and the use of t~^is

research in general equilibrium modelling.

The dual issues of lou, productivitv in Canadian industries and potential

scale economies has led a number of researchers to investigate theoretically and

emairica3l.• the reasons for the current industrial structure in Canaéian

industries. There is little doubt that factors related to the question 10,

produc*.ivitv and its relationship to market structure, market size, product

diversification, foreign invest.ment, trade barriers and scale economies are

affected by the prevailing economic environment and will be subject to pressures

and changes if bilateral trade is liberalized. Therefore, two central questions

are herein addressed in the context of a possible movement toward freer

bilateral trade: first, what effect has the current economic and trade-policy

environment had on market structure, on produc-. diversification, on the

performance of foreign-owned firms, on Canadian productivity and on industrial

performance in Canadian manufacturing industries; and, second, what pressures

and chanizes are likely as the movement to freer trade is undertaken.

I
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A great deal of the9retical and empirical work has been done on these and

other quesàons about Canadian industrial structure, particularly with regard to

excessive product diversity, sub-optimal plant size and sub-optimal scale

economies in Canadian industries. The work by Caves ( 1975), Caves et al (1&981%'O),

Baldwin and Gorecki ( 1983a, 1983b. I983c. I984d). IIaly ( 1979), Hazledine (1975)

and others provide valuable insights into the causes of the relative Qa: 5etween

Canada and V.S. productivity levels and the relationship between these variaSies.

industry and firm behaviour and Canadian trade barriers. The empiriLal work in

this area is, in general, quite inst.^urive, as it has been carriec ou: over the

period of trade liberalization during the late 19,60s and through the : 97'^s when

the Kennedy round of multiiateraf tariff reductions were being instituted.

The literature surrounding the issue of Canadian productivi:v can be

sun,marize=^ with reference to the achievement of or barriers to t•`.^- a^ainrnen-

ofi economies of scale. EConomies of scale are character:ze: by recL:: --ons in

the long-n:n average cos: of productior, and are achievable. under _ondi::cr.s

constrained by market size and other factor-,, in the forrn of produc--soecific

scale econorn"ses, piant•specific scale etonornies and; or com-panv-wide

(rrmulti-plant) scale economies. It is, however, the first two of these that provide

the most fertile and useful areas of research.

In the general case, an industry operating above the long-r= average cost

of production is able to do so in an environment characterize-d by some form of

protection. This protection is a cosZ--essent9ally a transfer from consu-ne,-s

and/or taxpayers to domestic producers in the form of excess profi:s. or to
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immobile factors of production. When this transfer is discOntinued by the 

elimination of protection, inefficient production is replaCed by imports or more 

efficient domestic production. In each case, the resources freed from the 

protected production must adjust to the new economic environment. 'Where and 

to what extent this adjustment takes place will partially depend on the form of 

the scale economies potentially achievable and on the actual productivity 

improvement experienCed as the domestic economy adjusts to freer trade. 

Product-specific scale economies refer tb the volume of production of ar.,y 

single good produced and marketed. Manufacturing in Canada has ofter .  been 

cited as being characterized by highly diversified firms and plants producing a 

diverse product-mix. Though reducing the nurnber of different prod ,..icts eac 1-- 

plant produces (reducing product diversification) is one method of extending the 

 production run and reducing long-run average costs, evidence on the Canadian 

economy has tended to show that these economies are not currently achievable 

due in part to the small, protected Canadian market. DaIN.: (19791, for exarnzle, 

attributes a significant portion cf the 25-30% difference in Canada-U.S. 

producT.ivity levels to sub-optimal product-specific scale economies in Canadian 

manufacturing. Both Caves and Daly have demonstrated empirically the 

significant differences between Canada and U.S. within-plant product diversity. 

Product diversity also has certain other ambiguous causes, with contrasting 

effects  on  productivity differences between Canada and the U.S. Caves (19S0) 

shows that effective tariff protection—measured as the value-added that may 

be lost if protection were removed—exerts a negative effect on plant- size, and 
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therefore on the realization of the minimum efficient scale (MES) economies in 

Canadian industry. Plant size is also sensitive to market size and available 

demand. But under certain circumstances, product diversification cari  mitigate 

some of the COST disadvantage faced by a firm in a small, protected market. The 

scale economies achievable through deliberate product diversification are called 

economies of scope. The effectiveness of this strategy has not been 

demonstrated -empirically, but it will dePend largely on the confluence between 

production runs of key inputs, of human capital and of production processes. 

More researcn into this area would be useful in determining  te  value of 

economies of scope in mitigating the effects of product diversification. 

Product diversification is in this sense a response to trade protection 

indirectly through the impact this protection has on market and plant size. But 

by increasing the portion of the domestic market available to firms operating a: 

higher than the long-run average cost of the efficient-scale firm in the industry, 

product diversification can have tne effect of increa.sing the number cf firms in 

the market. This, in turn, permits trans-border productivity differences to 

persist, even in light of increasing intra-industry trade. 

On the other hand, Eastman and Stykolt (1967) document the tendency of 

firms to use product differentiation as a means to erect higher entry barriers to 

an industry in terms of higher management, advertising and marketing costs. 

Higher *entry barriers are associated with decreased competition and. thus, 

increased concentration in an industry. As Harris (1983) points out, in a highly 

concentrated industry, smaller, less efficient firms can exist through the 
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tendency of the dominant firms to earn excess prof its--partial.ly possible as a

result of domestic protection- -rather than to compete on price. A high degree

of concentration, where the largest 4 or 8 firms in an industry dominate a large

percentage of total industry sales (30-50% is common in Canadian industries), is

therefore also a feature of industrial structure which is associated with twa

âeSeterious effects on the competitive position of Canadian firms and industries;

the inefficiency associated with excessive product diversity and differer,*_iation;

and the continued operation of small, inefficient firms under the price um6rella

provided by the non-price competition of larger firms.

The failure of some Canadian manufacturing sectors to achieve necessary

product-specific scale economies has also been attributed to the significant

presence of foreign investment in Canadian manufacturing industries. T he work

by Caves (:975) has become the benchmark piece in documenting what is fe! t to

be t.he debilitating ef-ect of foreign investment on product rational:zation and

prod,.ic=-specific economies of scale. Resuits yielded from analtisis of 197- data

on manufacturing industries showed evidence of a marked tendency

U.S.-owned firms toward greater product diversity--the "miniature replica"

effect referred to in some economic literature. More recent data and analvsis

by Baldwin and Gorecki (1983a) have, however, refuted this assertion with

evidence which yields two distinct findings with regard to the impact of forellan

invesi.ment on product diversification. First, they determined that Caves'

evidence results from an aggregation bias which, when corrected, shows an

ambiguous effect of foreign investment. Second, when account is taken of the

product diversity of sectors in which foreign firms locate, U.S.-owned plants,

I
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representing a sample of  ail  foreign-owned firms, are found to be sianificantly 

less diversified than comparable Canadian firrns. From these two important 

findings, indirect inferences can be made to the effect that foreign-owned 

(mainly U.S.) firms have undertaken, over the period of trade liberalization 

through the 1970s. a process of rationalization the rate and extent of which 

Canadian firms were at the time unable or unwilling to emulate. - 

Why foreigners would experience more rapid rationalization of product 

output than Canadian firms is  rot  completely clear, but some insizht may be 

found by examining the nature of the foreign firms in Canada. by reference to 

the effect of tariff protection and by reference to market structure. For 

example. the foreign firms in Canada are of a group of firms best able to assume 

the entry barrier costs of enter:ng a protected, diversified: product market: 

namely. the Ms!. The MNE may, among locational costs and other factors 

affectine its investment decision, be pursuing a strategy dictated by zioba: or 

North American, rather than Canadian, objectives. It may oe more  ale  to 

rationalize its production output in response to trade liberalization :hair. the 

Canadian firm, or  it  ma  y be  Setter able to aCtieve plant scale economies which 

may act to mitigate the pressure to diversify. The use of intra-corporate  trace 

 may also be a method by which the MNE. speeds adjustment, by facilitating the 

transfer of prod= and process technology, for example. The issue of foreizn 

ownership and the likely reaction of NiNEs to bilateral trade liberalization are 

discussed in the accornpa.nying paper. It is becoming clearer, however that 

foreign firms in Canada are not contributing to Canadian manufacturing 

inefficiency in the ways previously thought. 
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With regard to the overall question of product scale economies, the 

literature tt-kat focuses on the Canadian economy has tended to confirm the 

general thrust of the Eastman/Stykolt hypothesis, whiCh emphasizes the negative 

impact of high concentration, high trade protection and, to a lesser extent, 

foreign investment on product specialization. In general, industries 

characterized by high protection levels and olig000listic structure tend to be 

characterized by higher product diversity than other industries. A: the same 

time. Baldwin and Gorecki (1983b and 1983c) demonstrate that Canadian firm 

product diversity, and the historically persisient gap between this and a simila.r 

measure of U.S. firms' product diversity, has moderated significantly over the 

period of the 1970s, due primarily to the adjustments undertaken in response to 

trade Liberalization. 

The lack of product-sPecific scale economies in Canadian industry is partly 

resul: of the small, protected market and its associated imposed. constraints -- 

especially in terms of industrial structure and lack of competition. Product 

diversity, as notect, can  ais-o be seen as a rational response to a preva.iiing 

economic environment and as one in which profitable, but sub-optimal production 

runs result from firms' attempts to capture some economies of scope (or 

plant-specific scale economies) by trading off product-specific scale economies. 

Bilateral trade liberalization would undoubtedly force changes in this strategy, 

and some of the adjustment would involve within-plant product rationalization. 

concomitant with intra-inciustry specialization between firms. This kind of 

rationalization would, however, need to be augmented by a rather substantial 

re-allocation of resources between sectors to better  exploit  Canada's 

comparative advantage in a more open bilateral trading environment. 
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The overall extent of the adjustment necessary is di.fficll: to assess. If

prodvct diversity is a response primarily to the dis-economies of shorter

production runs, small plant size and lack of assured' acccess to a large market.

then significant scale economies could be achieved at re!a:ive!v low cost by

intra-plant rationalization and production run increases. On the other hand, to

the extent that oroduc: diversity in an industrv reflects the impact of an

environment characterized by trade protection, hiQh concen:retion and

signi_icantly lower productivity relative to foreign firms, adjustrners: woule- be

more di:fica!a and would probably necessitate inter-industry resource shifts.

The general difficulty in assessing the potential relative resoonsiveness of

Canadian rn anufacturine ta trade libera!:zation throug`) at:ainment o: P-oduct-

specific scale economies derives from the inextricable rela:ior<shio be:we-n

these economies and factors re:ated to piani and rnarKet size. Plant-soec:fic

economies of scale are generally wha- is being referred to in the cortext of

minimum efficient scale (MES) economies and sub-eptimal plan-, size. Plant-

sper.ific economies of scale are the cost advantages a-_ainable throuQh larger

plants and longer production runs. In the context of Canadian manufac.uring,

some of the cost and productivity differentials observed between Cana:ian and

U.S. manufacturing are thought to derive from the smaller plant sizes in

Canada.

UntiJ relatively recently, plant-spe_ific scale economies, or s•.tb-aptirnai

plant sizes, were considered to be less important determinants of competitive

disadvantage between Canadian and U.S. firms than product-specific economies
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of scale. This flowed logically from observations that the larges Canadian an  

U.S. firrns are relatively of the same scale, and was also inferred from observed 

correlations between measures of Canadian plant efficiency and various 

measures of U.S. MES. 

The empirical work on Canadian or ociuctivizy and plant-specific scale 

economies generally uses the U.S. MES as the comparative benchmark measure. 

Unfor:unately. measurement of the MES is a conceptually and methodologically 

contentious issue, and has not been completely resolved. F5aldwin and Corecki 

(19835 and 1983c) have, however, re-assessee.l the impact of sub-optimal 

Canadian plant sizes in light of technical refinernents to the data, and 

conceptual clarification of the observed MES of U.S. plants in the United States. 

This re-analysis suggests that a considerable gap exists between Canadian 

manufacturing plants' efficient scale and the MES in comparable U.S. industries. 

This gap is on the order of 25-3e per cent. These results are even more dramatic 

when re-analysis is done under the assumption of uni: average costs remaining 

constant in firrns operating above the MES level. In other words, under the 

assumption that the largest of Canadian and U.S. firms operate at full scale 

economies, and that no further reductions of long-run average production costs 

of these firms are attainable,  the average Canadian firms are shown to be 

operating at a significant cost disadvanta.ge. 

The determinants of plant scale, and thus the ability of Canadian firms to 

achieve competitive economies of scale, are generally 'held to be market size, 

market structure and tariff protection. The interactions of these variables are 



ciosely related to the size of Canadia.n manufacturing plants, particuia-!^- so

when Ptigh effective tarif{ protection is observed in conjunc2ion with oligopol:stic

market struc:ure. Market size is also, on its own, â highly significant factor

contributing to the competitive disadvantage implied by plants operating at a

less than minimum efficient scale.

in lig^t of these generai observations, it would a?.pear tha. si_ni=ic_r;

pla:r.-spe_ific scaie economies are more important than genera:I;. and

are attainable in Canadian manufacturing. The most marked improve-nen' in

scale economies could be expec°ted in protected and concentrated se_tors. The

fact that higher-cost production throuEh product diversification has been a.

gtrategy to partially mitig_te the lack of oiant scale economies suggess that

significant productivity gains could be expected in Canadian manufa=uring. It

shoU?d be clear, however, that, the mutuallv reinforcin¢ ef:e_-s cf market

structure. trade protection and marke*, size are only the domestic fe°_:::-es :•`•_:

prevent optimal plant scale economies from Seing achieved. -he s:ru=t'-re of

foreign trade protection is also a highly imoortant factor contributing -C -lie lazk

of cornpeti tiveness in Canadian manufacturing. Cleariv, trade liberalization

would mitizate the domestic forces, as well as provide improved access to the

larger U.S. market. Expansion of the total market availa5le to domestic fi--ns

would make a significant contribution to the attainment of e!ficjent

plant-specific scale economies, and would probably be the single most important

condition for the achievement of overall plant- and produc:-spe_ific scale

economies in Canadian manufacturing.
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Company-wide scale economies generally refer to the absolute size of the 

firm, with particular reference to the managerial expertise of the firm, and its 

ability to spread 

development and 

significant advertising, financing, ,marketing, research and 

other 'entry barrier' costs over widely dispersed and/or 

diversified operations. 	These scale economies are identified in the 

accompanying paper as one important set of inputs into the overall strategic 

operation of the MNE. There is, however, less attention devoted to the 

attainment of company-wide scale economies as a causal factor contributing to 

Canadian productivity performance than to Oroduct-specific or plant-specific 

scale economies. Bilateral trade liberalization would create conditions whereby 

company-wide scale econoinies rna.y become more important, but they are 

currently not as central to the issue of Canadian manufacturing competitiveness. 

The multi-plant operations incorporating these economies of scale are found in 

economic literature, however, to be better able and more willing to build 

smaller, regional or market-niche-oriented production facilities. 

Despite the difficulty in specifying the exact form and extent cf 

adjustment to freer trade through achievement of plant- and product-specific 

scale economies, certain generalizations can be made. The form of adjustment 

that would take place depends to a great extent on the competitive pressure 

resulting from a lowering of trade barriers, which has differen t  outcomes 

depending on the scale economies available to ciomestic firms, and depending on 

the determinants of pricing behaviour in the domestic market. In much of the 

empirical work done on responses to freer trade in a small economy, the 

assumption that domestic prices are set at the world price plus the domestic 
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tariff is commonly made. Often, the predicted rationaiiZation in response to

freer trade is a;xoduct of this assumption, with a lowering of the domestic

tariff leading to lower prices and encouraging . rationalization through

competition with imports. This assumption has been employed by, among others,

Williams (1976), Wilkinson and Norrie (1975) and in the modified form of

coilusive/monopoi:stic pricing behaviour by Harris (19$3 and 1984). If one also

assurnes that domestic firms can benefit from further economies of scaie--in

other words. they are not operating at constant returns to tcale--then

significant gains to the domestic economy will accrue throug'.i the dual ef:ecis off

competition and diminisning costs.

Mazledine ( 197$), however-, has provided evidence that tended to show that

in Canadiars manufacturing, hig~ factor-input costs and market size we-- strong

determinants of the domestic price structure. In other words, in some indust.-ies.

domes:icallv determined costs and attainable scale economies affec:et do-nestic

pricing and the e.'flcFencv achiever in these sectors more than did the rore:_n

price plus the domes:ic tari:!.

Hazledine (1981) notes that pricing to the tariff is more Likely in industries

which are highly concentrated. A tariff cut in a diminshing cost industry would

then affect profit margins more than market shares, and would stimulate

intra-industrv rationalization. On the other hand, a firm in a competitive

industry.with low concentration will experience pressure on its market share.as a

result of a tariff cut, thus settirrg up the forces for inter-sectoral shifts of

production factors.
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A certain portion of the gains accruing to Canada from multilateral free 

trade as identified by Harris (1983 and 1984) is a direct outcome of the effect of 

free trade on collusive or monopolistic pricing behaviour, and therefore, on 

competitiveness in Canadian manufacturing. In terms of sector-adjustment, it is 

clear that rationalization, increased competition and the capture of scale 

economies will be more easily achieVed in sectors where non-competi:ive 

benaviour is a function of tariff protection and collusive/monopolistic pricing 

behaviour. Hazledine's (1978) evidence, however, would suggest that in other 

sectors—specifically those where high factor input costs strongly etermine 

domestic price and where firn -is are operating at constant or diminishing returns 

to scale—adjustment to the world price structure will be more difficult and will 

bear primarily on the high-cost factor of production most intensively employed. 

In general terms, inter-sectoral shifts of high-cost factors would be expected in 

cases such as these, and would probably be primarily found in labour intensive 

industries. If imperfect competition and collusive/monopolist:: pricing 

behaviour are characteristic of a certain industry, then adjustment would more 

• likely be intra-industry, with greater intra-firm specialization. 

Some of the more interesting findings frorn the empirical work discussed 

above are summarized in Table 3. In terms of evaluating the various bilateral 

trade-policy options, the main conclusions of the research on the influence of 

markefsize and tracie barriers on productivity and industrial structure are: 

there exist significant scale economies in many Canadian 
manufacturing industries, but the minimum efficient scale  (MES) 

 level of production is large in comparison to the size of the Canadi.in 
market; 
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firms in domestic protected markets operate well below the WES 
level of production in smaller plants relative to U.S. firms; while 
Canadian plants can be as competitive as U.S. plants in the same size 
categories, the largest plants in Canada are, •at best, only 7056 the 
size of the largest plants in the United States in any given industry; 

• firms attempt to reduce some cost disadvantages by diversifying 
their product mix in each plant and hence trade-off product scale 
diseconomies for plant scale economies by producing more products 
with short production runs; 

• since the early 19705, the average length of production run has 
increased and the diversity of products produced has decreased in 
most Canadian manufacturing industries, due largely to market 
growth and the lowering of tariff barriers; 

• the relationship between foreign investment, product diversity, 
market structure and scale economies is less clear th.ar previously 
thought; nevertheless foreign firms, particularly U.S.-owned firms. 
are genera,lly able to capture more product-specific and 
plant-specific economies of scale than are Canadian-ownec firms; 

• the ga.p between U.S.-owned firms' and domestic firms' productivity 
has not changed a great deal over the 1970s; trade liberalization has, 
however, encouraged greater product rationalization and prcmoted 
the attainment of great scale economies for both Canadian  and 

 U.S.-owned firms operating in Canada; 

• 2  of  the 3 forms of scale economies represent the most im-nediate 
sources of potential further gains in Canadian productivity levels: of 
these two, plant-specific scale economies are a more important 
potential source than previously thoughz; product-specific scale 
economies continue to be the single  most  important source of 
potential productivity increases; 

• economies of scope remain less clearly defined in ter -ns of their 
potential contribution to Canadian productivity levels. Preliminary 
work, however, seems to suggest  that eeonomies of scope could 
become an increasingly important factor in maintaining a competitive 
advantage in domestic manufacturing. 
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TABLE 3

Some Findings From Empirical Work on Size, Scale and Trade Barriers

Factors Helping to Avoid Small Plant Size in a Small I:conomy

- domestic market growth

- product diversification

- export opportunities (which appear to have a greater influence

than domestic growthl

Factors Contributing To Smaller Plant Size

- hie.^ tarif`_slhigh concentration and, to a much lesser ex:ent.
foreign ownership

- import protection

- product d.if f erentiation

C.
Factors Infiuencing Patterns of Diversification and Length of Product Runs

ü'ithin industries

_ larger pïant!greater product dive.rsityllonger runs

_ multiplant o4erations tend to build smaller plants specializing in
product lines, market niches

D. Factors Influencing Patterns of Diversity Across Industries

_ growth reduces diversity by encouraging specialization

export
market and import competition reduce divers:ty in

domestic industrv, while trade increases consumer welfare

through increased diversity

- the combination of high tariffs, small market size and high
concentration raise product diversity in production

E. Factors That Depress Canadian Productivity Relative To That of the L.S.

- smaller plant sizes

- more diversification in plants

- high tariffs and high concentration

- smaller market given plant size

I



increased market access appears to be the most effective means of
stimulating adjustment to larger-scale econorrriies and a more
competitive posture in Canadian manufacturing.

The above research provides valuable insights into areswering two important

questions: wha: would be the structural adjustments expected if bilateral *.rade

is liberalized and what has happened to the structure of manu.`acturing industries

as tariffs have declined? The answers to these questions can help provide

answers to other questions such as what will happen to prices and err,ployment if

bilateral trade is liberalized? There is, of course, much more resear-.^ to be

done on industrial structure and, as in any empirical analysis, there are numerous

data problems. For exampie, quantitative measures of the :M+5 of an industry

are difficult to obtain or estimate, and researchers have had to rely on

engineering estimates or use various technical approaches to apprflximate the

VlE5 level of produc:ion. However, this research has been aided by the

const-. uction by Statis t.cs Canada of detailed and highly disaggregated data bases

on produc:ion, costs, product lines and so forth. At the sa:ne time, the oàserved

events since the 1960s have le--' resear °-hers to examine the importance o: other

factors such as the speed of teçhnological adoption, adaptation and diffusion in

explaining productivi:y and cast-cornpe:itivene.ss differences.

The research on the interrelationships between market size, trade barriers.

productivity and scale economies would appear to confirm the theflretical

predictions that when scale economies and other considerations are taken into

account, the potential economic benefits from bilateral trade liberalization are

much greater than tradiaonally thought. In large part, the entire question of the
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economic benefits has become an empirical question. The relevant empirical 

issues concern the magnitude of the economic impacts on important economic 

variables and the magnitude of the potential long-run economic benefits. 

Implicit are the questions of whether or not the potential benefits justify the 

short-run costs of adjustment, and of who in the short run will bear these costs 

or experience the benefits. 

2.3 Empirical Estimates of Trade Liberalization 

It is surprising that despite all the attention devoted to the Canada-U.S. 

trade liberalization question, there are few studies that have attempted to 

estimate quantitatively the impact of bilateral trade liberalization. Most 

Canadian empirical studies on trade liberalization have taken one of two 

common approaches to the problem. They have either examineci the economic 

impact of a unilateral elimination of all Canadian tariffs and a few non-tariff 

barriers in partial equilibrium models constructed on the basis of the traditional 

theory or they have concentrated on estimating the impact in selected industries 

using partial equilibrium models, sometimes incorporating the considerations of 

scale economies, imperfect substitutes and product differentiation. An 

interesting and important study examining the economic consequences of 

unilateral trade liberalization is the one by Hazledine (1981). The mociel 

employèd by Hazledine covers 100 Canadian manufacturing industries and 

examines empirically the impact on output and employment of eliminating all 

Canadian tariffs, quantitative restraints on •footwear and apparel imports and 

certain subsidy proirarrts: Hazledine (1981) allows product differentiation 
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both input and :iina; goods markets, treats industries as consisting o!

heterogenous firrns with di:ferent cos: char acteristics, and incorporates

product-scale economies, entry and exit barriers, and price discr, imination. An

important feature of the mode: is the pricing behaviour hypothesis developed by

Haziedine (1973 and 1931) whicg is discussed earlier in the paper. Another

important aspec, of the model is that it takes into account the reduction in

material input costs tha: arise when tariffs on intermediate products are

eliminateÿ.

Although tvie hazledine model assesses the impact of tariff tiberalization

in eac) industry in a partial et:uilibrium analysis, the empirical conclusions

indicate that the impact of rernoving unilaterally the Canadian t2.r:.f on

domestUc output, employment anc economic wel:are is much di+:erent than

predicted by trie traditional theory of trade. Waile the Canadian economy is

founc to experience a net benefit from trade liberatiza:ion, the impact on prices,

ou.put and employment in the Hazledine model varies considera5l^- across

manufactaring industries because of di_ferences in marke t and cos - cond'.ions.

For example, the impact of removing trade prote^:ion on domes:ic producer

prices and profits are much different between low-concentration industries and

hign-concentration industries. Although the data used by Hazledine (: 9$1) are

da:el--for example the pricing model is based on 1977 data and the rest of the

model is based mos.ly on 1978 data--and the study is vulnerable to a number of

technicaicriticisms, it is a systematic effort to incorporate important aspects of

economic behaviour that are observed in the real world but which are quite

difficult to estimate empirically. .1+Soreove,•, the results raise important
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questions about wno and what are the intended beneficiaries of protection: are

they jobs, high production, corporate profits or marginal firms? An instructive

conclusion arising from the Haziedine study is that even on the narrow "jobs

saved criteria", trade protection is unsuccessful in 41 of the 97 industries, while

what is being protected are profits or high costs.

The Hazfedine resul ts are even more interesting because the modei only

examines the case of a unilateral reduction of Canadian trade barriers and does

not incorporate the large potential gains accruing from irnproved and less-costly

access to the huge U.S. market. The first systematic attempt to assess the

economic impact on Canada of bilateral trade liberalization was undertaken b}•

Wonnacott and Wonnacott (3967). Taking into account productivity differences.

scale economies and the U.S. tariff, the Wonnacotts concluded that the net

economic we!xare benefits to Canada from trade liberalization could have

amounted to 10.5% of GNP in the early 1960s. As they point out in *.heir 19S2

paper, 'Mis estimate should be revised downward to around 8% because of the

gains already achieved through multilateral tariff cuts and the Canada- lin.; ted

States Autornotive Products Trade Agreement.* Nevertheless, the conclusion

remains that the potential benefits from bi;ateral trade liberalization are quite

subs tantial. The W'onnacot:s argued that much of the specialization of

production would take place within industries and within firms as industries and

firms specialized in product lines and rationalized their economic activity. The

most important conclusion reached by the Wonnacotts is that the U.S. tariff,

and not tne Canadian tariff, is the major burden carried by Canadian producers

because, as price-takers, Canadian producers have to pay the U.S. tariff if they

t
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want to sell in the U.S. market. Consequently, the U.S. tariff acts to inhibit 

Canaan  exports to the U.S. and further constrain's Canadian firms to 

concentrate on the domestic market. The tariff structure and other U.S. trade 

barriers are, therefore, an important causal factor 'contributing to the 

diseconomies of plant and product scale identified earlier as affecting Canadian 

prociuctivity and competitiveness. 

The original study and the update by the 'Wonnacotts have been criticized 

on numerous conceptual and empirical grounds. For instance, Wilkinson (l9S2) 

and others point out that the estimates of the economic impact rely on the 

assumption that  ail of the average productivity difference betWeen Canada and 

the United States disappears as bilateral r•ade is liberalized. This means all tne 

available scale economies are captured which need not be the case for numerous 

reasons--such as differences in labour, management capabilities and so forth. 

:wloreover, the Wonnacott study is a partial equilibrium analysis anC is not 

directly useful in assessing inter-inciustry resource movements and otner 

important impacts. Nevertheless, the early work by the Wonnacotts is important 

because it icientified the critical importance of scale economies and tne relative 

importance of U.S. trade barriers to the assessrnent of the impact of bilateral 

trade liberalization. 

One criticism of both the Hazledine and Wonnacott studies relates to their 

use of partial  equilibrium analysis. Given the importance of inter-industry and 

intra-industry resource shifts and the economic constraints within an 

economy—such as fixed production factors—the analysis of the impact of 
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bilateral trade liberalization should be undertaken in a general equilibrium, 

rnodel. General equilibrium models deal with real economic variables as opposed 

to nominal econornic variables, and predict long-run changes of going from one 

equilibrium position to another when policies change. These models incorporate 

the impact on resource allocation of changes in the relative prices of final goods 

and the relative prices of inputs and thereby provide better predictions of the 

direction, pattern and magnitude of the structural changes that are likely to 

arise from bilateral trade liberalization. For example, certain factors are in 

fixed supply and not all industries experienc;ng an increase in demand due to 

trade liberalization may be able to purchase the desired amount of this factor. 

Consequently, the price of the factor rises and this sets off a chain reaction in 

prices and quantities across the economy, the final outcome of which., in terms 

of the price of inputs and in output of each industry, will depend on the interplay 

of market characteristics. industrial structure, and the differences in these 

variables between industries. By ignoring the impact on relative factor prices, 

partial equilbriurn analyses can lead to quite misleading conclusions as to the 

effects of trade liberalization. Moreover, to a considerable degree, general 

equilibrium models allow empirical analysis of input-specific subsidy and tax 

policies, and of industry-specific policies while preserving the general 

equilibrium relationships between variables. 

In one of the most important contributions to Canadian economics in the 

last decade, Harris (with Cox, 1983) has constructed a general equilibrium trade 

model for Canada. This simultaneous equilibrium model incorporates plant-

specific scale economies, product-specific scale economies, imperfect 
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competition in the manufacturing sector and product difierentiation. The mode;

assumes ful? labour employment, international!y mobile'capital, nationally but

not internationally mobile labour, homogenous firms in each industry, and

homogenous factor inputs. Fixed costs are established as the main efltry barrier

to an industry.

The rnodel is disaggregated ta 29 industries with 9 industries ass:;med to

operate under competitive conditions and 2J assumed to operate under imper#eet

competitior,. For these 2.o indus_ries, Harris speo:fies a collusivefri► onopolis:ic

price set:ing oehaviour. Although less disaggregated than the Haxledine anode:,

the Harris model incorporates a number of details about price and production

befzaviour in Canadian industries. The Harris model is a powerful tool because it

can be used to assess empiricaily the effects of a wide range of trade policv and

industrial policy "experiments" for one industry, for groups of industries or for

the goods-producing economy as a whole.

As Harris h,irnse?f points out, the model has its limitations. Its construction

requires a great deal of data, particularly on important economic parameters

such as price elasticities, elasticities of substitution, and minimum efficient

scale from wtlicn potentiai scale economies are estimated. csti^nates of these

pârameters have been drawn from other studies where available and usually

relate to the e_onornic conditions of the 1970s. In addition, the Canadian and

foreign••tariff rates used in the model are from the early 1970's and the -nodel

itself is constructed from 1976 data. The model does include some Canadian and

foreign non-tariff barriers; however, Harris faces the traditior,al problem of the

paucity of estimates of the degree of protection provided by non-tariff barriers
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Some of the more important qualifications to the. Harris model should, 

however, be reviewed, since they impinge directly on the estimates of industry 

gains, losses and adjustments, and also affect directly the overall gains to the 

Canadian economy. For instance, Whalley (1984) points out that the Harris' 

estimates of U.S. trade barriers in the multilateral experiment are potentially 

too high. This implies that the gains from a reduction in these barriers are 

overstated. The Harris estimates of U.S. tariff barriers are certainly higher than 

today's tariffs, since they represent [971 tariff levels; therefore, some of the 

gains accruing to Canada from lowering these tariffs have already been realized. 

In addition, the Harris tariff equivalents of non-tariff barriers, taken frorn 

Whalley (1980), do not reflect U.S.. barriers to Canadian trade accurately, and 

are heavily weighted by Voluntary Export Restrictions on automobiles and steel, 

thus creating a bias against EEC and Iapanese trade, but not against 

Canadian-U.S. trade. Again, this creates the potential that gains which are 

estimated to accrue from a lowering of these barriers are too optimistic. Harris 

made an attempt to update some of these estimates in the bilateral trade 

liberalization experiment. 

The most important caveat to the Harris estimates of gains to Canada 

from trade liberalization concerns the important roles played by the capture of 
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scale economies and the pricing behaviour of firms in the Harris model. In the 

mociel, much of the gains from freer txade are realized through capture of 

economies of scale which may be overestimated. Rao and Preston (1983) showed 

that some manufacturing sectors in Canada are operating at diminishinE or 

constant returns to scale, which calls into question the use by Harris of targe 

scale economy estimates. This point is.  also made by Har.lectine (19E4) who 

argues mat Harris' estimates of the potential for scale economies are far too 

optimistic. He also acids that applying the same estimates of scale economies to 

all firms in an industry amounts to an implicit assumption that ail tnese firms 

operate a: nigner tnan minimum-efficient-scale costs. In tact,  in most Canadian 

industries there is a mixture of efficient-cosz and sub-optimal-cost firms. In 

effect,  tris  means the Harris estimates of the gains to the economy which arise 

from capture of increased scale economies are biased upward to the extent that 

an industry's output is produced in efficient-cost plants. 

The combination of collusive/monopolistic pricing behaviour in 2 non-

crerpetitive manufacturing indus.  tries in the Harris model is also a sighificant 

source of gains to Canada from trade liberalization. Whalley (198 4.) and 

Tremblay (1985) botn point out the potential for error in this feature of the 

mociel. Since inefficiency is the result of these pricing and competition 

assumptions, benefits to the Canadian economy arise through rationalization and 

efficiency gains when domestic protection is removed. The difficulty is that the 

model does not endogenously establish these features of the domestic economy, 

but rather incorporates them by assumption. For example, that under a perfect 

competition form of the Harris model, 9 out of 20 manufacturing industries-. 
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form of the Harris model, 9 out of 20 manufacturing industries contract, whereas

under the imperfect-competition assurnption only 4 of 20 industries contract.

An additional source of potential error in the Harris model stems from the

form of adjustment that the model shows industries experience. Tremblay (1985)

notes that if Canadian industries are competitive and operate at constant costs,

then the form of adjustment to freer trade will be primarily inter-industry, in

line with the country's comparative advantage. If, however, one assumes

non-competitive industries in which firms engage in coilusive; monopolistic price

dehaviour and in which significant economies of scale are preseflt, then tne for-)

of adjustment to freer trade will be primarily intra-industry. The shortcoming

of the Harris mode! is that it is biased by assumption toward results which

reflect intra-industry shifts of resources. Consequently, the Harris es-.mates of

inter-sectoral shifts of labour and capital may be toa small. As is shown in the

section in this paper dealing with adjustment, inter-industry shifts of labour

generally result in longer periods of unemployment than is the case when workers

shift from marginal to more productive firms within the same industry. Labour

adjustment costs could therefore be higher in a movement to freer trade than

the Harris model implies. Nevertheless, while the Harris model is not without

criticism, it provides a powerful tool for assessing the impact of trade

liberalization on the Canadian economy.

In Harris (1983), the model is used to estimate the economic impact on

Canada of a unilateral and then a multilateral elimination of tariffs and certain

non-tariff barriers. In the Harris model, 20 of the 29 industries are

t
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manufacturing industries, L are primary industries, and the remaining 5 are

service industries. In the unilateral trade liberalization experiment, output

increases in every industry outside the manufaeturing sector and in 15 of the 20

manufacturing industries. Labour productivity rises in all industries, with the

larges-, improvernent in manufacturing industries. Labour experiences a wage

increase and, contrary to the prediction of the neo-classical factor endowment

theory, employment increases in the mânufacturing sector and declines in the

other sectors. a'ithin the manufacturing sector, employment fails in 13

industries but rises in the remaining 7; consequently these 7 indus:. ies--which

include ?a;>--r and Allied Products, Metal Pabricating and Chernica! industries--

absor5 the de_:ine in jobs available in both the other manufacturing industries

and the non-r.tanufacturing sector, under the full employment assumption of tRe

mode!. Overall Gross National Expenditure rises by 3.5%, and Canadian net

economic wei:are increases by 4.1g6 of GNP, representing a permanent net gain

to the Canadian economy. The results from the unilateral trade liberalizatie:z

eX?eriment are inter°_s:ing because they sL9gaest that significant gains r9ay be

real:zed mere!y from removing Canadian trade barriers, and a large par: of these

benef:ts arise fror-n rationalization in the manufacturing sector.

In the case of multilateral trade liberaliza*.ion, the net wel,are gain jurnps

to 8.63, and Gross National Expenditure rises by 12.5%. The source of the real

income gains is intra-industry ration aiization and inter-industry resource

reallocation. Labour productivity rises by 33% and total factor productivity in

the economy inr. eases by 10%. As in the unilateral case, employment increases

in the manufacturing sector and declines elsewhere. On the trade side, the
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manufacturing sector goes from a deficit to a surplus, which is about double the 

surplus found in the unilateral scenario. The estimates of the impact on relevant 

production statistics in the 29 industries are reported in Table 4. The results are 

interesting because they reflect the incorporation of scale economies, product 

differentiation and imperfect competition into the analysis and they take into 

account the lower cost of access to foreign markets when foreign barriers are 

removed. Import competition provides' the incentive for firms to rationalize 

their production to become more efficient, while less-restricted access to 

foreign markets provides them with the means .to exploit scale economies. 

As in the unilateral trade liberalization experiment, output increases in all 

primary industries; however, the estimated increases in output in the 

multilateral trade liberalization case are much larger than those found in the 

earlier experiment because of the dramatic increase in primary-product exports. 

For example, in the unilateral case. outp...r. in Forestry increases by 9.55%, while 

exports decline by 2.88%. As shown in Table 4, if foreign trade barriers as well 

as Canadian trade  barries are removed, then output in Forestry rises by 3i.234 

the additional increase stimulated by the 77.14% increase in exports. This 

pattern of cirarnatically larger output gains and large increases in exports is 

found in all the primary industries when the multilaterat case is compared to the 

unilateral case. In the service sector, the output gains are also  tarer in the 

multilateral case, but the decreases in exports are larger as Canadia.n service 

industrlès find themselves unable to compete abroad because of the increase in 

Canadian labour costs. 
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In the manufacturing sector, output declines in onte four 

industries--l_eather, Furniture and Fixtures, Machinery, and Miscellaneous 

Manufacturing--and with the exception of Machinery, they share the 

characteristic of labour intensive technology. The increase in output in the 

other manufacturing industries is much larger in the multilateral case ,  altnaugh 

the massive increase shown in Table 4 in produclion by the Transportation 

Equipment Industry is perhaps questionable because the Canadian automotive 

industry haS already rationalized production and enjoys duty free access to the 

C.S. market under the Canada-United States Automotive Products Trade 

Agreement. 

While the actual empirical results of the multilateral trade liberalization 

experiment change under di.fferent sensitivity analyses performed using various 

price elasticities and other economic parameters, the modelling exercise 

concludes that, in general, industries which have the following characteristics 

are likely to come out ahead if trade is liberalized multilaterally: 

• unexploited scale economies; 

• low levels of protection; 

O capital-intensive production technology; 

o high-export elasticities; and 

• moderate deerees of substitutability between imports e.nd domestic 
goods. 
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TABLE 4

Impact an Production Variables from Multilateral Trade Liberallzation

Relative Change In

1. Food and Beverage

2. Tobacco

:. Rubber and P1as:sc

^ . Lea:he^

5 Textiies

^6 Kni**ing ^^iil.f

Output Value-Added Employment Exports -Imports

0.2907 -0.0538 1.1722 0.9593

0.3147 -0.1818 -0.1365 0.8963 2.202^•

0.4276 0.2375 0.1270 1.0302 0.9296

-0.131t =0.2685 - 0..3601 0.7573 ^.î77^

0.9417 0.6255 0.4925 6-1-131 1.0916

r.^}67^ - 0.2132 -0.248! 6.6563 1.3696
.. . 7r

7. ClochinF 0.68-' 2 0.2186 0.038-U 36.6^60 2.65

S. v^'ood 0.1189 -0.03C2 -J.^?932 -G.^5e9 0.^► 126

_rniture and F'sxtures -0.1837 -0.3015 -0.391à G.z2ç3 1.6815
9. r^

10. Paper and ,^A11ied ProCuc:s 0.9578 4.7849 G.6283 1.706G 0.742.'

lt . Prin, .in^^, 0,3_23 0.2782 rJ.11u0^ 5.996j 0.6991
g and Pu...:s`^:ng

12. Primarv '.letals 0.3753 0. 2069 0. 123 1 ^ . 11 27 0.5631

^ 0.2261 O. 1C51 -0.026^ 0.3227 0.^5C5
1,. \,{e-tai Fab,. ica f.ing

^-r̂ _̂ -C.1303 •C.2536 -0.^:'t 0.38:5
1 ^. VSachinery -^1. .,^

11.215- 0.9319 0.752' .57C:. 1.0033
15. Transoorzatiion Equipne..: r 0 66^'

^ 16. Eiet*.ricai Produc:s

17. tion-Meta:li_ %liniera:

Prduc•ion

0.0190 -0.0816 -0.1991 ^.295

0.2521 0.1128 . 0.01.09 0.35-S 0.5165

18. Pe:r31eumand C0a1 0.2596 0.1575 -0.0077 0.1058 0.3279

ical r^rodu ^̂ 's 0.2885 0.1590 0.0623 0.4086 0.6382
19. C hem - r 14_2 0.7485
20. !ulisc. Manu:acturing -0.1046 -0.1993 -0.3047 J.•

^ 21. Agriculture 0.6063 0.6760 0.3385 1.87J6 0.6659

22. Forestry 0.3123 0.5073 0.2038 0.7714 0. 529"

2^. Fishing
4450 0.1541 0.7286 0. 489S

, 0.3214 .
^

0

0.2s.,6 0.3838 0.1051 0.L492 0.500-1
24. Mining

25. Construction 0.0404 0.1430 -0.0872 -0.1715 0.6252

^ 0.0152 0.1467 .0.0842 -0.2162 0.4940
26. Transoor:ation

27. Communication 0.0237 0.1673 -0.0673 •0.2308 0.6227

28. Electric, Power and Gas 0.1728 0.2482 -0.0031 -0.1172 0.3714

0.0623 0.1802 -0.0574 -0.2676- 0.6900
^ 29. Others _,^---

Sourcc Harris (1953).

t
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On the other hand, an industry lacking these eharacteristics would be

adversely affected and, as shown in Table 4, the labour-intensive industries

experience a negative impact of multilateral trade liberalization. The

importance of accounting for imperfect competition and scale economies is

illustrated by the comparison in Table 3 of the impact of multilateral trade

liberali2ation when industries are assumed to operate in perfect competition and

under constant costs and when industries operate under conditions of imperje::

cornpetitioa (including product differentiation and scale e_onornies). In tne

perfect comoe:ition case. 9 industries experience output declines, w1nile in the

imperfect competition case, only 4 industries experience output declines.

Furthermore, the gains in production are larger--and the losses in production in

the 4 remaining adversely-affected industries are smalle.► --in every indust-v in

the imper!-c-, compe::.ion case. Fina!lv, by taking into account scale

e_onoTies. imperfect competition and product differentiation, the we!.are gains

ir^ease :-a^*, less than 206 of GNP to over

AZ first glance, given :he overwhelming proportion of U.S. trade :n total

Canadian trade, the multilateral tariff elimination would appear to be a useful

approximation of the economic impact of an across-the-board bilateral

Canada-U.S. tariff reduction. However, this wouid ignore the impact of trade

diversion, which could significantly affect the estimated etonomic impacts.

Trade diversion implies that Canadian firms would have enhanced access to the

U.S. market wttile being protected from offshore competition by U.S. and

Canadian tariffs. The same would hold for U.S. producers in terms of access to

the Canadian market.
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Fortunately, COX and Harris (1984a and 1984b) have used the Harris modei 

to estimate the economic impacts of across-the-board bilateral trade 

liberalization and the economic impacts of sectoral bilateral trade liberalization 

in five sectors. The lane is set aside for the moment and the discussion deas 

with the total bilateral trade liberalization scenario estimates. 

In conducting the across-the-board bilateral trade liberaization 

experiment, Cox and Harris intorporate trade diversion by distinzuishing three 

markets—Canada, the United States, and the rest of the worlei—and 

incorporating an elaszicity of substitution between U.S. and Canadian goods int0 

the Canadian and U.S. demand equations. Cox and Harris also make a number of 

other assumptions about various price elasticities in the three rezions and 

indicate where there are grounds for concern due to the lack of more precise and 

specific estimates of the relevant elasticities. 



Industries Imperfect 	Perfect 
competition 	competition. 

21. Agriculture 
22. .7  ores -?y 
23. Fisning 
24. Mining 
25. Construction 
26. Transportation 
27. Communication 
25. Electric Power and Cas  
29. Others 

	

0.6063 	0.5210 

	

0.3123 	0.3592 

	

0.3714 	0.272  

	

0.25 46 	0. 2 653 

	

0.0404 	0.0129 

	

0.0152 	0.020 

	

0.0237 	0.0:06 

	

0.1778 	0.1033 

	

0.0623 	0.0309 
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TABLE 5 

Multilateral trade Liberalization Under Imperfect and 
Perfect Competition Assumptions 

1. eocK...' and beyeraize 
2. Tobacco 
3. Rubber and plastic 
41 . 	1.,•ather 
5. Textile's 
6. Kni.rting 
7. Clothing 
S. 	wood 
9. 	'e urniture and fixtures 
1r.1. Paper and allied products 

I. 	Printing and Dublication 
12. Primary metals 
13. Metal iabricating 
14. Machinery 
15. Transportation eluipmen: 
16. Electrical products 
17. No. n.rneta:lic minerai  production 
18. Petroleum and coal 
19. Chemical products 
20. Mis. manufacturing  

0.2907  

	

0.31 7 5 	-0.0569 

	

0.4276 	0.0450 
- 0.13Iu 	-0.38uS 

	

0.4407 	0.5 7 40 

	

0.067u 	-0.390 

	

0.68u2 	-0.2093 

	

0.1180 	0.0461 
- 0.181" 

	

0.9575 	0.916 7  

	

0.3423 	0.1900 

	

0.3753 	0h:e7o9 
o. ,:el  

- 0.0703 	-0.1563 

	

1.21Su 	0.37:7 

	

0.0190 	-0.1799 

	

0.2521 	0.01'2 

	

0.2396 	0.1%20 

	

0.7585 	0.1265 
-0.10u6 

Source: 	Harris (1984b). 
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Cox and Harris include estimates of Canadian and U.S. export subsidies

obtained from Moroz (1984) and Morici and Megna (1983) respectively. They

assert that the export subsidy estimates are likely to, be too low, although the

very opposite is probably true. Both the U.S. and Canadian export subsidy

estimates include estimates of the implicit subsidy from subsidized government

export financing; indeed, for most Canadian industries, subsidized export

financing is the most important export subsidy. With the one major exception of

the Bombardier case, virtually all of the subsidize export financing in Canada

and the United States is for exports to off-shôre markets and is, therefore, not

complete!y applicable to bilateral trade liberalization. Or, the other hand, given

the openness of the Canadian economy, certain Canadian dornes tic subsidy

programs are likely to act indirectly as "export subsidies" although this effect

would need to be examine_ on a progra*n-bv-program basis. 11halley (198=) has

also pointed out that many of the other non-tariff barriers included in the Harris

modei do not apply to bila_eral trade and are more relevant to U.S.-Japan-EçC

trade. In a similar manner, non-tariff barriers directe_ at selected

exporters--for example the Multi-Fibre Arrangement restriction on textiles and

apparel--would not restrict bilateral trade, although they could have major

indirect bilateral impacts as a result of trade diversion . In any event, Cox and

Harris are correct whe.^, they point out the problems and the limitations Of

estimating the impact of bilateral trade liberalization because of lack of reliable

estimates of most non-tariff barriers.

Cox and Harris (1984a) estimate the net wel, fare gain from bilateral trade

liberalization to be 9.0% of GNP. This is higher than the 8.6% estimate because

LI
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of the inclusion of the effects of trade diversion. As in the multilaterÉ cue, 

the competitive effect of firms moving to rationalize production is extremely 

important in achieving substantial gains to Canada. The trade-diversion effect 

further benefits Canada because Canadian producers no longer pay the U.S. 

tariff and, at the same time, are able w displace off-shore competition in the 

r:.5, market under  the  protective umbrella of U.S. trade barriers. Tabie 6 

reports the Cox 1-larris (198!;,a) estirnates of the impact of hilatere.1 trade 

liberalization on major aggrezate eConornic variables and provides a cz-noac".5zn 

of the bilateral estimates with the sectoral estimates. 
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The industry impacts estimated by Cox and Harris (1984a) are reported in 

Table 7 and the estimated change in labour productivity Is reported in Table 8. 

In the case of labour productivity, the increase is lower in some manufacturing 

industries—for example Petroleum and Coal, and Food and Beverages--than in 

the multilateral case; however, the increa.se in the majority of industries is 

similar or higher than in the multilateral case. 

The findings for the across-the-board bilateral free trade scenario are 

particularly relevant to the concerns expressed over the potential impact on 

Canadian manufacturing of entering a bilateral arrangement with the United 

States. The results in Table 7 are quite interesting when compared to those in 

Table 4. For example, production in Leather rises and production  in Electrica! 

Products falls in the bilateral case, whereas the opposite occurs in the 

multilateral case. The increases in output in Food and Beverages and Chemical 

Products are smaller in the bilateral case, while the increases in production in 

Textiles and Wood are higher. Caution should be used when interpreting the 

Clothing and Transportation Equipment production estimates for reasons given 

earlier. With respect to the employment estimates, significant differences can 

also be found between the bilateral and multilateral cases, and the differences in 

the production, productivity and employment estimates reflettt in part the 

pattern of the trade-diversion effect in the Canada-U.S. economic context. 

As  in the case of multilateral trade liberalization, various industries that 

experience output gains also experience employment losses. This reflects the 

change in industrial structure and the increase in wages relative to capital costs. 
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Labour is nevertheless is a major beneficiary from bilateral trade liberalization

in terms of real wage and income gains. Overall, the estimates of the impact of

an ar, oss-the-board bilateral trade liberaiization agreement indicate that intra-

industry specialization and inter-industry resource allocation adjustments would

be an important source of economic welfare gain; the inter-"sndLstrv resourc ►

shifts are also likely to be significant and ent ►anceâ access to the protected ^:.5.

market woul.^ result in a more competi:ive and productive manufacturing sector.

Most manufac:uring i<* ►dus.-ies experience output gains and the overal! results for

tne ouaterai case donfor:n to earlier statements concerning the industries li;celv

to gain or lose. In su.m:

° tne resource sector gairis under bilateral free trade-.

° manufactur:ng indus: ries which are capital intensive and have large
poten;ia± scale economies to exploit are major benef.c:.a::es o:
brlaterai trade liDeralization;

° laoour-intensive manufac:Lring industries suif e' siognii;--an: adverse
e:fe_.s in ternns of outpj: and employment;

° the Canadian econom, as a whole experiences a large. ne: pcs:::.,fe
permanent econo?tiG we!.`are gain from bilateral trade Riberaliza::or..

In snort, the empirical work by Harris (19S3) and Cox and Harris (1984;a and

19S1:b) would appear to substantiate both the theoretical predictions and earSy

empirical work by Wonnacott and Q'onnacott (1967) in that scale econonnies,

imperfec- competition, prodsict differentiation and U.5. trade barriers are

critical both to the assessment of the trade-poiicy options and as a source oi

economic benefits to Canada from trade liberalization. There are of course

numerous other assumptions and specifications about economic behaviour
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TABLE 6

A Comparison of Carlada-U.S. Hilateral Free Trade

with Canada-U.S. Sectoral Free Trade:
The Canadian Perspective .

Bilateral Sectoral Sectoral

Free Trade Free Trade Free Trade

(without export (wit`: exoort

subsidies) s;:bsidies)

0.213 0.057 0..069
D-w'age 0.299 0.04 3 0.053
D-p►oauctlvltv

2.243 0.189 .263
D-scale 0.015 Q•G19
^'elfare,a ° 0.09 r ^' ggr^°ga ^ 0 0.404 0.5G3
Welfare!sectoral

0.882 0.145 0.172
D-trade volume .9$7 .136 .163
D-US trade `764. .709 .7 jr,
Diversion index 0.069 0.021 0.025
Realloc. index 88ô 11.087
Se-toral value add. 8193 .65 8494 065 .^69

Sectoral e^nploymer-'

.055 .

3991 - 2S
Sectoral net exp. -59i6.56 2894•31 _0_ég

D-r,:ms(sectoral) -•456 -.071

.5:^1 e5

Notes: Silateral Free Trade assumes all tariff and ex^^* z s' :5

pe.►:aining to bilateral trade between Canada and the U.S. are

eliminated. D-wage is the relative dsange from base Of the Canadian

real wage (defined as the gross wage paid to suppô^ Jc.iv'tyasoan
services deflated by an index of world prices); D-p

index of average labour product'svity across all sectors;

welfare/aggregate is the welfare gain meassured by the Hicks
equivalent variation as a proportion of base G.N.E.; wel:are! sectoral

alue added in theis the welf are gain measured as a per cent of base valu;'
liberalized sectors: D-trade volume is the relative change in the
aggregate volume of trade in all sectors measured as the value of
exports plus imports; realloc. index is the proportion of the labour
force required to shift intersettorallj+; D-scale is the relative
increase in the average output per firm in the manufac*uring
industries; D-f'rrns is the average increase in the number of fir-n5 inOf 1976
the liberalized sectors; value added measured in millions o^
Canadian dollars; sectoral employment is measured as share of total
employment; D-US trade is the relative change in total voir "ion of
trade with the U.S.; the Diversion index measures the propo :
total Canadian trade (volume) accounted for by U.S. trade.

Source: Cox and Harris (1981a).

1
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TABLE 7 

Industry Performance and Rationalization 
Sectoral versus Bilateral Free Trade 

Bilateral Free Trade 	 Sec:oral Free Trade 

D-output 	D-prod 	D-emply 	D-output 	D-prod 	D-erriply 

Ta-7e: Sectbrs  

Tex:i1es 	 2.39= 	0.325 	1.561 	1.777 	0.139 
Steel 	 0.209 	0.22 $ 	-.013 	0.29 4 	0.071 
Agr:c.abb. 	 -.122 	0.197 	-.267 	-.058 	0.038 
Urz.Trans.Ec. 	 0.614 	0.259 	0.282 - 	1.973 	0.100 
Cherhicals 	 0.227 	0.223 	0.004 	0.182 	0.73 

1.=38 
0.208 

1.703 
0.'00 

Other Industrial Set:toes 

Food 6: Be'. 	 0.245 	O.274 	-.023 	0.015 	0.043  
Tobacco 	 0.277 	0.423 	-.102. 	0.018 	0.04 2 	-.023 
R • bber 	 0.369 	0.305 	0.049 	0.052 	0.048 	0.00= 
Leather 	 0.2 4 2 	0.347 	-.078 	-.016 	0.046 	-.059 
Knitting 	 2.069 	0.396 	0.482 	0.166 	0.058 	0.102 
Clothing 	 4.782 	0.609 	2.392 	0.057 	0.056 	0.001 
Wood 	 0.1 4 5 	0.313 	-.128 	-.028 	0.039  
Furniture 	 -.157 	0.361 	-.381 	0.003 	0.0.t.7  

Paper S.. Allief 	 0.598 	0.218 	0.313 	-.003 	0.039 	-.0 3 9 
Printing 	 0.354 	0.202 	0.127 	0.010 	0.038 	-.026 
Me:al Fab. 	 . 	0.135 	0.232 	-.079 	0.023 	0.04-6 	-.022 
Non-Ag. Mach. 	 -.194 	0.232 	-.346 	-.050 	0.043 	-.092 
Transport. Egp. 	 1.012 	0.268 	0.587 	0.034 	0.033 	0.001 
Electrical 	 -.015 	0.273 	-.227 	-.005 	0.0uu 	-.043 
Non-Metal Min. 	 0.209 	0.227 	-.014 	0.008 	0.035 	-.026 
Petroleum 	 0.238 	0.340 	-.077 	0.036 	0.052  
1N.fisc.  Mg. 	 ',1St; 	0.223 	-.332 	-.016 	0. '347 	-.060 

Note: 	Both rade liberalization experiments assume the removal of export subsidies on the 
appropriate trade between Canada  and U.S. industries. D-output refers to the relative 
chante in industry output over base. D-prod is the relative change in industry labour 
produciivity over base. D-ernply is relative change in industry erhploymen: over base. 

Sol.rce: 	Cox and Harris (1984a). 
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TABLE 8 

Change in Labour Productivity under Bilateral Trade Liberalization 
Trade with the U.S. in Manufactured Goods, Canada 

C e  
han e in 

Industry 	 Labour Productivitv 

(Percentage Change )  

• Textile 	 432.5 

Steel 	 422.5 

&gricultural ECIU:Drnerit 	 -19.7 

Urban Trans:t 	 -25.9 

Chemical 	 422.3 

rood and Beverages  

Tobacco 	 .442.3 

Rubber - 	 .30.5 

Leather 

Knitting 	 4.39.5 

Clotninz 	 -60.9 

Wood 	 -31.3 

Furniture 	 .36. i 

%Der and Allied 	 -21.8 

Printing  

Metal =ab. 	 -23.2 

Non-Ag. Machinery 	 423.2 

Transport Eluipment 	 4.26.8 

Electrical 	 427.3 

Non-Metal Min. 

Petroleum  

Miscetianeous Mfg. 	 4 22.3 

Source: 	Cox and Harris (1984e. 
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and the structure of the relationViips betwe-n edonomic variables that are wor°n

testing :n the general equilibrium framework. In addition, work on updating an_

improving the estimates of the price elasticities, of non-tariff barriers and of

other economic parameters would be useful. Research is also needed on trade in

services and serious consideration might also be given to increasing the leve! of

industrv disaggregation to. for example, the Hazledine disaggregation. if a. ^9ajoo

modelling exercism is to be undertaken. Such work would ailow for sens:tivit\,

tes:ing as wel,' as better estirnates of the long-run consequences of bilate.*a:

t-ade liberalization and would offer more information for evalrating the d••namic

process of adj45:-nen: and the econor9ic and policy obstacles to the reai:za_io^

of these long-TUn benefits. Notwithstanding the need for further researt-, it

wou?d se-_-7i that Canada would ^xne°it significantly in terms of ezonomic

welfare. produ_tivity and conpetit:veness from the structural adjust^ ► en:s that

wouid arise fro-n bilate-a: trade liberaL•zation. Since many of Canadas

econonic pr_ble.^..s can be a:= ibuted to the s`ruc:.:ral proôierns in Canad:a-

indust-ies. trade liberatlza.ion offers one possible pol;cv approach wl)icl- wou:c

con-:bu :e to the solution of these problems.

2.4 Employment Impacts

The impact on e:rployrner,t has always been a major c-oncern in the

assessment of any economic policy issue. The persistent high rates of

unemployment experienced in recent years have made this question even more

important. The reasons for continuing high unemployment are numerous, ranging

from sl:oggish and uneven macroeconornic growth to dornes-.Ic and international
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structural economic developments such as the introduction of new technologies,

changes in consumer tastes, and the global shift in compe?itive advantage. As a

result of the global integration of national economies,, external macroeconomic

developments can affect significantly the number of total jobs created by the

domestic economy. At the same time, external microeconornic developments

may affect an economy's overall medium-run potential to create jobs as well as

the total nurnber and distribution of jobs in the across industries. The s.if`

competition in labour intensive, mature technology industries from the Newly

Industrialized Countries has raised concerns over employment in all, the

developed countries and has contributed to the growing mood of protectionism in

these countries. This has encouraged the increasing focus of trade policy on

issues of job cfea*.ion and employment.

in evaluating the impact of trade liberalization on employment, a nurnber

of questions can be raised concerning the number, type and distribution of jobs

lost or gained in the short-run and the long-run, and what types of W5our

adjustment policies are required. Trade theory can be used to evaluate the

impact of trade-policy changes on employment in a particular industry and on

the distribution of employment across industries. For example, Table 7 in the

previous section reports the estimates by Cox and Harris of the change in

employment in each industry under the comprehensive or sectoral bilateral trade

agreement options. Cox and Harris estimate that up to 7.0% of employment in

Canada could be involved in the adjustment to a bilateral trade liberalization

arrangement. As shown in Table 7, job losses could be expected in Leather,

Furniture, Electrical Produc:s and Food and Beverages industries, with new jobs

t
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in Rubber, Paper .  and Allied Products, Steel Transportation Equipment, and 

Chemical industries. The movement of labour from one occupation and/or 

industry raises important questions about the labour.  adjustment process and 

labour adjustment costs. These issues are dealt with in the next section of the 

paper. 

Trade theory is less useful in jxedicting the impact of bilateral trade 

liberalization on the total number of jobs available in the economy. Trade 

theçry usually assumes full employment and examines what happens to.resource 

allocation and remuneration when the trade environment or the trade-policy 

regime changes. The full-employment assumption is used in the Harris model for 

example. While labour market rigidities can be incorporated into general 

equilibrium models, most models use the full employmen t  assumption. l'hts 

reflects the fact that the issue of trade is primarily a microeconomic concern in 

contras: to the issue of total job creation, which is primarily a macroeconomic 

concern. 

. Traditional trade theory shows that jobs can be protected and created in an 

industry; however these jobs corne at the expense of jobs in other industries. 

However, in the new trade theories, it is possible to show that trade barriers can 

be used to increase domestic income and total employment. One implicit 

assumption of this theoretical prediction is that none of the country's trading 

partners retaliate when the country uses import restrictions, subsidies or export 

promotion. In any event, the possibility of net job creation arising from trade 

protection cannot be dismissed on theoretical grounds, although for a small open 
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economy the required conditions may be unlikely to be in operation and the 

likelihood of avoiding retaliation may not be great. 

In a period of high unernployrnent and import surges in labour intensive 

industries, trade protection would appear to be an attractive option. The work 

on trade protection and employment by Hazledine (i981), the OECD (193=) and 

others suggeS: that the number of jobs saved may not be as great as is commonly 

expected. Under conditions of imperfect competition, trade barriers may 

protect higher profits or inefficient, high cost production, and few if any jobs. 

Moreover, the argument that trade barriers can create jobs in periods of high 

unemployment not only overlooks the general equilibrium structure of the 

economy but may avoid addressing the source of high unemployment. If the 

cause can be traced to domestic economic rigidities, then trade barriers could 

increase the unemployment problem because trade barriers themselves tend to 

reinforce resistance to change. 

It was suggested in an earlier part of the paper that bilateral trade 

liberalization could provide the conditions for a more efficient and flexible 

microeconomic structure. The work by Cox and Harris shows that bilateral trade 

liberalization would likely lead to major increases in labour and total 

productivity, to more efficient industries, .to a more efficient allocation of 

resources across industries and to higher national incomes. There would be 

significa. nt structural changes if bilateral trade is liberalized and in the short-run 

job losses would occur as existing firms adjust their production facilities or exit 

out of industries. On the other hand, new firms would enter into industries 
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to take advantage of new opportunities arising from bilateral trade

iiberalization. Short-term jobs gains could be expected' due to the increase m

investment and the positive impact this would have on the economy. On balance,

the short-term job losses may out-number the short-run job gains partly because

the labour intensive industries are likely to be hit the hardest even though they

would continue to be protected from offshore competition.

There is no reason to expect that bilateral trade liberalization would

reduce tne number of jobs in the medium run. 11 anyt^hing, the increase in rea;

incromes and t:te improvement in the microeconomic structure would likely

inc-ease the economy's medium-run potential to create jobs. There is also the

distinc: Iikelihood that bilateral trade liberalix.ation would lead to better jobs in

terms of permanent, better paying work opportunities.

The poten:ial for ne: job creation under bilateral trade lioeral:ca:ion has

been âealonstrate_ by Wilton (1975) and in a follow-up study, by ^Aoroz

The two studies used a large macroeconomic modei to examine ernoirically tne

impact of the Canada-United States Automotive Products Trade Agreement

(APTA) on the Canadian economy. They came to the conclusion that the changes

in the structure of automotive production in Canada and the expansion of

bilateral automotive trade under this agreement resulted in a higher national

income. and a higher level of employment in Canada.

In large part, the question of how many total jobs will be gained or los t in

tne short run and the long run under a bilateral trade agreement is an empiric al
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issue. Since this question is primarily macroec6nomic in nature, an empirical 

analysis would require a macroeconomic model which takes into account both the 

input-output structure and the macroeconomic structure of the Canadian 

economy. If the production structure of the model could be adjusted to 

incorporate the structural changes predicted  by  trade theory, then the 

macroeconomic model could be used to -examine empirically the impact on the 

economy's macroeconomic potential and performance. A number of 

macroeconomic models are available,  and Harris has been testing the 

employment impact of bilateral trade liberalization in a small open 

macroeconomic model. No estimates are publicly available at this time 

however, the initial testing indicates that bilateral trade liberaliz.ation \would 

lead to a net gain in jobs in a relatively short tirne span. 

There are also concerns over the impact of bilatera.1 trade liberalization on 

labour incomes. The traditional factor endowment model would predict  th:  real 

v.iages would fall and the real return to capital and fixed resources would 7ise if 

bilateral trade is liberalized. -However, updated trade theories refute this 

conc.lusion. Cox and Harris find that real wages could increase by as much as 

13-15%. Indeed, labour is found to be the largest beneficiary of bilateral trade 

liberalization. 

15  Mon-Tariff Measures  and  Barriers to Trade 

To this pdint in the paper, the issue of non-tariff measures has been raised 

frequently. Traditionally, trade policy analysis has concentrated on assessing ttie 
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impact of removing a tariff. This is not to suggest that non-tariff measures have 

been ignored in tne theoretical and empirical work; however, there are numerous 

theoretical problems in evaluating their protective effect and their economic 

impact on industrial prices, output, employment and industrial structure. As the 

earlY research work of Baldwin (1970), Stegman (1973), and Walter (1969) show, 

the immediate problern is defining in economic terms what is a non-tariff 

measure and identifying which policies are non-tarie mea.sures. While certain 

policies, such as quotas and export subsidies, are obviously designed to protect 

domestic industries from foreign competition, other policies, such as standards 

 and cultural policies, may or may not be explicitly intended to distort trade, but 

can give to trade proiolerns. Examples of the types of Canadian polices which 

fall in thi.s second group are the Canadian electrical products standards. lower 

postal rates for magazines and periodicals printed and published in Canada, and 

trie  disallowance as income tax deductions of Canadian advertising ',jaded witn 

'porder T.V. stations and foreign-publisned magazines. 

Unlike tariffs, non-tarie measures rarely take the forrn of an explicit tax 

on imports, comprise a wide range of dissimilar measures, and frequently involve 

administrative procedures as well as explicit legislative requirements. Cenerally 

seaking, non-tariff barriers are unpredictable and non-transparent. The 

application of many non-tariff measures is discretionary, and numerous types, 

such as subsidies, are applied to specific companies, as opposed to broad 

industries' or are designed to protect inputs in production rather than final 

output. Furtnermore, many non-tariff measures such as discriminatory technical 

standards are found in domestic legislation, not trade-policy legislation, and 
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hence operate behind the border within the domestic economic environment. In 

addition, non-tariff measures are not limited to import protection policie, as 

many nations now employ measures designed to boost exports. In federal 

countries, numerous non-tariff measures are also applied at the provincial or 

state level'. 

While tariffs continue to be significant trade barriers in many indus:tries, 

any bilateral negotiations are likely to involve discussions on non-tariff rnea,sures 

as weil. Table 9 lists some Canadian 'non-tariff measures which  can  affect 

bilateral trade. In general, non-tariff measures can be divided into two groups: 

standing protection measures and contingent measures. 

Standing protection involves the application of policy instruments, in a 

permanent fashion to restrict trade flows. They can be applied at the border or 

behind the border. In addition to quantitative restrictions such as import 

prohibitions, global quotas, export restraint arrangements and orderly marketing 

arrangements, non-tariff restrictions on imports erected at the border ihclude 

arbitrary tariff classification and customs valuation, import deposit 

requirements, excessive documentation requirements, import labelling 

requirements, and minimum import price schemes. Policy instruments •.vhicn can 

be used behind the border to restrict imports include government purchasing 

policies, intellectual • property legislation, domestic content schemes, 

performance requirements imposed on .foreign-owned firms, arbitrary packaging 

and labelling requirements, discriminatory health and safety product  standards,  

and various types of dornestic subsidies for import-competing industries. 
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Standing non-tariff measures can also be used to support and prornote

exports. Export non-tariff ineasures include export production subsidies,

subsidized export financing, and the tying of bilateral aid to Third World

countries. As in the case of import restrictions, the use of expor t non-tariff

measures not only distorts the allocation of a nation's resources but also erodes

the international trade system and invites retaliation from other trading nations.

The second group of non-tariff ineasures is referred to as contiRigent

measures because they are used only in certain prescribed circumst.ances

regarding either foreign trade practices or the impact of imports on dor^lestic

industries. The main instruments of contingent protection are anti-dumping

duties, coun.ervailing duties and safeguard or escape clause measures ',,In the

form of quantitative restrictior.s or import surcharges. Their use is sanctioned in

prescribed circumstances under the GATT, and considerable efforts in past

GATT negotiations have been directed to establishing the conditions and rules

for their application.

As indicated earlier, there are numerous problems in analysing nori-tariff

measures. in addition to the identification problem, there are also the research

problems associated with determining the economic impact of any particular

non-tariff measure, estimating the protective effect of that barrier, and

comparing its impact to the impact of other non-tariff ineasures. To develop

the basic theoretical t3ol -for measuring the degree of protection, two general

assumptions are usually applied: all markets are characterized by perfect

cornpetition and the economy is a small, open economy. This has allowed the

I
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development of the conceptual tool of the tariff equivalent of a non- tariff 

measure. Bhagwati (1965) and Clissman ane Ne. (1971) and others have shown 

that under the perfec •  competition assurr.pto: . the impacts of a quota on 

imports, domestic prices and domestic productie7'. are the same as the impacts of 

a tariff. This conceptual tool is used by Mo-ic: and Megna (1983) to measure the 

protective effect of L.$. non-tarifi meas ,, e5 and is employed. in an ongoing 

research project  of the Institute for Resear - her. Public Policy on mectsuring the 

protective effect of Canadian  non-tarif  mee.sures. However, as pointed out by 

Moroz (198 14), there are major conceptual and data problems involved in 

estimating the tariff equivalent of a particular non-tariff measure in order to 

compare it to the tariff equivalent estimate of another non-tariff measure. As 

McCulloch (1973), Shibata (1968), Yadau (1968) and others have shown, the 

equivalence between tariffs and quotas breaks down once imperfect competition, 

scale economies and imperfect substitutes are included in the analysis, and these 

factors, as has been seen, are major economic considerations in assessing the 

impact of bilateral trade liberalization. especially in the manufacturing sec:or,. 

Even if the basic data and conceptual problems involved in measuring the 

tariff equivalents of diverse non-tariff measures can be solved, any analysis of 

the bilateral trade-policy options must take into account the different impacts 

on economic behaviour of different types of policy instruments. For example, a 

pure production subsidy and a quota can have the same impact on domestic 

output; however the impact on the domestic price and the volume of imports is 

quite different. At the same time the impacts of different types of subsidies on 

economic activity and trade flou:s are difficult to measure and, hence, to 
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compare. For instance, regional development subsidies, transportation subsidies 

and provincial subsidies may simply shift production from one region to another 

and have little or no affect on the national level of output, exports or imports. 

Labour and energy subsidies may significantly alter the factor mix of production 

with little effect on the level of production and trade but with signi ficant 

effects on labour or energy use in production. Capital equipment and' R&D 

subsidies may not alter current levels and patterns of production and trade, but 

can have significant impacts on future levels and patterns. While it is likely that 

most Canadian subsidies directly affect trade flows—if only because of the 

smallness and openness of the Canadian economy—the impact of removing each 

subsidy will vary depending on its type. Nevertheless, it is difficult to evaluate 

the impact of different types of subsidy programs on domestic production, 

employment and other economic variables. 

A related and quite important problem is that current work on the 

interrelationships between industrial structure, pricing behaviour and trade 

barriers does not incorporate non-tariff measures. The work by Baldwin and 

Gorecki, Caves, Haz.1edine and others in this area has only looked at the 

influence of tariffs. The reason for this is the relative paucity of estimates for 

non-tariff measures; it may be that the influence of non-tariff barriers, on firm 

and industry behaviour can be much different .than that of tariffs in a world of 

imperfect competition, product differentiation and scale economies. 

While in the end the impact of most non-tariff measures can be evaluated 

theoretical!), the work by Morici and Megna (1983), Moroz (1984) and others 



illus=rate the major emp;r ical problems in q;,antifying their proteetive effect and

their impact on econornic variables. Iilus_rating the two problems of data and

theory is the example of government procurement policies. It is exceptionally

difficult to estimate the tarifS equivalent of government procurement policies.

Moroz ( 1984) and Morici and Megna (1983) have made some estimates. of the

tariff = equivalent of govern.ner ►t procurement policies in Canada and the United

States respectively; however, as They point out, the approact is only second best

for a number of reasons. As shown theoretically by Baldwin and Richardson

(19711), government procurement poiicies may provide littie-or no protection to

doraes;ic industries il the industr. is competitive and faces upward-sloping cos:

curves because they only cover part of the market for any good. On the other

hand, if scale economies are present, theri the protective effe:t might be

significant. In orde- to o5tair, their estimates, Morici and Megna ( 1983) and

YSoroz ( 198-') ignore cefer,se purchases, use strong assurnptions about how the

palicie,, affect econorni_ behaviour, and rely on less-than-optimal data. The

results sugoqs: that procure.nent policies do no: provide substar.tial protection.

mai*ily because of tne srnal: share of government purcIiases in totall consumption

in most product markets. Nevertheless, for an individual firm, governmen:

procurement policies may be quite important, and in the bilateral context, U.S.

government procurement policies can represent major export obstacles in some

indus:ries.

-Tari ;f-equivalent estimates are available for certain non-tariff ineasures,

but they nus: be treated with caution. Existing general equilibrium models can

deal with some of the economic impacts relating to their removal, including the
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impact of removing input-specific non-tariff measures such as labour subsidies 

as well as output-specific non-tariff measures such as quotas. But, giveri the 

nature of some of the more important bilateral non-tariff measures, particglarly 

ami-dumping and countervail actions, empirical work is severely constraineid. It 

is easy to measure the protective effect once an anti-dumping or countervMling 

duty is imposed. However, the critical- issues in assessing the impaCt of 

contingency protection are the increased risk and transaction costs involVed in 

exporting to the United States from Canadian locations arising fronl the 

potential of facing unfair or fair trade-practiCe petitions under U.S. trade law by 

a U.S. competitor. Although some work in this area has been under•cal..ien by 

Finger (1977) and others, estimating contingency protection is an ongoing 

problem. 

2.6 The Sectoral Approach 

The across-the-board bilateral trade liberalization option would appear to 

offer potentially large and permanent economic benefits. Concerns have been 

raised about the magnitude of structural adjustments and potentia4 large 

short-term dislocation costs that would arise under a broad bilateral trade 

liberalization arrangement. These concerns have prompted discussions a4out the 

desirability of including in any broad bilateral arrangement a relatively long, 

perhaps 5 to 10 year, transitional period for reduction of trade battlers on 

bilateral trade, and production and investment safeguards. There have also been 

suggestions that certain industries be excluded from any bilateral trade 

negotiations. At the same tirne, the bilateral trade liberalization option has also 
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raised fer.-s about Canadian econo^:i_, pot:zica! and cultural sovereignty. The

economic and non-e,.onomic: concerns over comprehensive bilateral trade

liheraiization arrangement have led 'o siggestions for an alternative approach,

namely the secroral approar:ti.

The concept of szctoral ôilzterad trade liberalization is not rfealt with in

trade theory as a distinct trade-policy option. Nevertheless, the new trade

theories, which show me poten•.ial economic gains from intra-industry

razionel:za:ion and intra-indus: ? trade, when combined with the political-

economic arguments advanced by Fry (198,P), Wilkinson ( 198i.) and others make

ne sectora: approach a.tractive. The sectoral approach is also ailuring because

it entai:s s mz.ller probierr►5 0: iden.ifying and measuring the se_toral economic

impacts, managing the negotiating process, and managing the adjustment

proCess. Moreover, Wilton ( 197b) and Moroz ( 1978) have shown that the se--oral

agreement es.abl:shed under the Canada-United States Au:o-no.Ive Produc:s

Trace Agreement (APTA) provided Canada with significant positive economic

bene:i.s in terms of autornotive production and employment, and higher na-:ona;

real income and tota! empio}•mt nt. Under the APTA, Canadian produ._tivay in

the automotive indus.ry increased dramatically because of the rationalization of

automotive production in Canada to serve the North American market; the large

benefits from this se.toral agreement attract many to the sectoral approac`1 .

Observers are also attracted by the APTA safeguards; however, there are good

econornic and non-economic reasons to be wary of the sectoral approach and, as

will be discussed sriorti}•, the APTA has not been without its problerns.
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The literature or, the political-economy of negotiating sectoral free trade

agreements points to numerous problems, including determining which sectors to

include in any sectoral negotiations, balancing the bilateral trade-offs within and

between sectors, meeting Canadian and U.S. GATT obligations, and avoiding

third-party retaliation. With regard to the economic considerations, limiting

trade-policy options to bilateral sectoral trade liberalization means that one

source of the efficiency gains is lost, thus affecting the size of the potential

long-run economic benefits, the short-term dynamic adjustment process and

adjustment costs. The large potential long-run benefits from full bilateral trade

liberalization come from the net outcome of inter-industry and intra-industry

resource reallocation. The sectoraJ approach limits these efficiency gains to

intra-industry resource shifts. Moreover, a sectoral agreement can cause

undesirable inter-industry resource shifts as one set of industries operate in a

liberalized environ-nen: and the other set of industries continue to be protected,

causing the protected industries and non-protected industries to compete for

resources. If, from the perspective of national economic efficiency, the wrong

sectors are chosen for bilateral sectoral trade liberalization, the chosen

industries may come out ahead at a significant cost to other industries and to the

national economy as a whole. Moreover, by limiting the trade liberalization

option to selected industries, there are the potential problems of disrupting and

distorting the process of structural adjustment. These adverse short-run

economic consequences should be added to long-run distortions in resource

allo_̂ -ation inherent in the bilateral sectoral trade liberalization -option. Overall,

the question of whether or not bilateral sectoral trade liberalization leads to a

net long-run economic benefit to Canada-- particularly when the issues of inter-

I
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industry and intra-industry resource shifts are cansidered--breaks down to an 

empirical question. 

Cox and Harris 11984a and !94r., ) use the Harris model to assess 

quantitatively the impacl: of bilateral iectoral trade liberalization on the 

Canadian economy. Fivc inciustrief are designated as candidates for bilateral 

sectoral trade liberalization: Textiles. Steel, Agricultural Equipment, Urban 

Transportation Equipment, and Chemical Products. These sectors generally 

conform to those that were under consideration when the sectoral initiative was 

first raiser:, althougn as Cox and Harris point out, they do ro t match precisely to 

the products under consideration in the sector initiative. The aggregate and 

industry estimated impacts are reported in Tables 6 and 7 together with the 

estimated industry impacts for the across-the-board bilateral trade 

liberalization op:ion. 

As shown in Taie 6, the ne: welfare gain from sectoral free trade is only 

in the range of 1..5 tz 1.9F•ei, Which is considerably lower than the 9.3% gained 

fro• fuli bilateral trade liberalization. Nevertheless, the positive impact offers 

encouragement for the proponents of the sectoral approach, and overall 

aggregate income, wages, labour productivity and trade does increase when free 

trade is allowed in the five sectors. Overall, the main effects of removing 

bilateral trade barriers—whether they are the trade diversion effect., the inter-

industry labour Shift or, the productivity gain--are smaller in the sectora! 

approach than in the full bilateral  vade  liberalization approach, as are the inter-

industry . and intra-industry adjustments. However, as Cox and Harris point out., 
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the positive nez benefits from the sectoral approach rnay be due to the industries 

chosen for examination, as opposed to features of the sectoral free trade option 

itself. 

With the one exception of Agricultural Machinery, the designated 

industries gain in terms of production and employment. Moreover, as shown in 

Table 6, the gain to the four designated industries is larger than under the full 

bilateral trade liberalization option. This is due in part to two factors: limiting 

the trade liberalization to these industries puts them in a better position to 

compete for labour; and wages do not increase as much as under full bilateral 

liberalization. The non-liberalized industries also show productivity gains, but 

this occurs because the increase in wages causes some firms in these industries 

to leave and the remaining firms are able to lower costs by increasing the level 

of output. This phenomenon dernonstrates the importance of evaluating 

trade-policy options within general equilibrium models because the partial 

equilibrium approach would miss the efficiency gain in the non-Liberalized 

industries. Overall, the liberalized industries experience greater U.S. 

competition in the Canadian market, but because of this competition and due to 

enhanced access to the U.S. market, they rationalize their production activitie s . 

to capture the available scale economies, thus improving productivity and cost 

competitiveness. 

The experiments by Cox and Harris for the designated industries would 

indicate that the sectoral approach could be fruitful. However, the empirical 

work by Wilton (1979), Martin and Moroz (1979) and Moroz (1978) on the APTA 
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using the Economic Council of Canada's CANDIDE model of the Cartad:ah 

economy suggests there are other concerns about the sectoral approach. It must 

be appreciated that the Harris model and the CANDIDE model are very different 

in that the latter model is a dynamic macrce.conomic model with an input-ouput 

table incorporate.: in order to accriunt fc- the production side of the economy. 

Unlike the Harris mode:, changes Ir. inc ...strial structure, unless exogenously 

introduced as is the case when estirnatir7, the impact of the Auto Pact, cart not 

be captureei when policy simulations are undertaken. 

Four important con-fusions emerge from the work on the APTA which raise 

questions about the desirability of te sectoral approach. First, as discussed in 

Moro: (1978), a number of industries are adversely affected by the APTA 

because the resulting higher real wazes throughout the economy make imports 

more competitive in other industries; industries such as textiles are, therefore, 

Jess able to compete against foreign competition. While Cox and Harris show 

tha• sonie p-oductivity gains can be expected in the non-liberalized sectors, 

partial liberalization can lead to a skewed domestic economy. Second, Marti-. 

and Moroz (1979) found that the regional impacts on output and jobs varied 

considerably, again partially due to higher real wages affecting other industries, 

sometimes adversely. Third, a number of industries--for example steel and 

plastics—have likely become much more dependent on the automotive sector as 

a result of the AP-1'A, further increasing the dependency of the Canadian 

economy on this industry. And fourth, Canadian macroeconomic performance is 

now probably much more sensitive to the U.S. automotive market than it would 

have been in the absence of the APTA. 
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To these economic impact concerns over the APTA, two other

considerations should be added when evaluating the sectoral approach. As

discussed by Hay and Sulzenko (1982), Perry (1982) and others, the usefulness of

the Auto PacR is now questionable in light of the dramatic changes in both the

world economy and the world automotive market. What might have been a

"winning industry" in 1965 has now been protected from 3apanese competition in

both Canada and the United 5tates for a number of years, with demands in both

countries for more severe trade protection in the form of content legislation.

The second concern is more in the political-economic realm. Even a 5rief review

of this history of the Auto Pac- indicates the political problems of managing a

sectoral free-trade policy. As discussed by Moroz (1985), since 1968 both

countries have been ca.lght up in squabbles over what the objet-tive of the Auto

Pact is, over the bilateral automotive trade pattern and trade balances and over

low level of auto:notive R&D in Canada. Consequently, there are numerous

questions to be raised about tying Canada's future to a few industries thereby

exposing Canad:an policy interests to narrow disputes over bilateral trade

balances and economic activity in these few industries.

2.7 Functionai Approach

The concerns about negotiating a full bilateral trade liberalization

package, the complex nature of many non-tariff measures and the experience at

the Tokyo round of trade negotiations in dealing with non-tariff measures has

prompted some observers to suggest that bilateral trade negotiations should

concentrate on removing one or two barriers at a time. Tariffs reductions for

I
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various prodacts could be part of the firs: step, and Canada and the United 

States have expressed particular interest in addressing government procurement 

policies and contingent-protection measures. This approach, commonly referred 

to as the functional approach, suffers from many of the problems associated with 

the sectoral approach, partly because certain non-tariff barriers are for the mast 

part industry-related; and partly because removing one distortion while leaving 

other distortions in place may result in adverse national and/or regional impacts. 

Nevertheless, the proposed functional approach reflects the reality of trade 

negotiations and acknowledges the growing importance of non-tariff barriers in 

bilateral trade. It also recognizes that many of the non-tariff measure5  cited by 

one of the trading  partners are likely  te  involve important domestic concerns of 

the other  trading  partner; dealing with such issues might be best done on a case-

by-case basts. The basic problems of evaluating the economic consequences of 

any one non-tarif f  barrier have already been raised. They range from the 

theoretical problems of determining the impact of a particular policy on the 

relevant economic variables, to collecting data and estimating the degree of 

protection. If these problems can be solved, then to a large extent genera! 

equilibrium trade models  can  be used to evaluate the long-run equilibrium impact 

of their removal on various economic variables. 
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PART 3: OTHE12 IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS 

Introduction 

The introduction of scale economies, imperfect substitutes and product 

differentiation into the theory of international trade suggests that the potential 

long-run economic benefits to Canada from bilateral trade liberalization are 

much larger than traditionally thought. The empirical testing of this proposition 

in a general equilibrium model further reinforces the theoretical conclusion that 

the potential long-run benefits can be quite large. This conclusion, however, 

refers solely to the potential economic long-run gains. But given the nature and 

extent of the require:: structural adjustments, the dynamic adjustment process 

and the rela:ed adjustment costs are important issues. At the same time, other 

factors such as labour market opera:ions, regional markets and aspects of 

corpora:e behaviour may not only affect the dynamic adjustment process and 

hence the adjustment costs, but also hinder the full realization of the long-term 

benefits from trade liberalization. Consequently, these factors warrant special 

attention. 

In this part of the paper, five specific areas are discussed. They are the 

structural adjustment process, labour and labour market operations, regional 

considerations of trade liberalization, technology performance and other 

non-production aspects of corporate behaviour, and intra-corporate trade. In 

large part, many of the salient considerations in these areas spill over into 

economic issues outside the strict confines of trade theory. Yet they raise 



important questions and consideravons frr thf- evaluation of the economic

consequences of 5ilateral -rade Jjberali_a;,on whether it is sectoral, functional

or across-the-board.

There are, of course, other important issues. For example, the vas:

literature on taxa-.ion shov. s thr importance of taxation on economic behaviour.

Melvin (:975) and otners nave further shown that taxation plays a major role in

determining the direction and structure of trade flows through its impact on

static and dynarni: comparative advantage. As tax considerations are given

great weig!t: in every businese decision, research such as that underway at the

Conference Board of Canada on Canadian and U.S. taxation and its impact or,

trade and investment will be an important contribution to existing information

on the consequences of trade liberalization.

Another important area concerns locational and infras*.ructurai costs and

the roie they plav in determining the location of , activity and the

compe::tiveness of firms and industries. ►he fundamental investment criterion

may be ef:iciency; however, such factors as the proximity of markets, labour,

raw materials, financing, transportation services, and education, vocationa! and

recreation facilities play important roles in corporate decision-making. For the

mos t par:, the issues of taxation, locational factors, transportation costs and

infrastructural costs, can be incorporated into trade and trade-policy analysis.

Notwithstanding the various technical and data problems, many of these issues

can also be evaluated quantitatively in general equilibrium trade models, such as

the model constructed by Harris (1983). These issues, furthermore, deal more
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Nvith the determination of the size and nature of the potential long-run costs and 

benefits of bilateral free trade, and with what domestic policy changes might be 

needed to inr..-rease the potential net benefits to Canada from resource 

reallocation and structural change. In this sense they are issues which relate 

more directly to the long-term economic considerations of bilateral trade 

liberalization. 

The five areas discussed below deal more with the short-run policy 

considerations. although such areas aS technology performance and 

intra-corporate trade can influence significantly the nature and size of the 

long-run net benefits of trade liberalization. As is indicated in the discussion on 

the structural adjustment process, trade theory is not especially helpful in 

making assessments in man)' of these areas. Nevertheless, these are important 

public poiicy issues N.3..ith regard to the bilateral trade policy question. Moreover 

they are factors that may not only affect the process, time-frame and costs of 

economic adjustment, but may also affect significantly the degree to which the 

potential long-run benefits are realized. As the research by Whalley and Wigle 

(1982) and others indicates, price and quantity rigidities can significantly affect 

the direction and process of resource allocation and, at the same tirne, lead to 

lower net welfare gains from trade liberalization. Consequently, the five issue 

areas addressed below are important considerations from both the short-run and 

long-run viewpoints of policy-making. 



3.1 Structural Adjustment and Adjustrrvent Costs

The first issue concerns the difference between static and dynamic

analysis: International trade theory is about the change in economic equilibrium

positions when somethin,-fui example trade po?:cy--changes. Theoretical

analvsis predicts what changes are 1ike1) tc occur and empirical work offers

estirnates of the magnituae of the changes. However, both say little about how

the economy makes these changes or wh;.- the economic costs of adjustments

are, even thou€~ many of the public polic^ issues revolve around the process of

adjusting to the new equilibrium position. In particular, the trans;tiona: effects

on the economy as a whole, and on individual economic industries, are not well

understood. The process of adjuszmen, from one equilibrium position to another

also.involves real cos:s to workers, owners of capital, and to the economy as a

whole.

The problem of tne dynamic process of adjustment has been recogniZe1.

particularil4• in the area of labour adjustment, and some attemats have bee :

made to establish theoretically and empirically how individuals and organi`ations

adapt to changes in the economic and policy environment and how government

programs affect the process of adjustment. In most cases the research has been

based on examining the response of economic actors to pas; changes and has

concentrated on labour adjustment. Examples of such studies are Alam (1985),

Bale (1976), Department of Industry Trade and Commerce (1979), Glenday,

Jenkins and Evans (19S2), Pearson and Salembier (1953), and Robertson and Grey
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Pearson and Salembier (19E3) note the important distinction to be made in 

discussing transitional adjustment costs between social and private adjustment 

costs. Social adjustment costs are the costs borne by society as a whole during 

the adjustment period. They are due to the loss of output to the economy when 

resources are temporarily unemployed as a result of a change in the derived 

demand for factors of production. Overall, from an efficiency viewpoint, social 

adjustment costs give rise to two principal policy considerations. First, do the 

long-run benefits of adjusting to bilateral trade liberalization outweigh the 

temporary adjustment costs? Second, are there government measures that tend 

to reduce the period of unemployment and, hence, minimize adjustment costs or 

are there any measures which tend to increase the period of unemploymen: and 

the adjustment costs? 

Private adjustment costs are conceptually distinct from social adjustment 

costs. For displaced workers, the private COSt5 are the net losses in wages and 

other benefits, after adjusting for transfer payments, borne directly by the 

workers themselves during the adjustment period. Private adjustment costs are 

important for two reasons. First, to understand resistance to adjustment—in 

particular protectionist pressure--one must look to private rather than social 

adjustment costs. Second, for reasons of equity or social justice, society may 

feel an obligation to compensate workers for losses due to an adjustment that is 

in the general interest. This obligation may be more strongly felt when the 

losses are the direct result of a deliberate government action such as bilateral 

trade liberalization. 



u nüe tneir metnodoiog ►es dif:e: s1gnificantly and their results are

therefore not easil; compared, the result: of a variety- of studies on' labour

adjustment costs and on governmen' ad;ustment assistance programs in both

Canada and the U.S. are summarized bclou:

° sociz, adjustmer.t custs may sirn:ficantly excee^ private adjustment

costs, since Of latter are offset to an extent by Unemploymen*.

Insurance W.1.) and other coeneiits which merely represent transfers
from the ecor,om}•-wide perspect.ve;

° adjustment cost, di:fer, considerably by industry and by region;

° h:gner adjustmrnt costs are borne by older, and higher wage workers.
femate worker_; minorit;, workers. workers with job-spec:fic skills,
anz- by workers in rural "boorntowns" and in older central urban core
ar e as;

° the genera? level of econo:^.ic activi°y is important in determining
the dura_:o- o. unernployrnent and the subsequent wage level of
people re-errmployed afte- adjustment, in turn strongly influencing
aolustTlent Cos:s;

° adjustment assistance benefits programs may prolong unemployment
for secondary income earners;

° the majoray of. workers receiving adjustment assistance benefits
incurred ternporary unemployment and are usually recaPled to their

old jobs;

° tnere is a major di `.ference in adjustmen: costs to workers who
returned to their initial jobs as compared to those who did no-;

° workers who are not recalled suflered large real earnings losses that
were not offset by U.I. benefits or other assistance received;

° lower subsequent wages may be an important part of private
adjustrnent costs due to a loss of job-specific human capita! value;

° earnings losses are highest in industries with low turnover and high
wages; and

° the role of attrition versus involuntary separation in reducing
industry esnploymen, due to trade change is unresolved.
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A complete review of the various methodologies used to study labour adjustment 

and employment dislocation is provided by the Institute for Research on Public 

Policy (IRPP) (1984a). 

While most analyses of structural adjustment have dealt with the labour 

side, capita! is also subjected to pressures for adjustment as a result of bilateral 

trade liberalization. Recent studies by the Economic Council of Canada (1983) 

and by the Department of Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE, 198k) have 

identified some important aspects of the adju. stment process at the level of the 

firm in the Canadian manufacturing sector. Most striking is the very high rate 

of turnover of firms. According to the DRIE study, although the total number of 

firms increased only 11.4% between 1971 and 1980, of those active at the end of 

the period, only 52.5% were firms that had existed since 1971. In other words, 

almost half of all manufacturing firms active in 19 8  had been created during 

the previous nine years. Even more pertinent to the question of adjustment is 

the fact that in this dynamic environment, differences between fast-growing 

industries and declining industries show up not as higher exit rates for firms in 

the latter group, but as lower entry rates. That is, the contraction of an industry 

seems to take place not through the death of business but through the failure of 

new business to enter that industry. 

With respect to the particular impact of trade flows on capital adjustment, 

as illustrated by firms' entry and exit rates, two findings are of particular 

interest. First, while an increase in imports might be expected to correlate with 

a higher exit rate, this turns out not to be the case. Exit rates are, in fact, 
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lower in industries experiencing high-import growth. This suggests the presence 

of significant resistance to adjustment pressures that inhibit the reallocation of 

capital M response to trade changes. Second, when increased exports are 

associated (as would be expected) witn higher entry rates into an industry, and 

increased imports with lower entry rates. the changes in entry rates are observed 

primarily and most markerny for Canadian-owned firms. Foreign-owned firms 

appear to respond relative; little to changes in trade flows in terms of their 

entry and exit rates. Moreover, Canadian-owned firms tend to enter via plant 

construction (as opposed to acquisition) and to exit via scrapping (rather than 

divestiture) to a much greater extent than foreign-owned firms. Capital 

adjustment for Canadian-owned firrns evidently follows a more painful and 

expensive path. Finally, all of the above comments apply especially to small 

businesses. They account for most of the firm births and deaths, they are highly 

responsive to trade flows, and they show a markedly greater tendency than 

medium-sized or large firms to enter via plant construction and to exit via 

scrapping. 

In summary, the adjustment process on the capital side may be 

characterized as follows: 

• 

 

the  adjustment process is extremely dynamic, especially with regard 
to small firms; 

• adjustment takes place via changes in birth rates (not death rates) 
which are, 	less likely to result in private adjustment costs; 

• transitional social adjustment costs for capital are largely a 
non-issue, since any capital stock made obsolete by bilateral trade 

_liberalization has lost its social value, while capital stock that retains 
its usefulness will likely be put to use very quickly, given the 
dynamism of the environment in terms of firm entry and exit rates: - _ 
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° some resistance to adjustment is evident in industries affected by
increased imports;

° the opportunities for new firms in industries where exports are
increasing are taken up mainly by Canadian-owned firms; and

° Canadian firms, though they adjust via the presumably more painful
and expensive route of plant construction and scrapping--as opposed
to acquisition and divestiture--probably become more rationalized
and more competitive as a result.

There are numerous methodological and empirical problems in determining

the dynamic adjustment of economic actors; nevertheless, the private and social

adjustment costs are a key consideration in the evaluation of the economic costs

and benefits of entering into a bilateral trade-liberalization arrangement with

the United States. While it is frequently pointed out that the static gains from

trade liberalization are permanent and the adjustment costs are temporary,

information about the private and social costs of adjustment is required to

identify and evaluate the nature and costs of policies which are designec` to

facilitate as smooth and low-cost a process of adjustment as possible.

Knowledge of the nature and magnitude of private adjustment costs in

particular, is important to an understanding of the pressures behind proposed and

existing policies that may hinder the adjustment process and which may reduce

the full realization of the long-term benefits. Equally important, knowledge

about the dynamic adjustment process offers valuable insights for answering

important policy questions such as the time-frame that might be considered for

rernqval of bilateral trade barriers. Questions regarding the extent and duration

of any potential safeguards as well as policies outside the trade policy arena that

may need to be changed in order to accommodate the dynamic process of

adjustment would also benefit from more information on adjustment costs. At

t
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the same ime. u.-ork on tne  roi e and influence of existing social assistance and 

income dist.tiori programs on the process of adjustment would be useful in 

evaluating the short-run e - :onomi,: conseque. ,.ces of bilateral trade liberalization. 

It may be that Irk: implemeri:ation oi adjustment policies is, for both 

economic and pul.tica: --asor,s. the most important pre-condition for trade 

liberalization to result  ir. long-terri gair :. in economic welfare, efficiency and 

competitiveness. Wriat reay ultimately be required is a much more intensive 

research effort into the  social and economic mechanisms which are brought into 

play when job displacem•rnt occurs and when job opportunities are threatened. 

The most prbrnising typt of research offering this sort of in-depth analysis are 

the labour-tracking an :'. plant-closing studies. Labour-tracking studies are 

probably easier to perform  jr  Canada than in other countries, due to the wealth 

of data provided by  th'  administrative files of the Canada Employment  and 

 Immigration Comrnissio). CE.IC has already applied labour-adjustment  ces: 

 methodology to labour-lracking data for several sectors, and more studies are 

contemplated for otner Ject or , including the service sector. 

It'hile Plant-closifig studies would be particularly useful for investigating 

the response of both capital and labour to bilateral trade liberalization, they 

would require extensive data-collection exercises and research activities. These 

could include economic impact studies—similar to those required of U.S. 

defenCe establishments—prior to plant closures or other major chantes, and the 

regular inclusion of plant-closing questions in the national census and other 

surveys. At least one major nation-wide detailed study would also be useful, 
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extending over at least four years and including analysis of the pre-closing

period in plants expected to be shut down and a follow-up study of facilities that

have closed and relocated. This would be aimed at assessing actual

improvements obtained in economic efficiency and profitability. At the same,

the analysis of labour adjustment would benefit from an evaluation of the effects

of existing labour adjustment policies on the incentives and disincentives to

displaced workers to retrain, relocate, and improve the effectiveness of job

search strategies. An assessment of the quality and availability of

labour-market information provided through both public and private mechanisms

is also essential, since the adjustments that would accompany bilateral trade

liberalization wo:jld place additional demands on these mechanisms.

3.2 Labour and Labour Markets

In considering the impact of trade liberalization on labour markets, a wide

range of issues must be dealt with, including labour-management relations,

temporal and occupational aspects of the operation of labour markets, job

search, technological unemployment and the impact of technological change on

labour requirements, skill-needs, retraining, labour compensation, and the

private and social costs of labour adjustment. There is a fairly large body of

research, both theoretical and empirical, on various issues in la5our economics,

as indicated by even a brief survey of the publication lists of academic journals

and such agencies as the Conference Board of Canada, the Economic Council of

Canada, the Institute for Research on Public Policy, and federal and provincial

departments. Much of this work could be synthesized in order to bring out the

I



maior econo:•nj_ and polic^ considerations regarding the economic consequences

of bilateral trade liDeral:zatior.. The main effort should be focussed on

es►ablishing where and now many jobs will be affected and on identifying the

source and location of existing rigiditie, in labour markets that would influence

the nature, scope and cos' nf adjusting to blla ► eral trade liberalization.

To iilustrate The irnportance of the latter, bi:ateral trade liberalization

would affect significanti; the production structure of Canadian industries, which

in turn could a'-ter significan;i^• the labeur requirements of Canadian firms, in

tes of the types of sk:iled and trained labour demanded. The research b^-

Betcnerma., (19S2) on ski iled-labour needs, shortages and the methods by which

firms fiL tne:r needs ind,cate,-' that as of the late 1970's the►e were 1--!tical

shor:ages in a nu.-^ber e: categories of skills, particularly in the

tecnnology-reiatec cate€_ries. Mo-eove-. tnese shortages were forecas: to

persist into the second ha:: of the 19S.,s. Although man-.- of the Be:cherman

conclusions are now ou: of date, his research tends to confirm that skilled labo-.1,

needs could significantl^ change if bilateral trade is liberaiized. Sho;:ld This

change occur, then the length and custs of adjustment could increase

significantly as workers undertake retraining. Who will bear these costs of

retraining is one important question. Moreover, any skiiled labour shortages that

develop could act as a sig1i:icant bottleneck to the adjustment process and to

the realization of the long-term economic benefits from trade iiberalization.

Skilled labou- 'shortages are but one possible type of labour market rigidity;

other possible rigidities include the spatia! immo5ility of labour, the lack of jo5
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information, inflexibility of wages and other terms of employment, and the 

extent of union and mangement co-operation in implementing changes in 

production processes and facilities. 

An important objective of any research on labour markets is to identify 

where and what types of jobs will be lost and created by bilateral trade 

liberalization. For example, estimates of the gross number of potential job 

losses are required i07 any labour adjustment analysis. Genera) equilibrium 

models provide one source of estimates of where jobs are lost and gained under 

the assumption of full employment. An alternative approach would be to use the 

recently developed Canada-U.S. input-output model to obtain estimates of the 

employment impacts. The estimates of the number Of jobs affected would 

reflect the existing production and employment co-efficients of the Canadian 

input-output table and this may pose problems. At the same time, trade analysis 

witn input-output tables are usually based on the assumptions underlying the 

traditional theory of trade. Since bilateral trade liberalization wOuld likely lead 

to significant changes in the pcoduction and input structure of Canadian 

industries, the resulting estimates of the employment impact would have to be 

treated with some caution. Likewise, bilateral trade liberalization would be 

expected to alter significantly the intermediate input-use of C.anadian industries. 

The most fruitful approach might be to generate these estimates and then amend 

thern, on the basis of other work on the impact of bilateral liberalization. 

Estimates of two employment impacts are needed: The first being the potential 

gross number of jobs lost in each industry and second, the potential gross number 

of jobs created in each industry. The estimates from existing Canadian 
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input-output tables mignt offer a reasonabia approximation of the former. The 

latter estimates, in turn. might be inferred from the U.S. input-output table 

since the production structure in earn U.S. industry could be argued to represent 

a close approximation of tne CanaLiar- structure after bilateral trade is 

liberalizer:. There are. of course. numerous technical problems in conducting 

su:  h experimen t!. with input-ol.ttp.it  tables; however, they provide a wealth of 

°eta:: on production characteristics anc intermediate and final demand, and they 

car. be  used for a variety of pcl:cy experiments. 

3.3 Regional COnSi der ati ons 

The tnird area for consideration in evaluating the economic consequences 

of bilateral trade liberalization concerns the regional impacts. Regional 

consioerations are a major concern for public policy-makers and the regional 

impacts of  trace  liberalization could encompass a wide range of issues. Five 

sub-areas  can  be icientified as important to the evaluation of the bilateral 

trade-policy options. They are: the impact of liberalizing bilateral trade on 

regional output, income and employment; the impact on inter-regional economic 

flows within Canada and between regions in Canada and the United States; the 

differences in the dynamic adjustment process in each Canadian region; the 

dynamic adjustment process across regions; and the impact of the federal 

government's regional programs and provincial barriers to flows of goods, 

services, capital and people on both the dynamic adjustment process' and the 

realization of the long run economic benefits. There has been considerable 

research on regional economic differences and regional economic policies in 
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Canada, including major studies by the Economic Council of Canada (1977) and 

Trebilcock et al (1983). At the same time, researchers have access to the 

provincial input-output table and Pinchin (1979), Dauphin (1978), Hazledine 

(1979), Martin and Moroz (1979), Tremblay (1985) and others have attempted to 

measure quantitatively the regional impacts on output, income and employment 

of tariffs and other trade barriers. These studies, however, should be viewed as 

starting points because of the numerous technical and data problems inherent in 

attempting to undertake quantification of the regional impact on economic 

activity. 

The conventional wisdom on the regional impact of trade 

liberalization—unilateral, bilateral or multilateral—is that in the short run the 

Atlantic and Western provinces will gain because consumers in these provinces 

will no longer pay the tariff on imports and because resource-based exports will 

increase. At the same time the central provinces will experience a net short-run 

economic cost, because the gain to Ontario and Quebec consumers from lower 

prices will be offset by stronger import competition and the resulting output and 

job losses in these provinces. In the medium run, it is generally agreed that the 

central provinces will experience greater economic gains as industries adjust. In 

short, the central provinces will bear the brunt of the dynamic adjustment costs, 

but will experience the largest long-run gains frorr■ bilateral trade liberalization. 

There are, of course, industries in the Atlantic and Western provinces that 

are protected by the tariff and by federal and provincial non-tariff barriers. 

This fact needs to be incorporated into the conventional wisdom. A simple 
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rne*hod to obtai,-- estiraates of the regional impact of bilaleral trade

liberalization would be to alio::ate the industry-by-industry impacts on

production and employment across provinces according to their share in national

ou:put and emplo)•ment. In the case of the primary industries, this would be a

useful exercise because land and other natural resources are immobile.

However, the results for the manufacturing and service industries could be quite

rnisleading. Firms, labour markets and other economic factors are not identical

across provinces. While the estimates might provide a snap-shot of the initial

impact of bilateral tra.e li5eralization, the adjustments to indusriaJ structure

predicted by the new trade tneories portend important shifts in industries ac-oss

provinces. At the same time, the impact on regional industries of federal and

provincial policies which mit be included in bilateral trade negotiations is no,

the same in each province. B:lateral trade liberalization would also be expected

to sig ►u:ican t,y al ter the pattern of inter-regional trade in Canada. and between

Car►adiar, and U.S. regions.

This could be a signifi_ant issue; bilateral trade liberalization i s likely to

alter- the regional North American flow of goods and services, which sugges:s

that the medium-run economic costs and benefits in each Canadian provinces

could be significantly different from those predicted by the conventional

wisdom. The analysis of the various bilateral trade-policy options examines the

economic consequences of each option in terms of economic activity at the

natiôoal level economy. Yet, for many firms and industries, the consequences of

bilateral trade liber alization would likely depend on what happens at the regional

North American level. Bilateral trade liberalization would allow Canadian :irrns
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access to a larger regional market, but would also expose them 'to regional

competition from U.S. firms. To some extent, trade theory can be used to

evaluate theoretically the impact of removing national barriers on intra-regional

and inter-regional trade within North America. However, the nature, scope and

extent of trade within and between regional North American markets is not well

known.

Pierre-Paul Proulx and researchers at Harvard University have attempted

to quantify the flow of goods between Canadian provinces and U.S. states in

order to map existing regional markets and their main characteristics. This work

is important because it allows a preliminary assessment of what might happen to

trade flows an^to economic activity at the regional level if bilateral trade is

liberalized. Moreover, the data on regional North American trade flows and the

.anaiysis of the impact of bilateral trade liberalization at the regional North

American market level would provide important insights into the impact of the

various bilateral trade policy options on the political-economic structure of

Canada.

Unfortunately, any regional analysis of the impact of bilateral trade

liberalization, whether on Canadian provinces or at the regional North American

market level, faces major analytical, methodological and data problems. The

provincial input-output table is only available for a few years, although data on

intra- and inter-provincial domestic shipments are more up to date. However,

regional production shares, intra-regional and inter-regional trade patterns, and

the input-output production and employment coefficients in provincial tables

t
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reflect the existing structure of Canadian industries and the current pattern of 

interna!  Canadian trade. Both would be expected to change significantly under 

bilateral free trade. With varying exception*, the existing empirical work on the 

regional impact of removing trade barriers tends to focus on the effects of a 

unilateral tariff reduction by Canada. Most of this work also tends to assume 

perfect competitio , . in a!: marktts andlor uses the existing national and regional 

input-outp.: -. coefficient.: tc measure the impacts on output, input demand and 

employment. 

If regional erripicr:  men: estimates are available, then there is good 

potential for assessing the regional diMerences in the process and cost of 

adjustment in the by applying labour-adjustment COSt methodologies to existing 

data on regional labour markets. These methodologies are quite sensitive to the 

specific onaracteristics of regional labour markets and are, therefore, ideally 

suited to the task. Empirical estimation of capital adjustment at the regional 

level is as yel scarce. A larger problem  is  the estimation of the movement of 

resources between regions in the Canadian economy under trade liberalization. 

This is a multi-dimension& proberri of predicting where resources will  Se  neede d 

 and where resources will be displaced, how these resources will adjust over space 

and which existing government programs will facilitate or hinder the process of 

trade liberalization. 

There does exist a wide body of theoretical* and empirical work on the 

determinants of labour migration. For example, the work by Courchene (1985), 

Lithwick (1979), Stone (1979), and Wirier and Cauthief (1982)  offer valuable 
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insights into how the labour-adjustment process operates over space. This work

needs to be related directly to the process of bilateral trade liberalization.

Given the difficulties of quantifying the regional impacts of removing national

trade barriers and of quantifying spatial-adjustment costs, there remain major

hurdles to the measurement of the adjustment costs associated with the

reallocation of resources over space.

The same types of problems exist for the evaluation of the effect of

provincial barriers on economic flows and on the realization of the long-run

economic benefits of bilateral trade liberalization. The existing literature on

the balkanization of the Canadian economy suggests that the distortions in terms

of economic efficiency and resource allocation arising from federal government

regional programs and from provincial barriers to economic flows may be

significant. It is therefore likely that these policies will affect significantly both

the ability to realize the long-term benefits from bilateral trade liberalization

and the adjustment process that occurs along with it. Research on regional

barriers to economic flows is still in the developmental stage and there are

numerous conceptual and theoretical problems in evaluating the economic

impact, both nationally and regionally, of these regional policies. As suggested

above, quantification. of the economic impacts faces major obstacles, starting

with the identification and estimation of the protective effect of regional trade

barriers, including the problems of quantifying regional flows of goods, services,

capital and people. An initial attempt to estimate the impact of provincial

barriers is now• being undertaken by John Whalley of the University of Western

Ontario. The need to sort out the economic impacts of regional barriers is

t



Lrther reinforced b; Ine fact mat serne ni these barriers, such as regional 

subsidies and provincial procurement pel.cies. might be included in any bilatera! 

trade negotiations. 

3.4 The Role of Technology, Managerial Expertise and 

COriXerate Behaviour 

The fourth economic issue concerns what are sometimes referred to as 

non-production factors but which are in effect features of the microeconomic 

behaviour of firms. Triis includes administration and corporate planning, 

marketing r  advertising, product distribution, financing, inventor“ control. 

research and development, and technological adaptation and diffusion. Other 

than the consideration of technological differences, trade theory and empirical 

ana!ysis ignores most of these factors. Yet these account for a significant 

portion of me costs of supplying goods to a market and are important factors 

affecting  me  current competitiveness of Canadian industries. They are, 

therefore, important factors  for  vie evaluation of the economic impact of 

bilateral trade liberalization. 

There is a well-known body of literature on the main determinants of R&D 

performance in Canaciian industries. The relevant question here is whether or 

not R&D performance will improve under a bilateral trade agreement; however, 

the answer to this question is tied to the larger issue of the impact of bilateral 

trade liberalization on technological development, adoption, adaptation and 

diffusion in Canadian industries. 
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The issues of bilateral trade liberalization and Canadian technological 

performance raise numerous policy concerns. Particular concerns include the 

low level of R&D performed in Canada, the potential impact of bilateral trade 

liberalization on current government policies on adoption and diffusion, the high 

degree of dependence on "foreign-made" technology, the great reliance on 

technology transfers by foreign-owned multinational enterprises as the main 

means of importing foreign technology, and the impact of associated service 

payments on the balance of payments. The technology creation, adoption, 

adaptation and diffusion performance of Cana.dian industries and the importance 

of these technology factors have been examined to a considerable degree, 

particularly by Daly (forthcoming) and by the Economic Council of Canada 

(19S3). The amount of actual R&D performed in Canada is significantly less than 

the amount available for use by Canadian firms. The option of buying 

technology, especially from abroad, raises a wide range of specific economic 

issues, including the speed and effort of adoption and adaptation of foreign 

technology, the means of importing foreign technology, (for example 

intra-corporate transfers, licensing, joint ventures, etc.), and the diffusion of 

technology within the domestic economy. 

A major policy concern for Canada is that the diffusion of new technologY 

into Canada and between Canadian firms and industries is slower than in other 

advanced countries. The reasons for the slowness of technological diffusion into 

and within Canada are nurnerous and varied. A list of economic reasons for both 

low R&D activity and slow technology diffusion could include the output mix of 

the Canadian economy, the market size and structure of individual industries, 
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foreign ownership, plant size, the diversity of plan: production, the length of

production runs, the source of financia! _ap:t31 and the magnitude of technology

investment. These structural factor., ar- Lkely to change significantly if

bilateral trade is liberalizec. Given the nature of these changes in the

production structure, it woufd apoear that Canadian technology performance

could improve significant!y under a 5ilaterai trade arrangement. However, the

poor Canadian tecnnolooti performance to date may be an important _obstacle to.

the reali:ation of the long-run economic benefits in a world of dynamic

comparative advantage.

The research on R&D and technology performance in Canadian industries

also suggests that managerial behaviojr is an important factor in explaining the

poor Canadian cos:-competitiveness as well as the poor R&D and technology

perforrrrance. Notwit`ts:anding the literature on dif:erenees in managerial

practices between Canad;an-owned and U.S.-owned firms, there is a genera: lack

of scientific knowledge abo:ct managerial behaviour and performance, including

how corporate leaders reac': to trade policy changes, to economic policy changes

in general, anc to macroeconomic changes in the economic environment. A: the

same time the microeconomics of firm investment behaviour is not well

established theoretically or empirically, and this hinders the assessment of how

Canadian firms will adjus: to and exploit the opportunities created by bilateral

trade liberalization. Nevertheless, managerial perceptions of the investment

ciimâte or of their own abilities to successfully market their products in the U.S.

economy will influence significantly the impact of bilateral trade liberalization.
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Since the efficiency and costs in performing non-production activities are 

greatly influenced by managerial abilities and attitudes, research on 

management behaviour and corporate planning would be quite useful for the 

assessment of the likely managerial response to changes in trade policy. This 

research could also provide valuable information on the role of management in 

adapting and changing production processes and activities in response to trade 

liberalization. In particular, research on managerial behaviour would provide for 

a better assessment of the potential for world product mandating in Canadian 

industries. Since realization of the long-terM economic benefits from bilateral 

trade liberalization depends to a great extent on the reaction of firms, the 

willingness and ability of management to undertake fundamental structural 

changes is a key factor determining the potential benefits to Canada of freer 

trade. 

3.5 Intra-Corporate Trade 

Trade theory and trade policy deal with the movement of goods across 

national boundaries. These and other branches of economic theory and policy 

address the impact of these movements on the domestic economy. Trade theory 

in particular is predicated on assumptions that international transactions take 

place between separate entities negotiating in the open market--in other words, 

at arms-length. Thus, trade is found to conform to supply and demand conditions 

and io comparative advantage, among other factors. These factors become the 

concern of the policy maker when atternpts are made to manage and promote the 

economic welfare of the country through micro- and macroeconomic 

instruments. 
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Tnere is, however. a major por-zion of international trade which is not

direc-.1% aifected by these factors alone, and which therefore, is no, affecte"

directly by policy actions in the same way as are free market transactions. In

Canada, neariy 73% of the imports, and close to 76% of the exports of the

or so foreign-owne^! firms consis- o: this type of trade. This tradelarges: 3,01.

is non- arrns-lengtr. and as referred to as Intra-Firm (IF) trade or Related-Part...

(RP) trade.

int-a-Firm trade is trade across national boundaries in goods and services

which begins in and is consumated by one f ir:-i, or is earried on between a parent

firm and its affiliate, between two affiliates of the s,ame parent or between

corporate er,:i ties related in some other lega: form. The problems raised for the

analyst by IF trade are rnani:old and include the following: there is no separate

theor^ c: IF :rade: there is little said about IF trade by conventional trade

ttieory: there are conceDtua: problems with the role, composition and definition

of IF trade; there is lit-.le solid data on IF trade; and there is little or no work

related to IF trade w;tic^ is transportable to the policy framework.

The first difficulty in assessing the importance of IF trade to a trade

lüseralization agreement is the lack of consensus on what constitutes IF trade.

The important and key distinction between IF trade and open market

transactions is that the latter are responsive, inter alia, to market and price

signais wh^ich are. for the most part, transparent, observable and to some degree

predictable. IF trade, in contrast, is motivated through command decisions

which are responsive to a fir:n's perceptions of efficient internal resource

allocation and is therefore, no: as transparent, as observable or as predictable.
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A second difficulty arises from the operational confusion surrounding the 

concept of IF trade. Some define IF trade as that taking place between firms 

related by ownership of 50% or more of the voting stock of one firm by another. 

This is called MOFA trade (Majority-Owned Foreign Affiliate trade). The U.S. 

Foreign Trade Bureau collects data at the Customs declaration-form level on 

imports by U.S. corporations from affiliates which have 5% or more of their 

voting stock owned by the parent corporation. This is called Related-Party (RP) 

trade. The U.S. Department of Commerce publishes in its Survey of Current  

Business data on royalty and service fee remittances of foreign affiliates which 

are 10% or more owned by U.S. corporations. These sources of data, and the 

problems associated with them, are reviewed below. _ 

The area of economics encompassing IF trade has suffered from a lack of 

theoretically sound work and has not stimulated strong empirical work. The 

most fundamental building blocks—the data--are collected on an ad hoc basis by 

most countries, and in uncomparable form in other cases. The U.S. Bureau of 

the census (Foreign Trade Division, document IQ246) collects data on related 

party (RP) imports to the U.S.. This data is highly disaggregate and is collected 

at the customs-form level. There are two U.S. surveys of MOFA trade of the 

top 300 or so U.S. corporations, for the years 1966 and 1970. The U.S. 

Department of Commerce publishes a quarterly report in its Survey of Current  

Business  on the source and direction of trade of the affiliates of the top 300 or 

so U.S. corporations, though this is not collected on an IF trade basis. The U.N. 

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC, 1978) and the U.S. Centre on 

Transnational Corporations (U.N. 1983, for example) publish ad hoc third party 
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cata or. IF traâe. In Canada, the Department of Industry, Trade an_

CommercelRegionol Economic Expansion also publishes annually a review of

foreign-owned subsidiaries in Canada, primarily to assess and monitor the

performance of these firms agains- the criteria outlined in the Federal

gove.*nrnent's "Guiding Principles of Gooc Corporate Behaviour". The sec-,.ion in

this publicatinn on IF trace reports data on MOFA imports, exports and sales.

The da:: are derived fro-. voluntary surveys of between 2V tL, 30'; or so

coopera;ing corpora:ions :n Canada. Statistics Canada has recentiy instituted a

program of M,--'FA da:a co;lec:aon, wh,ch will compile data on all MOFA imports

ai the custorns-forr.: level ai the poin: of entry of the goods into the country.

In genera:, howeve-, these data noted above are exceptionallv inadequate

for the purposes for whicn polic), makers need them. Listed below are some of

the :laws and shortcornings of IF trade data in general:

° the-e are L important components of IF rade. These are:
commod:-`• trace; transactions giving rise to royalty payrnen:s for
pa:ents, technology, etc.; transactions giving rise to management an_
service lees; transactions arising from, research and developmen:
expendaures. Data on these are rarely separately collected;

where data are collected, there are real problems of comparability
and concordance--from goods to industries, between countries and
be:ween imports and exports;

° data are often collected on small samples of corporations, mak:ng
economy-wide comparisons difficult;

' the most disaggregate and comprehensive data--that which is
collected at the customs declaration-form level--must rely on
transaction prices. These are subject to transfer-pricing
manipulation and may often not be directly comparable to
arms-length prices. Comparisons of per-unit transfer prices with
arms-length prices is difficult in higher value-added industries;
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• volume data as a means of overcoming problems associated with 
price data are rarely collected. Even so, volume data are subject to 
the same problems as per-unit price data, including the effects of 
product differentiation; 

• often no distinction is made between IF commodity or service 
transactions which are consumed by the importing affiliate and those 
which are resold to third parties; and 

• the data are collected by different countries and at different times 
on different operational definitions of "affiliation". 	The most 
common benchrnarks are Related-Party (RP) trade (related by 5 to 
10% ownership of voting stock) and MOFA trade (related by 50% or 
more ownership of voting stock). Little or no data is collected on the 
basis of corporations wherein control is exerted through other legal 
forms. 

• There are important conceptual implications resulting from this 
operational confusion. If the deterrnining factor in IF trade is that it 
occurs outside the open market, then perhaps long-term contractual 
arrangements should also be included in the concept. In particular, 
corporations joined by licencing agreements, joint ventures and 
shared technology or long-term management, marketing or supply 
contracts may also be functionally subject to the same control as is 
exerted by partial or substantial ownership. 

There is undoubtedly a large portion of international trade, the volume, 

pattern, composition and prices of which are most responsive  flot  to open market 

forces, to policy changes such as trade liberalization or to domestic economic 

policy  changes but to the decisions and the command-rules of the Multinational 

Enterprise (MNE). While these command allocations will respond to policy and 

trade-barrier changes, the policy maker cannot be assured this response 

emulates or even approximates open market responses. Therefore, investigation 

of the factors motivating the expansion of IF trade within the MNE, and indeed 

the 'expansion of the MNE itself will provide some understanding of the 

implications of IF trade for trade and economic policy. Some important factors 

are the following, as identified by Caves (1982), Lail, (1978) Bergston et al. 



(1978), Econornic Councii of Canada ( 19€:), Chudson, (1981), Murray, ( 1951).

Helle ► ner (1979, :9S. i) and Hi`lliner and Lavergne (1979):

° intangiblu asses:s, includin` technology, managerial skil! and

kno.4-ledge, marke t irig expert:se etc. are internaiize^` by the MNE in

order to maximiZe economic re^z: IF trade is one way to do this;

° horizontal integration and tne internalization of intangible asses-.s
can encourage larger flows of IF trade primarily in combination with
verticle integration. otherwisc the output- of affiliates would be
highly substitutabie;

° verticle integration--pe.•naps fac:litated through post-investment IF
trade--is used to internalize the market for intermediate goods and
inputs, if there are conditions of failed market information, impacted

information and opQortun:sm, uncertainty in arms-length transactions
or gains from backward or forward integration especially in terms of
substantial marketing and after-sales service;

° IF trade rna%- be one way by which spe^ialized subsidiaries capture
ind•.vidua! prcdact- and plant-specific econornies of scale; and

° mitigation of exchange-rate risk and avoidance of tax through
transfer pricfnb are potentiallN important bene!iis or motivations fo.r

IF trade.

The probiems associate_ with data collection, the conceptual disficulties

and the lack of a formal theory on IF trade have yielded, understandabl^-,

relatively little strong empirical work. The work by Heileiner, Lall and Helleiner

and Lavergne, shows weakly positive or not significant relationships between IF

trade and firms or industries which embody certain features that can be a source

of quasi-economic rents, including scale economies, technology, high hurnan

capital content, product differentiation and other entry barriers such as

advertising costs. Clearly, the gaps in conventional trade theories are miniscule

in cornparison to the lack of hard empirical and theoretical work in the areao! IF

trade.
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In spite of these shortcomings, it is known that IF trade is a significant 

portion of total MDFA exports and imports in Canada, as illustrated in Tables 10 

and 11.. IF trade in exports accounts for 76% of the reporting corporation's total 

exports in 1981, the latest available year. This is up only moderately from the 

1973 level and there is no clear trend on an industry-by-industry basis toward 

greater or lesser IF trade for the reporting MOFA's. It should be reiterated tha.t 

these data are only those reported by the top 25 or 30 MOFA's in any given 

sector.  The y do not directly reflect economy-wide data, and they are sensitive 

to entry and exit of large firms over time. At the same time, Statistics Canada 

(1978) notes that on the import side there is a high degree of concentration, with 

the top •t: firms in each of the 182 sectors c.lassified accounting for close to 459... 

on average of all imports of that sector. At the very least then, the data shown 

in Tables 10 and 11 are highly indicative of the import and export behaviour of 

Canadian MOFA's in general. 



TABLE 10

Petcentage of Exports to Parents and Aif.iliates
Abroad, all Reporting Corporations, by

industry, Annua.Uy, 1973 to 199I

Exports to Parents and Affiliates
as Percentage of Total Exports

I`Di.iSTRI" 1973 198,

Mining and Primary Metals 53.2 53.9

Gas ana Oil 57 . 7 44 . S'

hlachine-y and N1e:al Fabricating 87.9 82.1

Transportation Equiprnen- 93.3 9C;•8
Electrical Products 43.7 4! .3

Cnernicai Procucts 43.7 41.3

Chernicai Products 53.3 70.7
Food and Beverage 42.8 21.6

Pulp and Pape- 49.4 46.8

Otner Ivtanufacturing 63•0 46-0
Nknolesale Trade 43.1 86.4.

Otner Non-h4oms;actu-in6 66.7 07.1

TOinL 73.0 76.0

Source: De?artTent of industry, Trade and Cornmerce!Regional zconornic
Expansion. Foreign Owned Subsidiaries in Canada. t'^ arious years).
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70.1 
93.3 
80.9 
81.4 
63.8 
57.1 
37.5 
27.6 
74.8 
83.0 
41.2 

28.6 
23.7 
48.6 
84.6 
38.1 
24.6 
19.2 
7.5 

36.4 
23.1 
3.6 

77.4 
56.4 
84.6 
78.3 
59.3 
65.6 
41.2 
30.4 
78.7 
77.8 
68.5 

23.8 
23.2 
51.8 
79.0 
34.0 
32.1 
17.4 
7.0 

35.2 
25.8 
4.5 

INDUSTRY 1973 	1981. 	1973 	1981 

TOTAL 78.2 	72.8 39.5 	39.7 
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TABLE H 

Purchases Abroad as Percentage of Total Purchases, and 
as Percentage of Imports from Parents and Affiliates Abroad, 

AL!  Reporting Corporations, by Industry, Annually 1973 to 1981 

Imports from Parents 	Purchases Abroad as 
and Affiliates as 	Percentage of Total 

Percentage of Total 	Purchases 
Imports 

Mining and Primary Metals 
Gas and OU  
Machinery and Metal Fabricating 
Transportation Equipment 
Electrical Products 
Chemical Products 
Food and Beverage 
Pulp and Paper 
Other Manufacturing 
Wholesale Trade 
Other Non-Manufacturing 

Source: 	Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce/Regional Economic Expansion, 
Foreign Owned Subsidiaries in Canada.  (Various years). 
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imports frorn affiliates or parents abroad are also shown in Table 11 to be a

igntotal reporting MOFA imports. This ranges fromsificam portion--72.85b--o`

a low of 30.44c in the Pulp and Paper sector to over 84.69i6 in the Machinery and

Metal Fabricating sector. Table 1 I also shows that imports are a very

significant portion of the total inputs of MOFA's in Canada, reflecting the

oftea-stated pro;xnsity of foreigr. firms to source inputs abroad. More detailed

information on import propensities can be found in Statistics Canada. Canadian

Imoorts by Do-nest:c and Fore-en controlled Enterxises. (197S. 198:

forthcoming). These publications also provide some information on the se-vice-

impor; propensities of foreign-owned firms in Canada.

C:ndoubtedly, IF trade plays a significani role in MOF.;.. imports and

exports, which also accoun t for a large proportion of total MCr A purchases and

sales. L°nfortunately, these data are lim:ted in coverage and only cover MDF.A

trade ( 54% ownership) rather than the more detailed Relate^ Party trade data

avai:able for U.S. imports. It is clear, however, that the significant role of IF

trade in the Canad:an econom1• raise5 many issues and concerns for the pol:=^•

maker which are neither addressed by tradi:ional trade theory nor closely

examined in empirical literature. One of the most often cited issues associated

with IF trade and MNE activity in general is transfer pricing. While most of the

focus of work on transfer pricing has been on developing countries. Mathewson

and Quirin (1979) have investigated this issue from a Canadian perspective and in

the pâfticular context of trade liberalization between Canada and the United

States.
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Though transfer pricing has acquired a strong pejorative meaning, it is

simply a term applied to the pricing of services and goods which are traded

between constituent parts of an organization. These prices can be real--giving

rise to actual exchanges of money--or nominal--used primarily for accounting

purposes. This pricing is generally designed to optimize the efficient allocation

of resources within an organization, whether between divisions of one production

unit, or between affiliates of a company in diverse locations around the glo5e.

The source of the contention over the MN'E's control ouer transfer pricing arises

from this feature of the pricing logic--that it may be employed to maximize

profitability in the overall network of firm-affiliates, rather than in the

domestically located un:t.

This logic gives rise to suspicions in host countries that subsidiaries of

MtiE's can avoid taxes or exchange controls, for example, by using transfer

pricing to reallocate profit to other divisions or affiliates within the MNE. This

potential is compounded. if the host country provides industrial incentives, tax

credits or subsidies which are related to or contingent upon such indicators of

performance as profit levels, or expenditures on capital equipment, for example.

One of the most recent and most egregious examples of transfer-pricing abuse

in Canada was that uncovered by the Restrictive Trade Practices Commission

during their investigation of the competitive practices of MNE oil companies

operating in Canada ( Restrictive Trade Practices Commission, 19â1).

In spite of this, \4athewson and Quirin (1979) found that the scope for

transfer price manipulation was relatively limited in Canada, the major
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constraining factor being the offsetting effect of tariffs in one jurisdiction anz: 

taxes in our major trading partner's jurisdiction. In their simulations of 

corporate behaviourbetween Canada anc tt U.S. they  four d the tax and tariff 

poliCies of each country created much le's incentive toward transfer pricing 

abuse. Perhaps the moe important feature of their conclusions was that the 

self-correcting effet of tux  an.  '. tariff policies in the two Countries could be 

effectively reduced , n a freer trade environrnent. Their simulations pointer: to 

the automobile sector and certain resource sectors that  have little or no ad — 

valorem duties on the movements of thei7 products as potentially sectors where 

transfer pricing would bea: so -ne scrutiny within a mOvernent to fre-er trade. 

Experience with the pricing behaviour of petrOleum companies, noted above, has 

shown that the potential does exist for significant abuse of transfer pricing when 

an industry is extensively linker.' by intra-corporate ties and is  highly 

concentrated. 

The policy implications of transfer pricing in particular and IF trade in 

general have nOt been we': r'esearched. The transactions which take place 

between • affiliates of the same firm are, however, potentially less sensitive tc 

policy changes than other open market transactions. Below, some of the other 

issues and potential concerns associated with transfer pricing and IF trade are 

summarized: 

O where transfer pricing exists it can reduce the effectiveness of the 
tax and tariff systems as instruments of economic policy; 

O sensitivity of trade flows to exchange rate fluctuations and. to 
policies designed to stabilize volume and price fluctuations may be 
reduced; 
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• the distribution of tax revenues and internally generated investment 
capital is subject to internal MNE decision-making; 

O the ability of the firm engaged in IF trade to smooth over 
fluctuations in one country's business cycles, and to gain by rapid 
diffusion of technology through intra-corporate transfers might be a 
significant source of competitive advantage; 

O the estimates of the magnitude and distribution of costs and benefits 
of freer trade may be subject to modification when IF trade is 
incorporated; and 

• in general, micro- or macroeconomic policies designed and 
implemented in the context of traditional trade-theory expectations 
may have less than intended, or completely unintended results in an 
environment characterized by a high degree of intra-firrn trade. 
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PART 4: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The question of whether or .not to negotiate a bilateral trade agreement 

with the United States has emerged once again as a major policy issue in Canada. 

Any bilateral negotiations would take place in a global economy characterized by 

increased global economic integration and policy interdependence, sluggish 

grov..th, high unemployment, major structural adjustments and rising 

protectionism. Many of the economic problems in Canada and the United States 

are related to global economic developments 'and reflect the on-going structural 

adjustments in the global economy. 

Within the global context, one important consideration for evaluating the 

economic impact on Canada of bilateral trade liberalization is trade diversion. 

A bilateral trade agreement would allow Canadian producers to sell to the U.S. 

market under the umbrella of U.S. trade barriers against offshore producers. 

However, any benefits in terms of increased production, employment and so 

forth from trade diversion may be temporary as the United States continues to 

push strongly for a new round of multilateral trade negotiations. Canada is also 

calling for a new round, and to the extent a bilateral trade agreement allows 

Canadian industries to adjust to become more productive and competitive 

globally, such an agreement could be an important, positive first step. 

Canadian interest in a bilateral trade arrangement has developed because 

of the growing mood of protectionism and the increased use of non- tarif f 

measures, particularly contingent-protection measures, in the United States. 
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The bilateral trade issue now concerns beciring the existing access to the U.S.

market as well as enhancing this access. Since most major private sector

investment projects in manufacturing require access to a large market, the

terms and conditions of access to the U.S. market are an important policy issue

for Canada. To a considerable degree the threat of reduced access to the U.S.

market is caused by L.S. trade polic., actions directed primarily against third

countries which ear. spill over and affect Canadian exports. However,

competitive Canadian industries have increasingly found themselves confronted

by demands for protection from Canadian imports by their U.S. competition.

The specific bilateral trade issues vary considerably across sectors. In the

Agricultural and Fisheries sector, many of the bilateral trade issues revolve

around Canadian and U.S. domestic support programs. An important bilateral

trade issue for Canada in both the resource and manufacturing sectors is to

minimize the spill-over éffects on Canadian exports of U.S. trade policy actions

directed at tnird countries. Canadian bilateral concerns in these sectors ha : e

also increased be-cause of the growing threat of U.S. trade policy actions

directec specifically at Canadian exports and Canadian policies. While the

future prospects and development of the Canadian resource and manufacturing

sectors have always been a major consideration in Canadian trade-policy making,

the area of trade in services is a new trade-policy concern, and many of the

bilateral trade issues in trade in services fall outside the traditional boundaries

of trâde policy. I
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The issue of bilateral trade liberalization concerns directly the future 

performance and development of the Canadian economy. The traditional 

neoclassical theory of trade predicts that a small country will benefit from full 

trade liberalization. This prediction should be amended for the effect of trade 

diversion when applied to the question of bilateral trade liberalization; however, 

the traditional theory itself has been challenged on numerous grounds, ranging 

from its underlying assumptions and basic concepts, to its inability to explain 

many real-v.,orld events such as intra-industry trade. These challenges have 

prompted considerable research into the determinants of trade flows, and three 

important factors from industrial organization theory have been introduced into 

trade analysis—scale economies, product differentiation and imperfect 

competition. One important conclusion from the new trade theories is that a 

country's comparative advantage can be altered directly by trade policies and 

domestic economic policies. This has given rise to the terrn "dynamic 

comparative advantage." 

The incorporation of scale economies, imperfect competition and product 

differentiation into the theoretical analysis of trade liberalization leads to very 

different conclusions than those found with the traditional theory. The 

theoretical prediction that trade liberalization results in net economic benefits 

for a small economy can no longer be made with certainty. On the other hand, 

the new trade thebries show that the benefits of trade liberalization can be 

substantially larger than predicted by the traditional theory. Theoretical testing 

of the new theories suggests that the circumstances under which scale 

economies, imperfect competition and product differentiation may lead to 
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adverse affects from trade liberalization are special cases as opposed to the

generat case. In particular, the testing of the impact of scaJe economies on the

theoretical outcome of trade liberalization concludes that only a relatively

limited set of circumstances result ►n a loss for a small open economy. At the

same time the new theories of international trade show mat removal of foreign

trade barriers are an important source of the gains from trade liberalization for

a small open economy.

The introduction of industrial organization concepts into trade theory has

generated considerable research on the various interrelationships between scale

econornies, product diversity, plant size, market size, pricing behaviour,

concentration, ownership and trade barriers in Canadian manufacturing

industries. The research on industrial structure and trade has shed considerable

ligrlt on two important questions: why are Canadian manufacturing industries

high cost, low productivity producers, and what are likely to be the changes in

the industrial structurai of Canadian industries should bilateral trade barriers be

reduced or elirninated7 As well as indentifying the importance of

product-specific, plant-specific and company-specific scale economies, the

research has shown that barriers in a small market contribute to the phenomenon

of excessive product diversity, short production runs and small plan: sizes in

Canadian manufacturing industries, particularly in industries also characterized

by high concentration. At the time, there is some empirical evidence that higher

profits' or higher costs, and not jobs, are protected by trade barriers. Overall,

the research on industrial structure and trade barriers has provided valuable

theoreticai and empirical information that can be used 'in the assessment of the
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econornic. consequences of bilateral trade liberalization. Nevertheless, there

-remains considerabie scope for further work such as developing better and more

detailed data on scale economies and other production and cost characteristics in

Canadian industries, which in turn could be used in further empirical testing of

the above,industrial structure and trade interrelationships.

in large part, the issue of whether or not bilateral trade liberalization

would lead to net economic benefits has become an empirical question. .Cox and

Harris (1984a and 1984b) have used a gene'ral equilibrium trade model which

incorporates a number of features of the new trade theories to test empirically

the impact of a broad bilateral trade liberalization arrangement. Their

empirical work concludes that the net economic benefits to Canada would be in

the order of 9.0% of gross national expenditure. The net economic benefits from

bilateral trade liberalization are estimated to be slightly larger than those from

multilateral trade liberalization largely due to the impact of trade diversion. As

expected from bilateral trade liberalization, consumers benefit from lower

prices and greater product variety. Cox and Harris also find that not only do

real wages increase but labour is the major beneficiary from a bilateral trade

liberalization arrangement, a conclusion which is contrary to that predicted by

the traditional theory. Total production and employment in the manufacturing

sector are also found to increase and this is due to the presence of scale

economies, product differentiation and imperfect competition. While increased

import competition from the United States acts.as a catalyst, improved access

to the U.S. markets allows Canadian industries to capture scale economies and

improve productivity and cost competitiveness. Consequently, the gains in

I
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national efficiency come from two sources: intra-industry rationalization ant 

inter-industry resource reallocation. 

The model is ciisaggregated to 27 manufacturing industries, 4 primary 

industries and 5 service industries. Since the model assumes full employment, 

the job gains in t he. manufacturing secl•r are offset 1,‘,. job loses in the primary 

and service sectors. Output, however, increases in all the primary and service 

industries, reflecting the increase in prociuctivity in these industries. Within the 

manufacturing sector, industries experience a decline in both output and 

employment—Agricultural Machinery,  Non- Argicultural Machinery ant 

Equi pment, Furniture. Electrical Products, and Miscellaneous Products. 

Altnough output increases, employment also falls in 7 other industries. The level 

of production and employment increases in the remaining 10 manufacturing 

industries, and the increase in employment in these manufacturing industries 

offsets the job loses in the other industries. With the intra-industry 

rationalization and inte?-industry reallocation, labour productivity increases 

dramatically in all industries. In general, industries which benefit from bilateral 

trade liberalization are criara:terized by unexploited scale economies  an 

 capital-intensive production technology, low levels of existing protection, high 

export elasticities, and a moderate degree of substitutability between imports 

and domestic goods. Industries which are adversely affected by bilateral trade 

liberalization are characterized by labour-intensive, mature production 

techniology. On the whole, the empirical work by Cox and Harris supports the 

theoretical proposition by the new trade theories that the potential economic 

benefits of bilateral trade liberalization are much larger than traditionally 

expected. 
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The construction of the model by Harris (1983) requires data and estimates 

for wide range of economic variables and parameters, and its operation requires 

a number of technical assumptions. As Cox and Harris and others have pointed 

out, there are numerous problems with the data. For example, many of the 

estimates of the economic parameters reflect the economic conditions of the 

early to mid 1970's and there is a paucity of hard estimates of scale economies 

and non-tariff barriers. Some critics have also raised legitimate concerns over 

various aspects of the modelling of economic relationships within the model and 

the operational features of the model. For instance, issues are raised over the 

pricing mechanism and the manner in which scale economies are incorporated. 

One important area for further research would be to update the estimates of the 

relevant economic parameters. The testing of different assurnptions about the 

relationships between economic variables would also be useful, and the 

incorporation of new research findings from future work on industrial structure 

may also be warranted. Regardless of their concerns, all commentators have 

acknowledged that the Harris  mode'  is a significant contribution to Canadian 

economics and policy analysis. 

The issue of unemployment is also a major policy concern, and two 

questions regarding the impact of bilateral trade liberalization on employment 

are relevant: where and what types of jobs will be gained and lost, and how 

many jobs in total will be gained or lost in the short run and the long run. With 

regard to the first question, Cox and Harris estimate that up to 7.0% of the 

labour force could . be expected to change jobs as industries contract or expand 

under a bilateral trade liberalization arrangement. The model identifies Where 
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ne jobs could be expected to be gained and los;. and the significant short-run

displacement of workers raises numerous questions about the process and cost of

labour adjustment.

The net impacts of bilateral :radr iiberai:zation on total employment in

the short run and the long run are difficuit tc as5ess. Most trade modehs assume

full ernployment and examine the impact of changes in trade policy on the

structure of an economy and the allocation of resources--inciuding

labour--across industries. The questicn of total employment is primarily a

macroeconomic issue. The impact on total employment of trade-policy changes

would be prirnarily through its impact on the microeconomic structure of the

economy and the affect that changes in the microeconomic structure would have

on the performance and functioning of the economy.

The traditional trade theory shows that jobs can be created in one industry:

however, these jobs come at the expense of jo5s in other industries. The newer

trade theories show that it is theoreticalt), possible for a country to use trade

barriers to increase the number of jobs in both an industry and the econorn}•.

This conclusion, however, relies on strong assumptions, including the assumption

that no retaliation occurs. It is also argued frequently that the use of trade

barriers in periods of persistent high unemployment can result in more jobs. But

this argument overlooks the criticat issue, which is the identification of the

cause of the persistent high unemployment problern. If the cause of the problem

is domestic economic policy rigidities, then the imposition of trade barriers ma!'

lead to further job losses because trade barriers are likely to add to these

rigidities.
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On balance, bilateral trade liberalization would likely result in the 

short-run decrease in total employment as labour moves from one job to another. 

This short-term reduction in jobs may not be as large as commonly thought 

because bilateral trade liberalization would likely lead to an increase in 

investment as existing firms adjust and new firms enter the economy. The 

increase in investment would offset to some degree the short-run reduction in 

consumption resulting from short-term job losses. Overtime, the total number 

Of jobs would likely be higher if bilateral trade is liberalized. The resulting 

increase in real income and improvement in the efficiency and flexibility of the 

microeconornic structure could be expected to improve the potential and actual 

performance of the rnacro-economy. To assess empirically the impact of 

bilateral trade liberalization on total employment, Harris has used a 

macroeconomic model and the results frorn his general equilibrium trade model. 

The preliminary, unpublished conclusion is that the total number of jobs 

increases by  5.Q  within t ■vo years of entering a bilateral trade arrangement. 

Since there exists a number of Canadian macroeconomic models which 

incorporate the input-output structure of the economy, further work into the 

consequences of bilateral trade liberalization for the performance and 

functioning of the macro-economy is possible and desirable. 

As a result of the various concerns over negotiating a comprehensive 

bilateral trade agreement, two alternative bilateral trade policy approaches have 

been  proposed—the sectoral approach and the functional approach. Cox and 

Harris have used the general equilibrium trade model to investigate the 

economic impact of the sectoral approach. To conduct the experiment, tariffs 
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on bilateral tracie are remove° in five .ndustries—Textiles. Steel, Chemical 

Products, Urban Mass Transit Equipment and Agricultural Machinery and 

Equipment. With the exception of the las: :ndastry, production and employment 

is found to increase in these  industrie I and these gains are generally greater than 

under full bilateral trade liberalization. The impacts on production and 

employment in other industries are much smaller, although the non-liberalized 

industries also show produczivity gains because  the  increase in wages causes 

some firms in these industries to leave and the remaining firms are able to lower 

costs by increasing the level of output. 

The net welfare gain from sectoral trade liberalization is only in the range 

of 1.5 to 1.996 of gross national expenditure, considerably lower than the 9.C% 

gained from full bilateral trade liberalization. Overall, the main effects of 

removing bilateral trade barriers—whether they are the trade diversion effect, 

The  inter-industry labour shift, the productivity gain and so forth—are much 

smaller in the sectoral approach than in the full bilateral trade liberalization 

approach. At the sarne time, the inter-industry and intra-industry acijustments 

are smaller in the secure! approach. Moreover, as Cox and Harris point out, the 

conclusion of positive net benefits from the sectoral approach may be due to the 

selected industries as opposed to the sectoral free trade itself. 

Problems with the sectoral approach include determining which sectors to 

include in any sectoral negotiations, balancing the bilateral trade-offs within 

sectors as +.vell as between sectors, meeting Canadian and U.S. GATT obligations. 

and avoiding third-party retaliation. With regard to the economic 

•1 
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considera:ions, the sectoral approach limits the major efficiency gains to

intra-industry resource shifts. Equally important, it can cause undesirable

inter-industry resource shifts as the protected industries and non-protected

industries compete for resources. If, from a national economic efficiency

criterion, the wrong sectors are chosen for bilateral sectoral trade liberalization,

then the chosen industries may come out ahead at a significant cost to other

indus:-les and the na:ional economy as a whole. There are also questions about

the economic desirability of limiting bilateral trade liberalization to a few

industries and exposing Canadian policy interests to narrow disputes over

bilateral trade balances and economic activity in these few industries.

The functional proposal reflects both the complex nature and the

difficulties of negotiating the reduction and/or elimination of

measures. Unlike tariffs, non-tariff measures rarely take the form of an explicit

tax on imports, comprise a wide range of dissimilar measures, frequently involve

administrative procedures, and are usually unpredictable and non-transparent.

Nor are non-tariff measures limited to import-protection policies, as many

nations now employ measures designed to boost exports. In federal countries,

numerous non-tariff measures are also applied at the provincial or state level.

in general, non-tariff measures can be divided into two groups:

standing- protection measures, and contingent- protection measures.

Empirical research on the impact of removing non-tariff measures on

bilateral trade has been severely limited by the paucity of reliable estimates of

their protective effect. There are numerous conceptual problems and data

t
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problems associated with estimating the aegree of protection provided by 

non-tariff measures. The analysis of the impact of non-tariff measures is 

further complicated by the differences in the impact on economic activity of 

various types of non-tariff measures. There remains considerable scope for 

further research in this area, ranging from the construction of  bette r data bases 

to the estimation of the protective effect and economic impacts of non-tariff 

barriers on industrial structure and economic activity. 

The issues identified above pertain largely to the magnitude and nature of 

the potential net economic benefits from bilateral trade liberalization. The 

empirical work by Cox and Harris indicates that structural cnanges in the 

Canadian economy could be large and extensive. Unfortunately, trade theory is 

not  particularly helpful in explaining how an economy undertakes these changes 

or what the economic cosu of adjustment art. Yet, many of the public policy 

issues revolve around the process of adjusting to a change in the bilateral trade 

relationship. Moreover, factors such as the labour adjustment process. labour 

market operations, regional economic structure, technology performance. other 

non-production aspects of corp irate behaviour, and intra-corporate trade can 

not only affect the process, time-frame and costs of economic adjustment, but 

may also effect significantly the degree to which the potential long-run benefits 

are realized. Consequently, these types of considerations are important for the 

short-run and the long-run view points of policy-making. 

The process of adjustment to changes in the economic and policy 

environment are not well understood.' Yet the social and private coes of 
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adjustrnen: are central issues in the evaluation of the impact of bilateral trade

liberalization. This has been recognized, particularly in the area of labour

adjustment, and some attempts have been made to establish theoretically and

empirically how individuals and organizations adapt to changes in the economic

and policy environment and how government programs affect this process. There

is a growing body of research on the private and social costs of labour

adjust-ne,t; some studies have also looked at how firms adjust. Nevertheless,

there are large gaps in the knowledge base of the adjustment process and its

effects on economic performance.

With regard to the operation of the labour market, there are numerous

considerations which relate to the issue of bilateral trade liberalization,

including labour-management relations, job search and skill needs and retraining.

There is a fairly large body of research, both theoretical and empirical, on

various issues in labour economics, and much of this work could be synthesized in

order to bring o-.jt the major economic and policy considerations regarding the

economic consequences of bilateral trade liberalization. However, as this could

easily become an overwhelming task, the pulling together of the various issues

should be directed to establishing where and how many jobs will be affected and

what and where are the existing rigidities in labour markets that would influence

the nature, scope and cost of adjusting to bilateral trade liberalization.

The regional impact of trade liberalization on production, employment and

other economic variables is also major policy issue. The conventional wisdom on

the regional impact of bilateral trade liberalization is that the Atlantic and

f



1t estern provinces will gain because consu7ners these provinces will no longer

pay the tariff on imports and because reso.irce-r+ased exports will increase. The

central provinces would experien_e shor•-rur. economic costs as a result of

increased import competitior: and sutsequer:t output and job losses in the

manufacturing industries located in these prcv;ntes. In the medium run, the

economic impact on the centrai pro.:nces would become positive as the

manu:acturing sector adjusts. improves its ;roductivity and competitiveness,-and

increases its exports.

A simple method of obtaining estimates of the regional impact of bilateral

trade liberalization woulc bc to allocate the industry impacts in production and

employment across pro%.inces according to their share in national output and

employment. However, the results could be misleading, because firms, labour

markets and otner economic factors are not identical across provinces.

Furtnerrnore, the adjustments in industrial structure could lead to important

shifts in industries across provinces. At the same time, the impact on regiona.'

industries of federal and provincial policies which might be included in bilaterai

trade negotiations is not the same in each province. Also, bilateral trade

liberalization could be expected to significantly alter the pattern of

inter-regional trade in Canada, and between Canadian and U.S. regions.

Consequently, the existing -work on the regional impacts offers a starting point.

but there remains considerable scope and need for further work.

The ability of Canadian firms to take advantage of the opportunities

created by secured and enhanced access to the U.S. market will depend in part
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on their ability to improve their performance in areas such as corporate 

management and planning, marketing, advertising, product distribution, 

financing, inventory control, research and development, and technological 

adaptation and diffusion. These activities account for a significant portion of 

the costs of supplying goods to a market and, hence, affect the competitiveness 

Of Canadian industries. With regard to Canadian R&D- and technology 

performance, numerous concerns have been raised, focussing on the low level of 

R&D, the slow rate of technology adoption, adaptation and diffusion, the 

dependence on "foreign-made" technology, and the great reliance on technology 

transfers by foreign-owned multinational enterprises as the main means of 

importing foreign technology. Given the nature of structural changes in the 

Canadian economy, it would appear that Canadian Rdc.D and technology 

perforMance could irnprove significantly under a bilateral trade arrangement. 

However, the poor Canadian technolog y  performance to date may be an 

important obstacle to the realization of the long-run economic benefits in a 

world of dynamic comparative advantage. 

Economic factors contributing to the poor R&D and technology 

performance in Canada have received considerable research attention. The 

research on R&D and technology performance in Canadian industries aiso 

suggests that managerial behaviour is an important factor in explaining the poor 

Canàdian cost-competitiveness in a variety of non-production areas as well as 

the poor R&D and technology performance. This would suggest that research is 

needed on the managerial aspects of corporate behaviour and performance. In 

addition to insights on where or if Canadian management is under-performing-in 
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these areas, this researcr. could also provide valuable information on the role of 

management in adapting and changing 7ocuction processes and activities in 

response to tract liberalization. 

One area which requires a great deal of research is intra-firm trade. A 

considerable share of bilateral  'rade  is conducted b; the parents and subsidiaries 

of multinational enterprises. The procesi of intra-firm trade is not well 

understood in trade theor;, and most trade models treat this form of transaction 

as identical to arrns-length trade. Yet, the impact of bilateral trade 

liberalization on intra-firm trade ma; be a major factor in determining both the 

microeconomic and macroeconomic affects of bilateral trade liberalization on 

Canada's economic performance and development. At the same time, the policy 

issues that are raiser; by intra-firm trade extend beyond the trade-policy sphere 

to include issues in the ares  of taxation, corporate pricing behaviour, and 

indus:rial structure. Conse.quently. researcr. in this area is a priority. 

In sum. the main conclusion emerging from  the paper is that bilateral trade 

liberalization could be expected to provide large, long-run economic benefi:s 

Canada. It could also be expected to lead to a more efficient and flexible 

microeconornic structure whch in turn could improve significantly the 

performance of the Canadian macro-economy and its ability to create more and 

better job opportunities. However, bilateral trade liberalization would involve 

significant structural changes in the economy. 	While these structural 

adjustments are a major source of the large potential long-term net economic 

benefits, the adjustment process could entail significant transitional costs. 
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These adjustment costs would include labour adjustment costs as Workers move 

from one industry to another. There could also be various factors which would 

affect the adjustment process, adjustment costs, and the ability and speed by 

which the long-term 'economic benefits are realized. Nevertheless, it would 

appear that the bilateral trade liberalization option would provide the conditions 

and the environment for a healthier and sounder C.anadian economy. 
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